Beauty, color and design in enduring CHROMITE Walls

MODERN CHROMITE tiled walls for bathrooms and kitchens offer unequalled opportunities,—permanent, beautiful, rich color effects, yet lustrous, smooth, flint hard surfaces.

The wealth of superb two-toned color selections, combinations and designs presents real opportunity for true individuality,—found only in CHROMITE.

CHROMITE will not crack,—is easily, quickly and perfectly applied. A bath of water removes the effects of time, leaving your CHROMITE walls glisteningly colorful—again just like new.

—and the surprise of CHROMITE is its moderate price which encourages its use generously in many parts of the home . . . it is enameled zinc, cemented to the wall in sheet form.

Before you build or re-decorate, it will pay you to be fully informed about CHROMITE.

An Illustrated CHROMITE booklet will be sent on request.

CHROMITE
"For walls of permanent beauty"
CHROMITE CO., Dept. R, 228 North La Salle St., Chicago
Are You a Wise "Director"?

Whether it’s a cheery sun porch or a distinctive hallway, the wise “board of directors” of the modern home specify Pardee real tiles. There are many, many beautiful colors to choose—from orchid to sapphire,—many exquisite designs,—from dainty green diamond shapes to magnificent Spanish galleons on blue seas. The Pardee exclusive process for making these real tiles insures a mellow beauty which will be just as exquisite twenty years from now as it is today,—with no signs of wear, and with no repairs. So all in all is it surprising that the wise “directors” insist on Pardee real tiles, and will not accept substitutes?

THE C. PARDEE WORKS, 101 Park Avenue, New York City

I enclose blueprint with contemplated tile installation marked. Please send me free color sketch.

Send me your free brochure on tiles for home installations.

Name________________________ Address________________________

P A R D E E  R E A L  K E R A M I C  T I L E S
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The Comfort and Convenience that Enough Telephones Bring

Ease of communication is an essential of modern life...it is made possible through complete telephone arrangements

Dedicated above all others in the house to genuine comfort and contentment is the living-room. Here are deep, easy chairs . . . lamps of a soft, pleasing glow . . . a few books, well chosen. Here every object is located primarily for its convenience.

And here, of course, is a telephone . . . beside the deepest and easiest chair in the room. For a telephone near at hand is essential to home comfort and convenience.

There are many locations in the home where telephones are desirable. They vary with different households . . . according to the number in the family, and the use made of the various rooms. Your local Bell Company has made a study of the telephone arrangements best suited to meet the requirements of various types of residences. They will be glad to help you plan those which will give you the greatest convenience and satisfaction. Just telephone the Business Office.
An interesting feature of some of our modern houses is the free use that is made of architectural precedents. In this case false half timber construction has been used to decorate a cottage.

THE AMERICAN HOME

Thanksgiving 1929

Once again comes Thanksgiving time with all the hosts of things that we have to be thankful for! Opportunity, first of all! Opportunity to make what we will of our lives! No matter where we live in this land of ours, there is a God-given chance for us and for our children. Free schools for them—education theirs for the taking. And in these free schools healthful conditions, health instruction, health examinations, tests for eyes, lungs, ears and teeth, food for the undernourished with, at home, an abundance of water for cleaner living and bath tubs for bathing—all for the making of better bodies and consequently better citizens.

I sometimes wonder if we are quite thankful enough for these two magic common blessings, bath tubs and plenty of water! Are we sufficiently appreciative of our chance for good clean living, no matter who we are or what our work may be? Do we realize, as we go to that work, the benefits that are ours? We have comforts and conveniences beyond the wildest flights of the imagination of those men and women who held that first Thanksgiving. We have conditions which we take as a matter of course but which would have seemed a veritable taste of Heaven to them.

We have indeed gone far since that first Thanksgiving Day and farther, possibly, in our mental outlook than in our physical comforts. For by just so much as we have reached a state of greater physical health and cleanliness, by just so much more have we taken on a healthy sane point of view—a sort of mental bath as it were.

Gone are most of the narrow, hidebound inhibitions and intolerance of that other day. We have broadened until we see that not only does man not live for himself alone, but that this is equally true of nations. And gradually are we sensing not only our immediate civic obligations but international brotherhood as well.

As we look about us at this time there should come a deep feeling of gratitude for the magic of the common things we have—all that science has done, electrical conveniences, good roads, sanitary plumbing, the increasing control of disease. We should be grateful for the civic consciousness spreading across the country that is bringing parks and playgrounds and beauty around the simplest little home.

Above all let us be thankful for the gift of a citizenship that brings to each man and woman a chance to play whatever part he chooses in the welfare of his locality. Opportunity to serve is not bounded by the dollar mark and for this opportunity of service open to each of us—the highest and the lowest—let us give heartfelt thanks for it is this that should make us grateful.

The Editor.
Actual colors! This little booklet is printed in gay shades so that you may see just how these delightful fabrics will fit in with your color scheme.

Waverly Fabrics
60 West 40th St.
Dept. 110
Please send me your new booklet "Cheerful Decorative Treatments with Waverly Fabrics" which presents solutions to five decorative problems. Enclosed find 10c to cover mailing cost.

Name
Address

RIOTOUS color in old-fashioned gardens... quaint windmills beside prim little cottages... field flowers and winged birds... golden ships on a placid sea... These are a few of the bright-hued designs which are making Waverly Fabrics famous.

Read about them in this sprightly new booklet "Cheerful Decorative Treatments with Waverly Fabrics." You will be inspired to "dress up" that difficult corner... that bleak, panelled wall. You will want to drape several windows anew... or slip-cover a drab, upholstered chair in bright colors. And you will be charmed to learn that you can accomplish this smartly... quickly... inexpensively... the Waverly Fabric way!

Ask to see Waverly patterns in your favorite department or furniture store. You will find them of exceptional quality and durability—yet most modestly priced from fifty cents to a dollar and a half per yard.

Samples of these attractive fabrics together with our helpful little booklet will be sent you on the receipt of the coupon below and ten cents in stamps.

Waverly Fabrics
60 West 40th Street, New York City

A SCHUMACHER UNIT
HOW many of your Christmas Gifts this year will live through the ages? Are you among that vast number who treasure an heirloom associated with a Christmas of the past?

In your Christmas list this year for your dear ones... for friends building new homes... consider the charm and sentiment of Period furniture... authentic reproductions of old masterpieces. You will find several suggestions on this page and others in the December issue.

There are over six hundred pieces in the Kittinger Line... all in the finest of solid Cabinetwoods, principally American Walnut, Honduras Mahogany, Oak and Maple. Exquisite master carvings with superb finish further insure values that will endure for generations. For best selection and to fully appreciate Kittinger Furniture, visit a showroom near you.

Let this Christmas mean a new pride in home furnishing that will be gratifying to someone through years to come.

A special Christmas folder has been prepared to send with booklets showing Kittinger Distinctive Furniture for every room in the home... for the better executive office... for club and hotel. Mailed on request with names of nearest Kittinger dealers. Address Kittinger Company, Dept. 30, North Elmwood Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

SHOwROOMS
Buffalo New York Chicago Los Angeles
At Factory, Elmwood Ave. 200 East 42d St. 435 East Erie St. At Factory, 1300 S. Goodrich Blvd.

KITTINGER
Distinctive Furniture
THE SCHOOLHOUSE THAT GRADUATED INTO A HOME

Gone are the pupils from this little red schoolhouse and in their places are the family and friends of Mr. Milton Dana Merrill, a New York architect, who, while keeping to the original lines of the building, has succeeded in transforming it into a comfortable, well-equipped, and attractive home.
Finding a home in a deserted schoolhouse

How the most was made of a small house by clever planning and a simple decorative scheme

HOW to plan a very small home into which the efficiency, economy, and comfort necessary in this modern day may be built is a perplexing question. Mr. Milton Dana Morrill, an architect living in New York City, discovered this when the need for more sunshine, freedom, and fresh air for two growing boys led him to look for a home in the country.

An immediate search was begun for an old house, possibly of early New England fashion, which could be remodeled. It must be small in order to reduce and simplify the housework. There must be gardens, trees, flowers, and sufficient land for freedom and a degree of seclusion. The house must be in a community easy of access, and must be in pleasant and friendly surroundings.

It was decided that preference would be given to an old established community of homes rather than a development where everything was comparatively new and land spaces limited to purchase by the foot. It was not an easy matter to find the house that possessed all these virtues, and the search led up hill and down, across country and along every byway.

After a long and diligent quest, when hope was about given up, Mr. and Mrs. Morrill chanced to find an old red schoolhouse, charmingly situated on one
of the finest residential avenues of old Norwalk, Connecticut. It was of the earliest type of one-room schoolhouse, and it was said to have been the first school built in Norwalk when that city was just a little New England village, prior to 1779.

Upon investigation it was found that the schoolhouse was for sale and with it a fine piece of land. The search was ended, for with his architectural eye Mr. Morrill could easily visualize what might be done with this lovely old place. The building was in a fine state of preservation, but was just one room. The main body of the schoolhouse was a simple block, twenty by twenty feet. At a later date an addition, fourteen feet in length had been cleverly built on to the north end to enlarge the school and to provide for an increased attendance of pupils as the village grew.

The original big room of the building established its age by the massive hand-hewn timbers and huge hand-wrought nails used in its construction. The enlarged building twenty by thirty-four feet, was so old that it had no definite architectural style. Mr. Morrill, however, retained its simple lines and all of the points of interest belonging to the early times. For that long narrow red schoolhouse of time-honored traditions was devised one of the most ingenious small house plans possible to conceive.

In the plan, every inch of space was made to count. Because of the sturdy and enduring structural qualities of the building, no reinforcement was required. The foundation was strengthened, and excavation was made for a cellar. The walls were filled with concrete, and a floor of the same material was laid.

An extension was then built on the east side of the schoolhouse to provide a garage and a porch. The old roof line was not disturbed, but was carried down over the addition, thus retaining the early quaintness with all suggestion of newness obviated. The front of the house really faces on the garden side where the glass-enclosed porch was added. This is a valuable feature of this most delightful little house plan.

In order to make the most of the very limited space, a central living room sixteen by twenty feet was first assigned a place in the main floor plan. The remaining spaces at either end were then ingeniously divided. That on the north side of the living room provides two very convenient bedrooms, each having two closets and two windows, providing excellent ventilation.

The floor space on the south was made to serve many purposes—a marvel in space utilization. The main entrance is there, and a vestibule not wider than the primitive battened (continued on page 180).
The small bookroom and its fittings

Spaces devoted to books pay large dividends in contentment

HAROLD D. EBERLEIN
Photographs by Mattie Edwards Hewitt

The small bookroom has a pervading atmosphere of silent companionship and abiding peace altogether peculiar to itself. No other room has it. No other room can have it. The books that fill its shelves all have the air of being close personal friends, and the very limitations of area insure the preservation of an intimacy that could not exist at all in a larger place.

The volumes in the small bookroom bear the unmistakable evidence not only of careful choice but also of frequent and intelligent, not to say affectionate, use; it is plain to be seen they are a goodly company of no casual assemblage. Instinctively you feel on entering such a retreat that you have come into a place well worth while and that the possessors are not limited for topics of talk—it could scarcely be called conversation—to golf scores, the latest radio communications, or the past week's doings at the bridge table. In its unassuming, straightforward simplicity, the room seems to exhale a subtle influence of reflection and constructive thought. Without being heavy, it carries conviction by its substantiality and genuineness.

The larger domestic library with its more ambitious equipment and contents too often is but a repository of well-printed and well-bound books whose presence the owner appraises as a sort of patent of respectability, books whose covers are rarely or never opened except to exhibit the fine points of rare or superlative editions, books that are never really used and hence can be nothing more than speaking acquaintances without affording one jot of companionship. They are likely to be bought almost "by the yard," their appointed places are duly measured off for them, and they never expand and overflow so that the orderly room where they are kept prisoners has none of that spontaneous, organic quality of mingled growth and lively personality.

In this narrow room books filled what would otherwise be only unused space.

Over a thousand books are held in these shelves, lending livability and interest to the room.

Books and shelves give to the whole room above a sense of friendly hospitality.
We have traced the subtle, essential qualities that we look for in the small bookroom. We might call the sum total of them the room’s psychology. Now, it is in order to note the different factors that go toward its making. On the right combination of these depends the success of the room.

In the first place, books are the best furnishing in the world. They are rich in individuality, and their backs afford no end of variety in both color and pattern, so that their merely decorative value is an important element in the composition. The room exists for the books—sometimes people seem to forget this—and they are thus very properly the dominant element in furnishing as well as incidentally the chief decoration.

It is always a mistake to try to dragon the books into a meticulously disciplined array as though they were eternally on parade and were never really handled and used. Precise rows of books belong in the library for show, the frigid sort of place already alluded to. Let the books be informally at ease on the shelves; if some of them tilt a little, this way or that, or if some of them are pushed back a trifle farther than others, remember this natural irregularity of shelves that bear books for use insures a diverting play of light and shadow and contributes a varied textural quality. It may appear a bit sentimental or finicky to insist on so seemingly small a matter as books shelved “at ease” but, in reality, this detail of arrangement—or, perhaps, it might be better to call it disarrangement—has a great deal to do with the aspect and atmosphere of the room, with the room’s “humanity.” A “smug” small bookroom would be positively depressing. It would be as unnatural as a small child with its face perpetually clean, its hair invariably well brushed, and its clothes in faultless order.

Next, we must remember that the small bookroom is necessarily more of a “built-in” room than a movably furnished room. There are, to begin with, the bookshelves which it is generally more satisfactory to have built into their place than movable. The room will hold more books, and there is much less trouble about cleaning. The shelves can be either adjustable or fixed. The adjustable shelves are convenient for placing according to the exact heights of the books, but, as the sizes are more or less standardized, it is very easy to space fixed shelves the proper distances apart. Nine inches depth will usually be quite sufficient except for very large books. In having the bookcases built, some of them at least should have cupboards in the lower part to hold large books of odd sizes, magazines, papers, wrapping paper, string, and the dozen and one other things that are not sightly to have lying about, but which one wishes to have handy. While the carpentry work is going on it is often just as well to have a fireside settle constructed, and such things as window seats. As a rule, the more fully a small bookroom is equipped with built-in furniture the easier it is to keep clean and in order.

Under the circumstances, it is desirable to have no more movable furniture than is actually requisite for comfort and convenience—easy chairs, a good broad table for writing materials and books in use, or else an ample writing desk, a small table or two for incidental purposes, and a sofa or lounge, unless there is a built-in settle beside the fireplace or a long, cushioned window seat that may serve in lieu of a lounge.

It is a curious thing that a great many people have a habit of placing writing tables, secretaries, and pianos either where there is not (continued on page 166)
New color schemes for old

Subtle and versatile, color is also the one fine decorative aid within the reach of every home maker

NOT all of us can collect Ming vases and rare old tapestries or buy the oil paintings we admire, but each one of us has within our reach the secret of all beauty—color. No room, however well furnished, can be beautiful and harmonious without color. Used adroitly, color is the wand of magic, at whose transforming touch shabbiness, gloom, and discord disappear.

Are you tired of the same old things, the same old rooms, with no immediate prospect of discarding them for new? You need new colors about you. The most hopeless, the most tiresome room cannot withstand the revivifying effects of color. Cheer up—with color!

In writing of color, however, I am not suggesting that we undergo another great color wave such as swept our country a year or so ago, when the craze for color ran to such extremes that even the handles of the can opener and broom had to match the kitchen linoleum. In the use of color, as in all of the fine arts, the greater the art, the less evident the effort, and enthusiasm must be tempered with skill and a definite plan as to what each color scheme must accomplish for each room.

Color expresses to a rather frightening degree our thoughts, tastes, and habits. Color is merry, amusing, or optimistic. Color is austere, aloof, or frigid. Color is vigorous, young, bold, and audacious. Color is restful, maturely serene, peaceful—or merely tired and middle-aged. It can be exciting, exotic, and stimulating, or, if poorly used, simply irritating. All this and more is color. All this and more, color can and does express. And, I am sure, if more of us thought of color in this way that we would handle it more intelligently and, therefore, confidently, and realize its value in expressing as nothing else can, not only our own personality but that of our homes. Instead, we are a bit afraid of its running wild with us and handle it cautiously and even timidly and thereby deprive our homes and ourselves of much gayety, cheer, and charm.

We have all been told again and again that red, orange, gold, and yellow are warm colors and that green, blue, and gray are cold. Why not think of them instead as merry, amusing, vigorous, bold, audacious, stimulating, restful, serene, demure, or gay? Surely considering them this way is ever so much more friendly and expresses exactly their moods and uses. Let's use these magic colors to transform every nook and cranny in our homes, making them do whatever we determine they should do in return for the space they take and their use. We'll take some merry, happy colors and transform those dull and drab "same old (continued on page 170)
The American Home furnishes a house

Part II—The dining room

ELIZABETH H. RUSSELL
Sketches by Lucelle Guild

The living room in the small brick house which The American Home is furnishing by room was fully described in the October issue. This month we shall tell you of the furnishings of the dining room, which, as a glance at the floor plan of the house will show you, opens directly from the living room. The room is fourteen feet wide, by fifteen feet long, and has a charming, simple dignity of its own.

On the left hand wall, as you look at the key plan of this room, is the door from the living room, also a door opening on to the porch at the rear of the house, making it convenient of access for serving meals in the summer. The features of the rear wall of the room are the china cabinets in each corner. These particular cabinets were designed for the room by the architect. They cost, in the vicinity of New York, approximately $106.00 each to build and may be omitted if desired. However, they add a great deal to the beauty of the room, and are so convenient to use that either these, or some well-designed ready-made ones, should be incorporated in the plan. There is a shelf behind each horizontal molding in the doors, and when the gay china and glass are arranged behind the panels the cabinets form an interesting and decorative effect.

The floor, like that of the living room, is made of oak planks, two and a quarter inches wide, treated with an oil filler, and then given two coats of wax, rubbed down.

The effect of a dado is given to the room by applying stretched canvas to the walls between the baseboard and the chair-rail moldings, which, when painted, makes a good-looking finish at small additional cost. The woodwork of the room is given three coats of ivory paint, which harmonizes with the pale yellows and buffs of the wall paper.

With this background of dark floor and warm cream woodwork, we have chosen a scenic wall paper, which has small units of design as befits a small room. The tones of the paper are deep cream, tan, taupe, gray, and ivory. The foliage and small scenic groups of old castle, bridge, figures, and trees are not sharply defined, but blend softly together, with the result that the paper keeps its place on the walls, and is neither "busy" nor aggressive—a most desirable attribute in a wall covering. It also forms an excellent background for the dark mahogany furniture, the colorful curtains, and the bright china and glass in the cabinets.

The curtains are of rayon marquisette, in soft, clear, buttercup-yellow, with a silky golden thread woven in. This ma-
The dining room complements the color scheme of the living room (see October issue page 11). The wall paper is a scenic in soft tones of gray and brown. The rug is an all-wool frieze in gray and brown, the curtains of a buttercup-yellow rayon marquise with no over draperies. The furniture is of brown mahogany. The woodwork is cream, which displays to advantage the pewter and amber glassware in the corner cupboards, also the dishes of Titian ware. The furniture has been carefully chosen to fill the limited space, the tea wagon with its pewter coffee service balancing the small serving table against the opposite wall. A further sense of balance is given by the pewter candlesticks with their tall candles on each side of the painted tray. The key to the diagram above will be found on page 168.

Plans and specifications of this house designed for us by Jonas Pendlebury may be had for $30. Three 2-cent stamps will bring full description of the furnishings of this room, names of stores, and samples of the curtains and wall paper.
material is so cheerful that even on a dark day it appears to bring the sunshine into the room. No overdraperies are used with it; it is just hung straight and very full on half-inch brass curtain rods. The throw includes a heading (in which one inch should be allowed for the rod) and the four-inch hem at the bottom should both be made double or with extra material folded in to take care of possible shrinkage in laundering or dry cleaning. It is also well to run weighted shot in the hems at the bottom to make the curtains hang well. Two breadths of material should be used on the French door as this fabric looks best when hung very full. The selvage should all be cut off before the sides of the curtains are hemmed, as they are likely to shrink when washed if this is not done. The sides should be hemmed first, and then the bottoms stitched over them.

The rug for this dining room is an all-wool, frieze Wilton, made in an eleven-foot-three-inch by twelve-foot size, which allows approximately one and a half feet of the floor to show all around. It has a neutral background, with an all-over, modern design of flowers and leaves, since a figured rug is best for a dining room. Wear and tear will not show on the figured rug as they would on a plain one. The tone of the rug is agreeable and harmonizes well with the wall paper and furniture.

The furniture is solid mahogany in a handsomely designed and fine workmanship, which will make the set a satisfactory possession for a lifetime. The oblong table has a double-pedestal base, in the Sheraton manner, and, with its two extra leaves, may be extended from five feet four inches to eight feet. The side and armchairs have fine ladder-backs, with straight, Chippendale legs, and are upholstered in dark blue horsehair, with a self-toned figure of small diamonds. This fabric is in keeping with the style of this furniture and will wear indefinitely.

The china cabinet will take care of extra silver and fine china and adds much to the harmonious ensemble of the room. The serving table, which stands by the service door, has two deep drawers for the everyday silver, napkins, doulies, etc., and is an indispensable piece of furniture. A longer, more elaborate sideboard may be bought to match the set, if you prefer.

This set of dining room furniture is an excellent value for a new household, as it is conservative enough to please the most fastidious, and its sound construction and finish guarantee satisfactory service for years.

A tea wagon stands between the doors to the porch and living room, where it may be wheeled conveniently out for afternoon tea in summer or into the living room when the days are colder. It has a tray top with handles on each end. This tea wagon is one of those delightful unfinished pieces that solve so many problems for new housekeepers nowadays, since they may be finished at home in any manner the owner wishes. They may also be ordered from the shop which supplies them, finished in any way you desire, at small additional cost. The tea wagon in this room may have a brown mahogany stain, to match the furniture, or if you prefer something lighter, a painted tin tray, to use with it, made of olivewood, with pewter handles on a maple base. The three-piece coffee service on the tea wagon, and the low candlesticks on the serving table, are graceful and restrained in design and will be charming possessions whose usefulness does not diminish for years.

The photographs show the luncheon set chosen to use with these dishes and glass. It is deep cream linen of fine quality, with Italian hems and cross-bar and cut-work embroidery of green and buttercup-yellow, which harmonizes well with the china and glass. The set comprises a runner, six doilies, and six embroidered napkins.

The fruit knives, forks, and spoons are colorful adjuncts to an informal dessert service, as the handles are made of a beautiful jade-green composition and the blades of bright, washed-with-gold metal. The finger bowls stand on five and a half inch raffia mats, in soft, brilliant colors, woven in circles of blue, rose, jade-green, yellow, orange, and brown, etc., each one being different. They scarcely show in the illustrations, but are very attractive and novel, and add an interesting touch of color to the table.

The pewter shown in this dining room is all of pleasing design, reproduced from fine old models, and since lead is left out of the best modern pewter, it has a beautiful soft brilliance and will wear for a lifetime. The large bowl is suitable for fruit, or for salad, and, when you use it for the latter, there are a serving fork and spoon to go with it, made of olivewood, with pewter handles. The tall candlesticks are a good Georgian design, with finely designed baluster shafts and round bases. The three-piece coffee service on the tea wagon, and the low candlesticks on the serving table are graceful and restrained in design and will be charming possessions whose usefulness does not diminish for years.

(continued on page 168)
If you have no fireplace

Decorating is not a difficult problem if the room and its uses are carefully studied

MARGARET FLEMING

SANTA CLAUS was not the only person who was inconvenienced when the radiator ousted the fireplace. Every home maker and every decorator who is planning to make a steam-heated room look livable and cozy has had her problem complicated by the absence of a hearth that she can use as a focal point in placing her furniture.

This question, however, is not as difficult as it seems if we will but approach the solution in a business-like way, making up our minds as to what we want and planning ahead, instead of taking a haphazard lot of furniture and moving it around, like pieces of glass in a kaleidoscope, until by chance we hit the right combination.

Every room should have one or more centers of interest—one or more groups of furniture and accessories which have a common reason for existence.

Each group should be necessary for some given occupation, such, for instance, as reading, gossiping, (continued on page 184)
OF THE several types of French regional architecture, that of Normandy is probably the most frequently chosen as inspiration for the design of the American house. This may be due in small measure to the fact that this province of France is one especially familiar to Americans, lying, as it does, between Paris and their principal ports of disembarkation. But probably the chief reason is that the old manor houses and cottages of Normandy have been written of, sketched, and photographed by enthusiastic travelers for many years and have established for themselves a reputation for simple beauty and picturesque character.

However, if it is true that the Norman cottage is often chosen as a basis of design for the modern house in the United States, it is equally true that in many cases the finished adaptation retains little, if any, of the characteristics which make for the charm of the original. This, I believe, is usually because of an entirely superficial understanding of the elements of Norman building together with the use of the generally prevalent cheap forms of material and construction, as well as the too frequent attempts to create from these a mellow, picturesque effect that only years can bring to sincere and sturdy construction.

The Normans emerged from the Hundred Years' War to find the English driven from their shores but their country a devastated region, with most of their castles, churches, and farmhouses pillaged and in ruins. Encouraged by the advantageous terms of lease offered them by the landowners, nobles, and clergy at this time, the peasants and farmers returned gradually to the fertile fields of Normandy and built there the first of those pleasing structures which characterize the region. In many cases it was stipulated that at the termination of a lease the tenant might either remove his buildings or be reimbursed to the value of them.

One difference between the French and English style of half-timbering seems to be that the French tried to use theirs decoratively at the same time that they employed it for structural purposes. The English on the other hand, particularly in the early work, sought to make a pattern of the half-timbering. Our modern tendency is to use half-timbering decoratively, but not structurally.
A HALF-TIMBERED HOUSE IN NORMAN STYLE

Designed by PAUL WINDOM, Architect especially for THE AMERICAN HOME

We usually connect half-timbering with the early English style of architecture, but it is well to remember that the Normans conquered England in 1066 and for many years regarded it as England did her American colonies. In other words, half-timbering is native to Normandy as well as England. The Norman houses have typically French details such as dormers breaking right up out of the walls.

The disadvantages of the French hip roof are easily overcome by the use of large, gable dormers. The master's bedroom, which has a large fireplace, has two big dormers as in the elevation at left. The maid's room is on the first floor at left (See floor plan below).

The elevation at the top of the page shows the front door at the right, the kitchen entry at the left. The elevation just above shows the front door at the left. The four windows of the living room are shown in this elevation.
At the right is the elevation showing the service wing of the house. The flagged terrace off the living room and bow windows in the master’s bedroom are at the left. The maid’s room at the end of the service wing, is in the middle. The window in the front stairway is at the right. Notice in this and the other elevation Mr. Windom’s skilful handling of the chimneys.

Below is one detail of the big living room shown in the first floor plan on the previous page. The living room is planned to have a beamed ceiling and a wide board floor. The flooring of the fireplace end, below, is of stone. The chimney facing is also stone, the hearth is brick. At the left is a fuel cupboard, at the right a little window seat. Mr. Windom’s designs are based on a careful study of European precedents. In a trip of more than a year abroad for The American Home, during which he visited England, France, Spain, Italy, and Sweden, he was able to devote a period of lengthy research to the architecture of each country. Each of his designs was made "on the spot."
A door knocker

Norman chimneys

A doorway near Lisieux

A chair and a cider jug

Joist sometimes penetrated stud & pegged outside.

Types of Norman dormers

Fill of tile, brick or stucco

A few half timber units of unusual pattern.

The typical Norman barn

A well near Glos

Wrought iron window gvard

Characteristic Norman room plan
The most praiseworthy architecture of the day is that which acknowledges precedent, but does not imitate nor copy. Mr. Stout's design is very strongly Colonial, but we have never seen a Colonial house like it. It is twentieth century American before it is Colonial. There is a startlingness about it that recalls the Colonial tradition, but the sophistication of the design and detail is entirely modern.

A LIVABLE SMALL HOUSE OF CHARM

Especially designed for The American Home by PENROSE V. STOUT

The second floor has three bedrooms and two baths. The master's bedroom has a connecting bath and two large closets. All the rooms on this floor get cross ventilation. Notice the particularly large closet in bedroom number two, lighted by a dormer window. The cubage of this house is estimated by the architect at 52,000 and at fifty cents a cubic foot it would cost approximately $16,000.

The division and arrangement of the first floor is particularly good. The living room is long and well proportioned. It is well lighted and connects with an interesting, stone-flagged sun room. The garage is easy of access. The kitchen is excellently placed. There are two windows over the sink and the kitchen units are centered. A pantry, an increasingly popular feature, leads to the dining room. The servant's room and bath are in an attached ell.
The decorative value of music

Fitting the piano, the radio, or the phonograph into the general artistic scheme of the room

Florence Brobeck

One of the seemingly unanswerable problems for many of us is making the family living room into a compromise between a somewhat formal place in which to receive guests and a utilitarian room with the comforts demanded by a strenuous family. Where shall we place the precious and ever increasing number of books? How can we account for enough chairs for the tired man of the house, the children, and the equally tired mother of the household? What shall we do with the phonograph on which son listens to the latest saxophone records? Where can we place the radio so that it may be heard and not necessarily be seen? And where, oh where, can we put the piano to have it ready for a music lesson, an hour of old songs, or an afternoon’s music for a tea party?

Any piano, upright or grand, at once dominates a small room to the exclusion of all other pieces or groups of furniture, no matter how interesting they may be. This domination need not always be considered a handicap. Let the piano, rather, set the pace for the small room. It becomes then unmistakably a musical living room.

Keep the piano itself, in such a room, free of scarves and covers and also free of vases, bowls, or ornaments. These often set up vibrations and cause strange sounds for which (continued on page 209)
A choice of lovely linens

Damasks for all occasions may be had to suit every taste and every purse

ON THE desk of the hostess in the linen department of one of the great metropolitan stores lay the selection she had just made for the trousseau of a bride in a small faraway city.

"Her letter says that she has only one hundred dollars to spend on her table linen, so I chose the old ivory dinner cloth in preference to one of the pastel colors," said this specialist who advises so many women how to select their table appointments tastefully and appropriately. "This is more practical at the beginning," she continued, "for it can be used oftener than a conspicuous shade at the little dinners she wants to give. But I have this lovely peach damask in mind, too, if she wants to spend one of her wedding checks for a third fine dinner cloth. That pile you see on the desk is only the nucleus of her outfit, but it contains everything that she really needs."

The choice for this particular bride—a typical American home maker—represents a minimum equipment for the average new home, starting "from scratch." The list of linen that was chosen by the hostess for the bride in a small city included:

ELIZABETH HALLAM BOHN

2 fine tablecloths—2 x 2 1/2 yards. One old ivory and the other white
2 dozen napkins to match the cloth. One set 22 inches square; one set oblong, 18 x 27 inches
4 smaller cloths for ordinary use, 2 x 2 yards.
One of these was in color
4 dozen napkins—20 inches square
3 lunch cloths—smaller and less expensive. Can be used also for the breakfast alcove and meals on the porch
5 sets of luncheon napkins, 14 inches square.
One set contained 12 napkins, the other two sets contained 8 napkins each
2 luncheon sets of doilies and runners for either family use or entertaining
6 tray cloths for afternoon tea
2 dozen tea napkins, 14 x 14 inches
1 felt table pad

No really arbitrary list can ever be made for the linen needed in the well-run home. Too much depends on the individual family itself—its size, the scale of living and entertaining, the problem of laundry, and personal preferences. In the list just given, for example, provision is made for serving afternoon tea daily. The member of a bridge club, on the other hand, would probably prefer to include a few of the charming bridge sets of damask or Italian linen, with four small napkins to each set, for the serving of luncheon or tea at the tables.

The good manager always tries to have two tablecloths of finer grade always in readiness against the unexpected guest, and these should be long enough so that they will drape gracefully almost to the floor when all the extension leaves are in the table. Damask can still be bought by the yard if one asks for it, but the newer sets are usually in complete units, with the border on four sides. They range in length from about one and a half square yards up to two by four yards.

Many of the new tablecloths have their matching napkins in ratio to their length. Eight napkins logically accompany the cloth which will only accommodate that number, while a longer cloth will have a full dozen. On the other hand, the tablecloth will usually far outlive the napkins, which receive much merciless usage and

The formal dinner table is greatly enhanced by gleaming silver and the soft folds of fine linen damask. (Courtesy of James McCreery & Co.)
November, 1929

FINE LINENS AND LACES FOR DINING TABLES

Selected by
AGNES GERARD

Of beautiful organdie, damask or linen the new luncheon cloths and napkins (below), are in every color. Many of them are hand embroidered in designs that are pleasing to both children and grown-ups. (Courtesy of R. H. Macy & Co.)

Stern Brothers have sent us these delightful small napkins (left) suitable for many purposes. They are made of heavy linen with motifs appliquéd in color.

The lunch cloth (lower left) has a pale green organdie center with a deep hemstitched double border of orchid. With matching napkins these are among the loveliest of modern offerings. (Courtesy of Lord & Taylor)

Pastel colors and exquisitely fine designs make the new dinner cloths unusually lovely. Above is a cloth in faintest tints of rose, a product of the Irish & Scottish Linen Damask Guild. The set below is unusual in its loveliness. It is of finest linen lawn with hand hemstitching and Banche lace, yet it is both washable and practical. (Courtesy Lord & Taylor)
The American Home

The incumbrance on the house

The mortgage, once a disgrace, becomes respectable and is now a logical way to finance purchase of property

Most of our ideas about mortgages are colored by melodrama, and particularly by the melodrama of the '90's. The plays appeared under many names, but the story was always cut from the same pattern. The black-mustached villain had, by devious means, obtained a mortgage on the widow's homestead and threatened to foreclose unless the beautiful daughter would promise to wed him. In the nick of time, the long lost son appeared, foiled the villain's dastardly plan, and paid off the mortgage. It was exciting entertainment, but a poor lesson in finance. Most mortgagors are not destitute widows, and few mortgagors are black-mustached villains. The fact that your home is, or may be, mortgaged is not a dark disgrace to be hidden in the closet as a family skeleton. Most frequently, it is the logical and economical way of financing the purchase of a home.

ALBERT W. FRIBOURG
Member of New York Bar

No lawyer can talk of mortgages (or of most other subjects, for that matter) without starting back in ancient England. For there the law of mortgages became so important that an entirely new set of courts was created to administer it.

Originally a mortgage was a conveyance of land, given to secure the payment of a debt. The lender got the title of the land as security for the money he advanced. If the debt was paid at the agreed time, he reconveyed to the borrower, and the transaction was completed. But, if the debt was not paid when it matured, the mortgagee got the land, and the mortgagor was out in the cold. He lost all his right, title, and interest in and to the property. Frequently mortgages were given on valuable lands to secure small debts. If the debtor could not raise the sum he owed on the very day it was due, his valuable land went to satisfy the trivial debt.

The courts of law were powerless to prevent such a forfeiture. Only the intervention of the king could save the debtor's land. And occasionally the king did intervene to help a favorite noble. More frequently, however, the king's chancellor, who was the keeper of the king's conscience, intervened in the name of the king, and in effect said to the mortgagee: "The mortgagor has defaulted, so you can keep the property, but if within six months the mortgagor is able to pay the debt, then you must accept his payment and reconvey the land to him."

The time came when the chancellor was intervening in almost every mortgage foreclosure. The number of the cases grew so that he held court regularly to hear them and this court was known as the court of chancery or equity. (Continued on page 164)
Transforming our radiators

Attractive enclosures give this equipment decorative value
in the furnishing of modern homes

MARJORIE ‘REID RODES

In working out the arrangement of our rooms, how many times have we been balked by the radiator? That awkward piece of interior furnishing had a way of taking up the very best wall spaces, or it would rear its ungainly pipes beneath the fresh flowered chintz of our curtains and cover them with grime. There have been moments during the summer months when we have played with the idea of throwing the thing out of the living room altogether, telling ourselves that heat would drift in from hall and dining room. But with the first taste of cold weather we have shivered and resigned ourselves to the inevitable. The radiator must stay.

To-day there are radiator shields and enclosures which really add to the beauty of our rooms. Some of them are made of wood, but more are of the finest furniture steel which may be finished in the delicate tints of walls or painted woodwork, or in reproduction of the grains and rich colorings of walnut, oak, pine, or any wood finish that we have chosen for trim or paneling or for furniture in the room.

Every home owner who has investigated the matter has found that radiators may be attractively covered to harmonize with any interior, and that the cost is surprisingly low. Unfortunately, the prospective purchaser is likely to content himself with the appearance and price and overlook the difference in heating efficiency of various coverings.

There are a few general rules regarding construction of enclosures to allow the fullest use of heating surfaces of the radiator, which it is well to keep in mind. Even where the radiator is recessed in the wall of the house and needs only an ornamental grille it is important that it be made correctly. Reliable manufacturers have naturally made a thorough study of the efficiency aspects of their products, but even they have certain types better adapted than others for rooms where there is no heat to spare.

To throw heat into the room, there must be liberal space, preferably three to four inches, for intake of the air at the base and outlet of the air at the top. Radiator surface which is below the intake or above the outlet is lost, for its heat becomes bottled up in the enclosure. A perforated top through which the heat can rise directly, makes a covering which takes nothing from the efficiency of the bare radiator but it has disadvantages. The upper surface is obviously useless as shelf or window seat, and if placed beneath a window it allows the wall and curtains to become soiled. A more satisfactory enclosure on the whole, is one with the opening just below the top, with the rear surface curved to throw the heat forward. This construction detracts only ten per cent from the efficiency of the radiator, no more loss than is incurred with a top shield and no enclosure. But one must resist the temptation to place the cover tight against the top of the radiator, for inadequate space here will result in loss of twenty per cent or more of heating efficiency. An enclosure such as is frequently seen, with a center grille and no draft at base and top may be as much as thirty per cent to forty per cent inefficient.

Where radiator recesses have been built in the house, the front opening may, of course, be covered with a wood grille, but it is more usual to inset one of the metal grilles which will be supplied in any size by some of the leading manufacturers. Cane and bar and rod designs are standard. Elaborate period grilles to harmonize with room decoration will be made from architects' drawings. One firm specializes in beautiful grilles of cast iron, brass, or bronze, the workmanship so fine that they seem to have been created as works of art rather than for utility.

The tendency is more and more to abandon wood enclosures altogether, for the art metals are made to reproduce the rich quality of woodwork with durability and at low cost. Radiator enclosures in a variety of wood finishes or flat tints cost from twenty dollars up, according to design, finish, and size. Designs include those with hand-shaped metal moldings or with wood trim and period carving, and grilles to correspond. A Gothic design is particularly effective in a cabinet-shaped piece to cover a high radiator, the arched panels and grooved legs as finely finished as an antique might be. Another cover is carved in Italian motifs, and a Spanish console is ornamented with graceful scrolls of wrought iron. Still others fit into the Early American or French provincial room, the English cottage or manor house, or any other type of simple or elaborate home. At least one enclosure has been designed and displayed for the modernistic setting, its geometric lines faithfully adhering to advanced ideals.

The majority of manufacturers make all their enclosures to order because of the great variation in size and shapes of radiators to be covered. As for finish, they will match your woodwork or the tint of your wall with (continued on page 194).
Some common faults in house plans

A "muddled house," designed especially for us, which may be compared with many so-called "model houses"

H. VANDERVOORT WALSH
Assistant Professor of Architecture
Columbia University

DINING ROOM

In these plans, north is at the bottom of the page. A number of errors to be found in them are due to bad orientation.

The first floor plan in this "muddled house" is at the right.

The beauty of proportion, and more and more are becoming so, might insist upon the low roof and might try to ventilate the second floor bedrooms with dormers, making the most of the slanting ceilings, at the sides of the rooms, in the decorative scheme. Looked at from the practical point of view, this might be a mistake, for these rooms are sometimes hot and stuffy in the summer months, and the wall space for furniture is limited. Thus, in the planning of any house, the beautiful and the practical must be worked out together.

Besides the conflict of beauty and practicability there is the eternal conflict of these virtues with a third, economy. Consider, for instance, the stairways in the small house. In the ideal home, the front stairs should be made an important feature, and a back stairway should be provided from the kitchen to the second floor. However, stairs take up a lot of room, if they are to be comfortable and not just glorified ladders. This space is very precious in a house limited in size by a budget. As a result, few modern homes are equipped with a rear stairway. Rather than spend the money for it, the space is turned over to some of the living rooms. But one stairway in full view of the front door or living room is a mistake which any woman will recognize when she is caught in the kitchen and wants to get upstairs to dress before meeting the visitors, who have full view of the one and only way to the second floor.

Thus, even the best houses may have errors of planning in them, due to changing customs, improvements in mechanical equipment, compromises between beauty and practical requirements or between two practical limitations.

However, there are certain mistakes that one often sees which are possible to avoid, because they are the result of an unfinished study of the plan. To illustrate some of the common ones, a plan is shown with this in which they have been deliberately incorporated. Instead of a "model house" this is a "muddled house." You may test out your plan sense by jotting down all of the errors which you can find and comparing them with this list.

(continued on page 190)
A wide rough-finished fireplace, high built-in beds, and a double reversible fire bench are the salient features of the living-room, which runs the entire width of the cottage. The floor is of flagging.

A small house for a small sum

A week-end lodge in Connecticut and how it was built for less than $2,000

NANCY WOODS WALBURN

SIMPLE lodges or camps that make week-ends in the country possible the year round are growing increasingly popular and are fast multiplying around New York as well as other large cities. The reason for this is not difficult to find. From such a simple and rustic week-end base as the one described here, impromptu parties around the fireside and hikes as well as sports are readily and easily planned with a lack of formality that makes these occasions the more enjoyable.

Underlying this almost universal desire for a little house in the country may be the realization of how much more exhilarating and restful a motor trip through the hills may be, if the town-weary automobilist does not have to turn back on the road and return at night. A week-end cabin or lodge at the end of the journey may transform the trip into a week-end of relaxation.

Bachelors and bachelor maids both are creating delightful small places where they may offer delightful informal hospitality. An admirable example of this type of lodge in a wilderness is illustrated here. The house of George C. Seeley, at Essex, Connecticut, designed by C. A. Peck, architect, was built including all costs for $1,901. This economical figure was made possible not only because native wood and stone on the place (or within cheap hauling reach) was used, but also because clever makeshifts and savings within eliminated much that is usually thought necessary in the simplest construction. A close study of the pictures will reveal details that, while thoroughly artistic and in keeping with the camp atmosphere, allow cutting down on labor. (Continued on page 194)
New flower pots and stands

Wrought-iron tables with tile tops and graceful iron and wooden brackets hold the new gay and artistic pots

No sooner does the garden-loving populace of America shut itself into houses and apartments for the winter, than it demands means and methods of bringing its gardens indoors as well. Only a few years ago this craving for a winter garden in the house took expression in bent wire or painted wooden framework, a system of steps and shelves, usually designed to completely fill a bay window of the living room. On these shelves, in jardinières and pots, the Begonias and Geraniums, the Fuchsias and Ferns struggled along. For the most part their beauties were lost upon the occupants of the room, for the shelves faced out through the window, a sort of display for the passerby, although this vanity on the part of the housekeeper could be excused by the plant’s need of light.

Large bay windows are becoming scarcer and scarcer in modern houses, and the demand for light for the human occupants is more important in these days than the necessity of light for a dozen or so plants.

There are other factors, however, which have eradicated this old-time flower stand from our homes, and among these is the element of style. Our simplified rooms demand unobtrusive devices for plants, something which will harmonize with the decorative spirit of the room, which may be easily moved about, easily cared for, and which will be an adequate but unobtrusive holder for the pots and tubs.

The vogue for Spanish and Italian furniture has brought into the country new evidences of the beautiful iron work of these two countries. There are little tables for porch, hall, or any room, made of tiles and set on a framework of iron. These are excellent as places for a pot of Ivy, or any other plant because the seepage from the pot and the moisture cannot harm the tile top. There are iron and tile, iron, and painted tin window boxes, designed within for drainage of the soil and outside for good appearance, and while the use of iron might seem to make such pieces heavy they are actually easy to move from one place to another and they are designed in several sizes for large and small windows, or to use in groups or pairs in a sunroom. These may be used in almost any interior. They are not limited to a Spanish or Italian decorating scheme.

Gracefully wrought and shaped iron is also used in other types of flower holders, which have made their appearance in the last few months. These are styles influenced by modernist design, some are of angular lines bearing cubical or rectangular pots and jars, while others are copied from vines and flowers, substituting for the blossom a flat arrangement of petals which holds a painted pot, this shaped like a deep-petaled flower, or it may be like the cup of certain blossoms. The stem of the plant is of course the stem and branches of the stand. A small holder of this type has a short shepherd’s crook as the central stem, easily picked up by the crook and carried about from room to room. This holds three pots. Taller ones may hold five or seven pots which rest on branches or stems arranged at pleasing intervals.

Such stands are especially effective when trailing vines such as Ivy are planted in the pots, for there is plenty of room for the trailing ends to hang down. These stands are excellently placed in a corner between two windows or in front of a group of windows or in a hall, a pair used, one at either side of a console. They are also effective in a dining room, one used at either side of a buffet and while such placements may be far from windows, the Ivy can do with very little light if its doses of light are provided at watering time. (Sprinkling the leaves, watering the roots and standing the pots in the open window in mild weather is about all the attention demanded by this plant for luxurious growth.)

In rooms of simplified modern treatment, where there (continued on page 198)
Where the winter is ever mild

Planting preparations for a year-round garden in the Lower South

MARY WILLIS SHUEY

Just at the time that the northern gardener begins to settle down for a few months rest from rakes and lawn-mowers and fertilizers and shears, the preparations for the winter garden absorb the attention and energy of the gardener of the Lower South. November and December are busy months in the Jacksonville-New Orleans garden area. The months from November to April are the planting season for southern gardens, when trees, shrubs, and vines must be planted. Indeed, November first is popularly regarded as the infallible day for planting. All-Saints’ Day is an important date in a Latin community, and in New Orleans there is the lingering legend that seeds, trees, shrubs,—anything,—planted on this day never fail. Results bear out the conviction: growth at this season is almost certain. But any other day in November would yield equally good results.

Up until November 1st Chrysanthemums hold the attention of the gardener. After All-Saints’ Day interest in Chrysanthemums flags: it is time to plant the annuals and perennials! Quite often the Chrysanthemums are taken out that the Sweet-peas may be planted in their place—and in the late spring the Sweet-peas are removed and Chrysanthemums again planted. Most of the seed plants are started in flats in September or early October, and then transplanted, though good results are obtained from planting at almost any time. The seeds may be sown in the open ground, Calendula, Coreopsis, Pansy, Candy-tuft, English Daisy, Primrose, Cornflower, Larkspur, Clarkia, Forget-me-not, Gaillardia, Petunia, Stock, Sweet Alyssum, Marigold, Nasturtium, Godetia, Phlox, Poppy, Snapdragon and Pink will grow through the winter months unless a severe frost occurs. And even if there be a frost, it is always time to plant seeds again, and have them ready for bloom in a few weeks! After a frost the average southern gardener goes to a florist and buys plants that are ready to bloom: indeed, this is a common practice at all times for the annuals.

Flowering shrubs are the pride and joy of the 30-degree latitude garden, and on these the flower-lover centers his care. The annuals and perennials are regarded as mere fillers, something to add color to the garden, and for cutting purposes, but not an integral part of the garden itself.

Winter grass must be sown in November and the lawn made ready for its winter green. (continued on page 204)
Good tools are worth keeping good

Proper winter handling of the working equipment to keep it ready for use and all set to go in the spring

By properly taking care of the garden tools in the fall, hours of making ready in spring can be saved. Rust has a knack of doing slow but effective damage and is the thing to be guarded against most carefully.

There should be a storage room, dry and completely weatherproof. As each tool is used for the last time, it should be checked in a notebook, and any parts needing replacement or repair noted. A good time to see to these repairs, by the way, is at this time, too. Take out the broken or worn part and on a shipping tag note what is to be done. If it is a casting, put down the maker's name and address and number of the part. It is then all ready for the local dealer who will see that the part is replaced. If attention of a blacksmith is needed then the part should be taken to the shop at the time and, as soon as the repair is made, the machine reassembled.

All metal work, and wood, too, can be rubbed with an oil-soaked rag. The oil used should be clean but not too light, for it must give a perfect covering through the winter. All bearings, too, can be greased well. If broad surfaces are to be kept shiny, such as the share of the garden plow or the hoe blade, coat the surface liberally with hard oil. This work is a dirty job and should be done in old clothes. The storage space can be segregated so that if in a large room it can be kept by itself.

Several types of storage may be employed. Sometimes a summer house on a country estate is used for the storage of garden tools from early fall to spring. This gives a building with a full twelve months' usage, whereas, if used for a summer house alone, it would remain unoccupied for half of the year. Temporary shelves can be put in to hold special parts and the floor can be covered with old newspapers to prevent dripping oil or grease from leaving marks.

Another good place for garden tools is the overhead space in the average garage. Usually the space above the top of the walls is wasted. Two or three tie pieces, running from the top of one wall to the top of the other are required anyway, to prevent the roof from sagging. These can be spaced four or two feet apart and boards laid on top to give an attic large enough to hold practically every tool and implement ever used in the average garden.

Then there is the basement of the home, which, left dried out by the heat from the furnace, is excellent. If, however, the basement is damp, the garage will be better.

An unusual but excellent tool storage I saw on one Nebraska estate was formed by the seats inside a large arbor. The seat proper is hinged so that the tools can be put inside. (continued on page 250)

In Mrs. Robert C. Hill's Long Island garden the tool house was made into a real part of the garden enclosure. Such a feature is most useful all the year round for holding garden accessories.
Planting roses in midwinter
Tells of an actual experience and advocates dates that will surprise many

J. H. NICOLAS

ON DECEMBER 15, 1928, I planted over a thousand Roses of various classes and varieties; the loss has been negligible. In the spring of this year they came up with great vigor, almost rivaling neighboring plants several years older. In April, I made another planting. The loss was much larger and the plants showed plainly that their root system was not sufficiently established, the blooms were late and were caught by the hot weather.

Roses, to be perfect in form and color must bloom early, before hot weather sets in. Fall planted Roses will bloom at the normal time, and this would be a major argument in favor of fall versus spring planting. A second argument is that spring planted Roses, being late, come to bloom at about the time the accursed rose chafer makes its appearance.

It is always well to observe Nature’s ways and dangerous to violate her laws. Sap is to the plant what blood is to animals and, like blood, sap flows to warmth. In the fall, the air becomes frigid—more and more so every day—while the soil having stored much of the summer heat remains warm for a long time. Therefore the sap is drawn to the roots, and the foliage dies mainly from lack of nourishment. From that time on, roots are very active, growing new fibers, which are the actual feeders, getting ready for the following year. It is interesting to dig a Rose bush, or any other shrub, in December and observe the new growth of white roots. In the spring, the process is reversed. The air is warmer than the soil, therefore sap ascends to the branches, growing foliage. Newly planted shrubs are called upon to grow and support foliage before the roots have established themselves and soon become exhausted, the more so if the planting has been delayed until the awakening of Nature, as unfortunately it often is.

But there is a reservation to make that is all important: before they can be safely transplanted, plants should be thoroughly matured, the wood hardened by frost and the sap returned to the roots. This does not happen generally until some time in November. Until then, transplanting should not be attempted, because the wood is soft and would either dry up if left exposed (continued on page 256)
DID you really grow these yourself?"

Not infrequently I have had visitors ask me this question, with a note either of unbelief or of awe in their voices, about a bowlful of Daffodils or Tulips, lending their bit of charm and glorious color to a winter window garden. And always I am amused at the incredulity displayed when I attempt to explain that indoor bulb gardening is about the simplest and most certain of all types of gardening, and that they themselves could easily duplicate the results which they so much admire.

There is no mystery about the successful growing of bulbs for indoor bloom. The beginner trying it for the first time can be almost certain of success if a few common sense directions are followed. Even those who chance to live in apartments and possess no garden out of doors, react to the good cheer and hopefulness that any growing plant, blooming within our homes while all outdoors is within the grip of winter, brings to us. No cut flowers, no matter how exotically beautiful they may be can serve to inspire us in quite the same way.

Not only is it possible for anyone to have flowers from bulbs and roots blooming indoors throughout the winter months, from Thanksgiving until Easter or later, but practically all the work in growing them may be done outside, and they may be put away, like canned vegetables on a shelf, for use as wanted!

The requirements for indoor bulb gardening are few and simple. The expense connected with their culture is little—much less than would be required for a similar number of cut flowers from the florist, which will not last nearly so long nor give the same degree of pleasure. These essentials are:

- good bulbs, of the kinds adapted to indoor growing; suitable soil;
- convenient containers; a moderate temperature—40 to 50 degrees at night, and 10 to 20 more during the day; and at least a few hours sunshine daily.

What bulbs may be "forced"?

The word (continued on page 234)

F. F. ROCKWELL

The Early-flowering type of Tulip is generally the easiest kind to "force"
A new view of garden color

Get balance of color intensity, and color harmony will take care of itself

Harmonious color combinations are a favorite subject of garden enthusiasts. Minute directions are given to plant X with Y for a pleasing combination, but that neither X nor Y should be planted with Z, for hideous color effect will inevitably follow.

Color generally can be used most successfully if used generously. Splash it around. Put it in great masses to produce the accent needed to bring out the design. Use daring combinations, colors with vibrating life in their tones, to give life to the garden. Color is the lifeblood of the garden. Do not let your garden suffer from anemia.

Most schemes for combining plants to produce desirable color arrangements are based on the trial-and-error method. Gardeners have found that certain plants “look well” together, while others do not lend themselves to happy association. Perhaps there is some basic principle which produces color harmony hidden in these experiments with planting schemes. One thought has so impressed me throughout fifteen years of activity in the field of landscape architecture that it is worthy of statement for consideration by those who are interested in harmony between colors in the garden. This rule seems to apply in other forms of compositional art. It may be near the basic principle of garden color harmony.

As a first consideration there are but three primary colors, yellow, red, and

In this group of Lupins intensity of color is thrown to the foreground, thus giving a sense of depth to the mass

Color groups in presenting a garden picture may be compared to the choir groups of orchestral instruments in music. Balance between those parts is essential.
THE pruning of trees needs thought and understanding. It is absolutely impossible to prune properly by simply cutting out a certain number of branches and trusting to luck that the ones cut are the ones that should have been removed. Correct pruning, although simple and easy to do, calls for some knowledge of the various types of buds and branches found on a tree.

The larger fruit trees must be thoroughly pruned from time to time. Pruning for the purpose of increasing the yield of fruit is not necessary. This process can only be used successfully with the trained dwarfed trees. If pruning is carried too far, and too many branches are cut off, the tree will decrease its yield of fruit. Pruning is done to lighten the crown so that more light and air may enter. At the same time any branches that give the tree an unsightly appearance are removed. As a general rule the crowns are pruned to prevent them from becoming too dense or to give a more pleasing effect.

Bushy or small trees are best pruned during the winter months, removing the leaf buds with the exception of two resting buds, and the main branch is shortened for about half its length. The lead or terminal branch is removed in its entirety. The branches are pruned off with part of last year's wood. All twigs containing flowering buds must be left standing.

As a rule the leaf producing buds of fruit trees are slender, long, and pointed while the flower buds are thick and round. The former slender buds, when they burst forth, produce other leaf buds.

The flower producing buds are usually found on four distinct and separate kinds of spurs which may be recognized easily by any one who is looking for the fertility of a certain fruit tree. All types of spurs are not always present, but at least two of them often are found together. At times one or the other fruit spur refuses to flower but generally all of them do their full duty. When a number of such characteristic spurs are found it may be taken as a sure sign that plenty of fruit will be developed by the tree if it has the chance to set. (See the article in September American Home, page 689.)

The stone fruits with the exception of the Peach (where this characteristic is not so well defined) have a thick massive spur thickly spattered with flowering buds, the tip being provided with a leaf bud. The Cherry is a good example and usually has a large number of such short twigs.

The two most common fruit-carrying spurs differ widely among themselves, but are very characteristic and can hardly be missed. The first of these short twigs is a narrow slender shoot varying in length from four to ten inches. It looks just like an ordinary leaf producing shoot except that the tip carries one or two rounded flower buds.

The other may occasionally be as long as the one just described but it is usually much shorter, a length of two inches being quite common. In both these, the bark is quite smooth. In this particular short spur the conical bud at the tip changes to a flower bud.

One of the most characteristic of the shorter spurs producing fruit, a spur which seldom exceeds two inches in length, has its bark so wrinkled that it cannot be missed. This wrinkling of the bark is due to the extremely slow growth of this shoot. Each circular wrinkle or ring is one year's growth. Both flowers and leaves are developed, but due to an insufficient supply of sap, the wood-producing part of the bud cannot grow rapidly, and just a few leaves are developed each season.

A slight variation of the first bud described is especially noticeable on the Apple where it forms a peculiar thickening resembling a miniature club. These are special formations where buds will later be developed in profusion. An Apple has usually been formed in this position, and, when it is removed, this thick protuberance remains.

The terminal bud of a stone fruit is always a leaf bud; the flower buds are developed singly and are situated on the sides of the twig, the exceptions being the clustered flower buds mentioned above. This is similar to the ringed spur of the Apple, and it produces the greater part of the fruit of Plum, Sweet Cherry and Apricot, while Peach and Sour Cherry are most prolifically developed on the long slender shoots.

Never, unless it becomes absolutely necessary, prune off flower producing spurs. At the same time it is well to remember that, although Apple and Pear readily produce new shoots on older pruned branches, the other fruit trees do so with difficulty and sometimes refuse to do so entirely. At the same time the former produce their fruit on mature branches, the latter only on one-year old twigs.

Every branch which is removed must be cut off in such a way that a slight shoulder remains on the trunk. When this is removed the wound produced is far too large, and it heals with difficulty. Cutting off the branch above the shoulder is just as bad for it leaves a stump which decays, the decay entering the main trunk and producing heart decay of the entire tree. When cutting off a large branch always cut the lower side first so that bark will not be ripped off when the branch falls down. After a slight cut has been made on the underside, cut the branch at the top and paint the wound, if it is large, with shellac dissolved in alcohol or cover with tree wax. Tar and oil paints are not well adapted for closing the wounds for the new bark has difficulty in growing over this surface.

Some light on tree pruning

It is a means to remedy some defect—
never a prime issue of itself

E. BADE
Your car...like your home
needs the smart personal touch that
decorative fabrics give...

The really distinguished woman
today expects her car to provide a suitably smart background for her activities. She knows that it represents her just as her home does. That it should be decorated as tastefully—and modernly.

Nor is this alert acceptance of twentieth century ways limited to women. Prominent business executives now see to it that their cars are decorated with the same good taste and individuality that mark the new trend in office decoration.

Whether you have a dashing coupé, a sedan, a cabriolet, or a suave and elegant brougham—its interior should have the personal touch that decorative fabrics give.

The makers of the Ruxton—one of the finer cars of today—have recognized that the highest type of machinery is not of sole importance in turning out a perfect automobile. They have their color schemes originated by the master Joseph Urban; their fabrics loomed exclusively for them by Schumacher.

Schumacher collections provide the widest selection of distinguished decorative fabrics—for home, private office, banks, theatres, hotels, automobiles and airplanes. Here you will find materials reproduced from rare antquie designs of all periods as well as the newest creations by prominent contemporary designers. Also all decorative trimmings to harmonize with Schumacher fabrics, including automobile appointments such as toggles, robe rails, and gimps.

Your decorator, upholsterer, or the decorating service of your department store will gladly obtain samples for you. F. Schumacher & Co., Dept. D-11, 60 West 40th Street, New York, Importers, Manufacturers, and Distributors to the trade only of decorative drapery and upholstery fabrics. Offices also in Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Grand Rapids, and Detroit.
Mitigating winter's severities

Nine times out of ten it is not the cold that hurts but early drought or stagnant dampness

WHERE winter conditions are very severe the gardener is faced with several distinct problems: even though hardy varieties be selected, winter protection must be attended to punctiliously, and special efforts must be made in spring to get an early start by planting seeds under glass or inside the house.

Thirty below zero in winter, ninety or above in the shade during midsummer, and only four months from frost to frost constitute a climate in which it is not easy to establish an artistic garden; but it is done most successfully in many places throughout the middle western part of our country. Gardeners in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and some parts of Michigan and adjacent states are up against practically the conditions outlined above. Sometimes it is longer than four months from frost to frost, but the average is just about four months. The days in summer are long, however, and the flowers seem to realize their season is short and to make special efforts to complete their life cycle during the limited time allotted to them.

Gardening interest is just as general in these sections as where the climate is less severe. It seems that the more difficult the problem, the more the interest in it. Garden clubs flourish and not only are they active in the summer months, but they hold meetings all winter at which they discuss their problems.

ROMAINE B. WARE

Because of the short growing season and the early frosts, some of the most brilliant of the fall flowers can not be included in these gardens. Only in exceptional instances is it possible to flower Chrysanthemums outside, and one seldom sees Japanese Anemones. Rhododendrons and other broadleaved evergreens are infrequently, if ever, successful. But there is a wealth of Junipers, Pines, Arborvitae, and other conifers that lend color to the winter landscape. Great difficulty is also experienced in wintering Canterbury-bells and Foxgloves. Roses are not easy, but if their winter protection is intelligently handled they may be grown with a reasonable degree of success.

There are, however, a great many flowers that will withstand the severities of climate. Among the most important perennials, the Peony and Iris head the list. Both flourish absolutely without protection, except during the first winter following their planting, when they should receive a light mulch after the ground is frozen. When they are fully established and rooted, the mulch is not necessary except in exposed locations where the snow does not accumulate. Next to these two come Delphinium and Perennial Phlox, dependable year after year, and in well drained locations with slight protection they almost never winter-kill. Here also is a list of a dozen and a half other perennials that are perfectly hardy and which every garden should have—Achillea, Aconite, Anchusa, Columbine, Fall Aster, Shasta Daisy, Coreopsis, Dianthus in many varieties, Gaillardia, Gypsophila, Hemerocallis, Helianthemum, Hollyhock.

A well-kept garden in the East (Mr. P. W. Williams, Scarsdale, N. Y.) where winter is not so severe. Light covering keeps all quiet (continued on page 210)
Minuet
The spirit of the early Colonial days is admirably represented in Minuet. The grace of its exquisite curves and flowing lines has an irresistible appeal for all who delight in early American design.

Pine Tree
How cleverly the designers have expressed the honest simplicity of our native pines. And on the reverse side of every piece of Pine Tree is a facsimile of that famous pine which marked America's first coin—and proclaimed it sterling.

Trianon
The classicism of Greek design, made more appealing by a touch of French romanticism, and, oddly enough, the whole effect is distinctly modern—and very smart.

Fontaine
The French Renaissance inspired this superb pattern. Its richness and wealth of exquisite detail add distinction to any table setting.

Wedgwood
Delicate as a bit of d’Alencon lace, is this Adam design in fine tracery—cut in relief. Instinctively one thinks of eggshell china and fine linen as a setting for such quiet refinement. Yet Wedgwood is always "right."

Choose now......
Some day
Some day is here!

It is really true... Sterling can be purchased now, on sensible step by step payments—the way you purchase your home... or your car... or your radio. Your jeweler will tell you about the new Sterling Silversmith's Guild Purchase Plan. A sound financial plan which allows you to buy, at one time, all the silver you need and pay for it from your monthly income.

Shall it be Minuet... Pine Tree... Trianon... Fontaine... Wedgwood? Choose the one that is loveliest to you. Then, from the fascinating book we have prepared for you, see which pieces you will need for the kind of entertaining you will be doing.

Send for Elsie de Wolfe's booklet
Lady Mendl (Elsie de Wolfe) has directed the preparation of the most helpful silverware booklet ever written. "Correct Table Silver... Its Choice and Use"... Eight different selections are suggested... for every type of entertaining. There are exquisite photographs of table settings... And instructions for the proper position and use of each piece. A number of the International Sterling Patterns are shown, with the prices for each piece. Although worth far more to you, we will send you this beautiful book for 25c.

INTERNATIONAL SILVER CO., Meriden, Conn.

Enclosed is 25c (coin or stamps), for which please send at once my copy of "Correct Table Silver."

Name
Street
City... State
FINE ARTS DIVISION, MERIDEN, CONN.
Irresistible Beauty
that has lived and endured

Irresistible Beauty that has lived and endured

It was in the long winter evenings of the early 18th century that hardened hands, familiar alike with broadaxe, plough and musket, fashioned the first Early American furniture. Rigorous times demanded comfort with strength and simplicity. But in these settler-craftsmen was the soul of the artist. They created a distinct style, they implanted a quaint, irresistible beauty that lived and endured.

These original masterpieces have long since found their way to valued collections. Many to the museum of the Stickley Shops at Fayetteville. And here, patriarchal craftsmen are faithfully reproducing the originals in their natural woods and finishes that the artistry of our forefathers may grace our homes.

So today those who recognize quality, value authenticity and treasure beauty, choose Early American bearing the Stickley of Fayetteville name.

On display by the better dealers

Write L. & J. G. STICKLEY, Fayetteville, N. Y. for your copy of the attractive Stickley Booklet "F":

Tourists welcome at factory showrooms five miles east of Syracuse on main highway—Route 5.

Also display by Lake Placid Club, Adirondacks

Cate Leg Tilt Table 5846

Early American BUILT BY
STICKLEY
OF FAYETTEVILLE

The incumbrance on the house

Continued from page 150

The right of the mortgagee to pay the indebtedness after his default and thereby to secure a reconveyance of the property was known as his equity of redemption. Therefore to-day when a man says that his equity in a house is $20,000 he means that this sum represents his right of redemption or, in other words, the value of the house less the amount of the mortgage.

There may be many mortgages on a single piece of land. You may, for instance, buy a house for $25,000 which is already carrying a first mortgage of $15,000. You take the house subject to that mortgage and owe the seller only $10,000 which is the value of his equity in the house.

But instead of paying him the $10,000 in cash, he may agree to take $5,000 in cash and a second mortgage on the house for $5,000. Such a mortgage, when it is given to the seller as part of the purchase price of the house, is known as a purchase money mortgage.

If, after you have resided in the house for a few years, you suddenly discover that you need $2,000 in cash to care for some unexpected emergency, you may be able to secure a third mortgage for that amount. Unless the emergency is very pressing, such a third mortgage would ordinarily be economically unsound.

You would probably have to pay a large interest rate to get it, and meeting the interest payments on the first, second, and third mortgages would constitute a rather harsh burden.

But if financial conditions make it necessary, you can usually borrow to within a few thousand dollars of the actual value of your equity.

It is possible, of course, to record a second mortgage before a first. If a mortgage is given upon a house and it is intended by both parties that it shall be a second mortgage and take its place after another mortgage, which has not yet been obtained, the parties can accomplish their purpose merely by inserting a subordination clause in the mortgage.

When the mortgage containing such a clause is recorded before any other mortgage has been secured upon the property, it becomes a first mortgage, but as soon as another mortgage has been secured, it immediately becomes a second mortgage.

This matter of a subordination clause is particularly important to a person who is buying property and who is giving the seller a purchase money second mortgage as part of the purchase price. The parties, in such a transaction, expect the purchase money mortgage to be and to remain a second mortgage "subject and subordinate to the first mortgage." But unless a subordination clause is included, the second mortgage may automatically and at a very inconvenient time, become a first mortgage.

Assume that the first mortgage of $10,000 has three years to run, and the purchase money second mortgage has five years to run. If at the end of the three-year period the holder of the first mortgage refuses to renew it, you will, of course, try to get another person to advance the money to you. Your savings bank will probably be glad to pay off the existing first mortgage and give you a new one in its place. But it will only do this if the mortgagor is to get a first mortgage.

Now the time that the subordination clause is important. For the outstanding second mortgage will automatically become a first mortgage unless it contains a clause, subordinating itself not merely to the surviving first mortgage, but also to a mortgage or mortgages in substitution or replacement thereof.

Giving a mortgage upon a house is similar to depositing bonds with a bank to secure an advance of money. When a person borrows money from his bank, he signs a note to acknowledge his indebtedness, and, in addition, deposits security, so that if he does not pay the note, the bank can sell the security and reimburse itself in that way. Such a transaction is exactly analogous to the borrowing of money on security of a mortgage.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.

The mortgagor signs not merely the mortgage, but also a promissory note or a bond. The note or the bond represents the debt; the mortgage is the security. Therefore the mortgage, if properly secured by a bond, gives a lien on the property that is secure.
Home they come from church and stadium—celebrants of America's most truly native holiday. Turn on the steam to take the sting from November's frosty air. Even the man who pays the bills can be thankful, with double cause for thanksgiving. The fire that burns up-hill has saved half the annual cost of heat, and Spencer guaranteed heat will keep the house warm and healthful all winter long.

Yet economy is not the only reason why home owners are thankful for the Spencer Heater. It means no more chilly early morning trips down the stairs to "get up steam" for breakfast; no more ups and downs of temperature to swell the doctor's bills. Instead of flat grates that must be fed frequently by hand, each Spencer has Gable-Grates that slope up toward a storage magazine. Fire burns up-hill on the Gable-Grate, the natural way. Fuel rolls down from the water-jacketed magazine to feed the fire automatically for twelve to twenty-four hours.★

This Spencer construction adds economy to automatic fuel feed because it permits the use of small size fuels. These fuels are low in cost because flat grate heaters are not designed to burn them satisfactorily. In the Spencer, No. 1 Buckwheat anthracite, which costs about half as much as other domestic sizes, gives more uniform heat than larger sizes do in ordinary heaters. The Spencer makes a saving with any small size fuel, including coke and graded npn-coking bituminous coals. Fuel feed is by gravity, more accurate than any human hand or motor-driven machine. Fresh fuel feeds just as it is needed, with no wasteful smothering of the fire by day or banking at night. Because of this automatic fuel feed the Spencer obtains the maximum available heat from any fuel at the lowest cost.

The Spencer book, "The Fire That Burns Up-hill," is illustrated with photographs and diagrams and contains a few of the thousands of letters from home owners who have used Spencer Heaters during the past thirty-three years. Write for this book, and see for yourself how the Spencer scientific principle for burning solid fuel can save as much as half your annual fuel cost.

Spencer Heaters are made in two types and in capacities to suit every size of home or building. Illustrated is the cast iron sectional Spencer with enamelled steel jacket, for homes and small buildings. A complete line of Spencer steel tubular boilers is made for large buildings. Sold and installed by responsible heating contractors.

★ Once a day fuel is put into the magazine (A). It fills the sloping Gable-Grate to the level of the magazine mouth (B). The fire bed always stays at the level shown at (C), for as fast as fuel burns to ash (D) it shrinks and settles on the Gable-Grate (E). As the surface of the fire bed (C) is lowered by this shrinking process, more fuel feeds down of its own weight over the top of the fire bed, with no need for motors or mechanical parts.
It is easily seen that this living room is made more delightful and more habitable by having ROBRAS 20-20 Radiators in the wall, under the windows.

unless he can give you (1) the mortgage, (2) the note or bond, and (3) a satisfaction piece, which is a document reading as follows:

1. John Doe, do hereby certify that a certain indenture of mortgage bearing date of January 1st, 1929, and made and executed by John Smith to secure payment of the principal sum of $5,000 and interest and duly recorded in the office of the Register of the County of New York in the book of mortgages, page 34, is paid and I do hereby certify that the same be discharged of record.

Signed (John Doe)

There are two clauses, (which incidentally are usually combined into) one of which you should know. The first is known as the acceleration clause and provides that "the entire principal sum shall at the option of the mortgagee become due and payable after any default on the part of the mortgagor in carrying out the terms, provisions, and clauses of this instrument." Such a clause, in one form or another is found in almost every mortgage. It permits the mortgagee to declare the entire indebtedness due, if the mortgagor does not pay one installment of interest or principle on its due date, or shortly thereafter. Such a clause, provided it is accompanied by a reasonable grace clause is of course just and fair. If the mortgagor cannot pay one installment, it is probable that he will not be able to pay others, and the mortgagee should not be compelled to take a separate legal proceeding to enforce the collection of each installment.

Most acceleration clauses do not give the mortgagee power to declare the entire indebtedness due until a specific number of days after a default. The clause which sets forth the number of days is known as a grace clause. In New York, we usually provide the acceleration clause shall not be operative until ten days after a default in the payment of interest, and fifteen or thirty days after a default in the payment of installments of principle or taxes.

A mortgagor should not assume because his mortgage contains a grace clause that his payments under the mortgage do not become due until the expiration of the period of grace. They are due and payable on the day when the mortgage declares them to be due. A suit for their recovery may be started immediately after that day. The mortgagor cannot declare the entire indebtedness due until the expiration of the grace period, but he has an absolute right to do so immediately thereafter, and he may even refuse to accept anything less than the whole indebtedness if the mortgagor has waited until the end of the grace period to tender the installment due.

The small bookroom and its fittings

Continued from page 156

Likewise, in order to counteract the inevitable loss of light through the wall spaces are free of bookshelves had better be light in color, whether papered or painted. For the same purpose, the curtains should be made in such a way that they will not interfere with the entrance of light. The whole window area should be allowed to let in light and not be partly blocked off and neutralized by hangings.

It will be found generally desirable to have the bookshelves extend all the way to the ceiling. This will give the composition of the room more coherence than if there were an area of free wall space above, a space apt to be ill-lighted, difficult to do anything with, and possessing a deadly attraction for all kinds of irrelevant bric-a-brac, unless the bookshelves are no more than four and a half or five feet high. Besides, the shelving all the way to the ceiling will probably be needed to provide space for the books. They have a way of increasing mysteriously and, if all the shelves are not needed at first, they certainly will be before long. A bookroom ought to be provided with a chance for its contents to grow. If there is space enough to require only the low shelving for books, the room is likely to become a part of the category of small bookrooms.

As to pictures, anyone with the taste and inclination to prompt the creation of a small bookroom can generally be trusted to make an appropriate selection.
Have You Discovered the Beauty of PANELED INTERIORS

How they add warmth and personality to the charm of your rooms

(ABOVE) Wood in modern rooms is surprisingly inexpensive ... and it makes such a wonderful difference in the appearance and character of the house! Not only adding to its attractiveness ... but substantially increasing its sale value.

Now America's finest lumber is obtainable grade- and trade-marked for your protection.

BEAUTIFUL, aren't they? These rich, paneled walls. You see them everywhere in fine, well-planned homes ... old and new. Never out of style. Never out of date. Paneled rooms improve with the years. They seem to take on added graciousness ... mellowed charm.

And wood paneled is decidedly economical. Beautiful knotted lumber, for instance, is practical for the most modest home. You can have an almost endless choice of wood . . . hard and soft . . . at a wide range of costs.

The Lumber Industry has taken a great forward step to make lumber even more desirable as a building material for the home. "American Standard Lumber from America's Best Mills" is now obtainable grade-marked and trade-marked . . . guaranteed for your protection and guidance.

Know the Lumber You Use

When the "Tree-Mark," shown at right, is stamped on the board, it signifies the guarantee of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association that the lumber is correctly grade-marked. The "Tree-Mark" signifies the guarantee of the National Association that the grade-mark is correct.

Write or send the coupon below for interesting free booklets, "Taking the Mystery Out of Lumber Buying," and "Modern Home Interiors." You will find them full of valuable information on modern home building and modernization of old houses.

NATIONAL LUMBER MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Washington, D. C.

The "Tree-Mark" is now available in every species. Inquire of your local dealer. If he cannot supply you, write us and give his name and address.

Please send me, free, a copy of the booklet checked below:

- Taking the Mystery out of Lumber Buying
- Modern Home Interiors

Name
Business
Street address
City State

NATIONAL LUMBER Mfrs. Ass'n
Dept. 407, Transportation Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Gentlemen: Please send me free, a copy of the booklet checked below:
- Taking the Mystery out of Lumber Buying
- Modern Home Interiors

Send for Free Booklet
A Radio Feature
Every Thursday Night
Over Columbia Network

STATIONS
WABC—NEW YORK CITY
WCAU—Philadelphia
WNAC—Boston
WISN—Milwaukee
WEAN—Providence
WCOHP—Detroit
WEAN—Providence
WMAK—Buffalo
WFBL—Syracuse
WHEC—Rochester

AUTOMATIC HEAT
for every home


The Electric Furnace-Man
[Patented Automatic Coal Burner]

Investigate the unusual merits of this great invention

The Electric Furnace-Man can be installed for surprisingly little money at a moment’s notice in any furnace or boiler. Used in cottage or mansion wherever modern, automatic heat is desired.

The Electric Furnace-Man burns the lower priced Buckwheat sizes of Anthracite—feeds the coal, removes the ashes, and maintains uniform heat—all automatically.

Also ideal for hot water supply

Endorsed by ANTHRACITE OPERATORS’ CONFERENCE (A Billion Dollar Industry)

DOMESTIC STOKER COMPANY

7 DEY STREET NEW YORK

"Uncle Toby" in tan, scarlet, and brown makes an appropriate pitcher for autumn.

"Mrs. Caudle" is a capacious creature, designed for pleasant use in a household.

The American Home furnishes a house

Continued from page 140

The built-in china cabinets are filled with the china and glass we have described, with, in addition, in the left-hand cabinet, on the top shelf a large pewter pitcher, suitable for milk or cider, and, balancing it, in the right-hand cabinet, a tall reproduction of a Liverpool pitcher, with a typical decoration of a rustic scene in black and white and the sharp nose and strong handle which always distinguish this type of pitcher. The cabinet shelves also display a service of square, ivory-white dessert plates with elaborate embossed borders and views of old English inns, printed from the actual plates used in “Coaching Days in England.” Each plate has a different view, in black and white, with touches of color.

The mahogany cabinet holds jolly Toby jugs, copies of old Staffordshire pieces, as well as several reproductions of amusing Staffordshire animals. “Uncle Toby” is dressed in brown, with a scarlet waistcoat, and has a curled wig, while in his hands are a “leather bottle” and a goblet. The other jug is our old friend, “Mrs. Caudle,” in natural colors, with brown bodice, pink-striped shirt, polka-dot apron, and the famous nightcap.

The animal groups are naive figures of a cow and calf, recumbent stag, etc. The lighting fixtures of the dining room are brass wall-sconces, like those used in the living room. The room is wired for a central lighting fixture over the table and a chandelier to match the sconces may be bought if desired.


KEY TO PLAN FOR QUEEN ANNE DINING-ROOM

Wallpaper
1. All-wood Wilton carpet-rug
2. Dining-room Table
3. Armchairs
4. Sidechairs
5. China Cabinet
6. Serving Table
7. Toneware
8. Coffee Set
9. Pewter Candlesticks
10. Painted Tray
11. Pewter Coffee Set
12. Curtains

CONTENTS OF CHINA CABINETS

Right-hand built-in cabinet
Liverpool pitcher
Titian china ware
Amber glass fingerbowls
Amber glass goblets
Square dessert plates
Cups and saucers, Titian ware
Covered vegetable dish

Left-hand built-in cabinet
Large pewter pitcher
Large platter, Titian ware
Gravy boat
Naive figures of a cow
In the left-hand cabinet
Reproductions of Staffordshire animal groups

Mahogany cabinet
“Uncle Toby” pitcher
“Mrs. Caudle” pitcher
Reproductions of Staffordshire animal groups

A salad set of wood, with pewter handles accompanies the large pewter bowl which is shown on page 158

Thanksgiving requires generous pitchers at wage, and here you may choose between Liverpool china and pewter
AT THE TABLE... the graciousness of LINEN DAMASK

LINEN DAMASK, spread upon a table, visualizes exquisitely the quality of graciousness that distinguishes hospitality. A mellow charm suffuses the fundamental correctness of Linen Damask for the table, yet all the opulent resources of contemporary design enhance this charm with subtle harmonies. For generations, a consummate artistry of the loom has characterized the Linen Damask cloths and napkins that have come from the hands of Irish and Scottish craftsmen. Among women to whom the appointment of the table is an essay in the art of personal expression, Irish or Scottish Linen Damask is a primary requisite.

In White, or Pastel Tints. Moderately Priced

A charming booklet on correct table settings — "We Dine on Linen Damask" — will be sent you on receipt of ten cents to cover mailing cost. Address Irish & Scottish Linen Damask Guild, 620 West Broadway, New York.

LOVELY LINEN DAMASK TABLECLOTHS & NAPKINS impressively correct
The Secret of GOOD COFFEE

is in the making

HERE'S how anyone can make good coffee every time. Made in glass like this, coffee tastes just as good as it smells. Ready under 5 minutes. It is not luck, it's science, reduced to ABC . . .

A. You start with a SILEX—fill lower bowl nearly full of water and start heat.

B. For every cup of coffee you are making put one heaping teaspoonful—not a tablespoon—in the lower bowl and set in place. Any brand of coffee you like so long as it is finely ground.

C. As water begins to bubble and boil, you watch it rise through the center tube into the top bowl. Stir a little and remove from heat.

D. Now watch the clear amber liquid flow back of itself into the lower bowl, taking all the delicious aroma and flavor, leaving behind the bitter injuries of the grounds extracted by boiling coffee.

E. Remove and invert upper bowl on its little cover which protects table, and your coffee is ready to pour as you see in the photograph.

The new model illustrated is delightfully modern in design. Operates just like the breakfast Silex familiar to thousands at home and abroad. For information on gas, electric and alcohol models of heat-proof glass, 1-cup and 6-cup capacity, write now to

TEAR OFF HERE

THE SILEX COMPANY
3 Laurel Street, Hartford, Conn.

Please tell me more about the new SILEX for--

ALCOHOL □ GAS □ ELECTRICITY □

I already have □ have no □ a Breakfast Silex

Name ____________________________ Street ____________________________ City ____________________________

New color schemes for old
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things," and with this new found magic make modest simple rooms into smart ones that hum and sing with cheer and color.

What do your rooms need? There is a color to express just that. Are they small and dark? There is a color to make them appear larger and actually sunny and cheery. Are they spacious, many-windowed, and somewhat browned in the sunlight? There is a color to soften, cool, and rest them. For every room and every purpose and every mood a color—so let's set out to find the right one.

Strange to say the most interesting and lovely new color combinations come from the modernists. I use the word "strange" because to most of us modernism has meant strident colors as well as bizarre designs. However, the modernists were the first to grasp the beauty of sombre colorings in and out of contrasting hues and to realize the possibilities in the use of two or three tones of one color rather than sharply different hues in walls, hangings, and floor coverings.

Walls and woodwork, perhaps, have undergone the most radical change. Somewhere we had heard that ivory walls "were always good" and so for years, in simple little houses, in large houses, and in apartment houses we saw nothing but ivory walls, in living room, bedroom, and bath. Ivory walls in cheerless north rooms and ivory walls in south rooms where the sun poured in all day. Suddenly something in our country went "ivory." Now walls have taken to the loveliest colors imaginable, and having seen them, we wonder why the absurdity of a single, universal color for all purposes in all rooms never struck us before. Here then are some of the new color combinations for walls and woodwork, for that matter, color combinations that can be worked out in an entire room in furniture, draperies, and accessories.

Apricot with brown and copper; peach and lacquer red; primrose yellow with blue-green or turquoise; citron, lemon yellow or chartreuse green with silver and dark blue; primrose yellow with orange and silver; chalk blue, hydrangea blue, turquoise, and pencil blues with dark blue or blue-green; chartreuse and silver with dark blue and jade; lemon yellow with cream and palest green; cream with lemon yellow and lacquer red; gray and black with touches of silver; robin's egg blue and mulberry; parchment yellow with dull red and terra cottas; dead white with terracotta and silver; white and touches of copper and orange; tan with blue-green and violet; white with honey beige; honey brown with brown and black; buff with putty, blue-green, and dull orange.

These are some of the most popular of the new color combinations, and it would be nearly impossible to pick any two or three that are alike in all respects. All these colors, whether in paint, floor covering, or fabric, are seen in dull, soft finishes and in those groups calling for unusual color combinations such as primrose yellow, orange, and silver, the orange or high color is used very sparingly, while all the yellows, blues, and greens are chalky or gray tones. Very often the molding or woodwork is "picked out" in the darker or contrasting hues, thus giving a two or three tone woodwork effect.

Some of these color schemes, as for instance those combining the dead white, oyster white, and chartreuse and silver would, obviously, make old and shabby furniture and draperies seem even shabbier by comparison. However, any walnut or mahogany bedroom suite would take on new air against an apricot and copper or peach and lacquer red background; any tired dining room suite warm up to coppery browns, dull lacquer reds, there are no end of little as well as room in the same old taupes and blues; very often amaze some of the old blue-beige and primrose yellows about them.

If you are fortunate enough to be doing over the entire room from floor to ceiling, however, do not be afraid to use some of the more daring new color combinations I have listed above for you. I have seen them all worked out to the smallest detail, and I can assure you that not only are they smart and charming, but easy to live with after the first excitement of their newness begins to wear off. The fear that new and different color schemes will not "wear well" prevents many of us from ever trying anything new and so we go on, year after year, with the same uninspired conglomeration of old golds, roses, and blues about us.

These same color combinations suggest many additional color notes that may be worked out in the small-est accessories. A squatty brass bowl filled with orange bittersweet and placed in front of a large round copper tray would send a friendly gleam from some drab, dull corner. A frosty silvery, pewter jug or pitcher is lovely with terra cotta and silver; red flowers in it. Dull yellow tin pots for lustrous dark green laurel; a lettuce green hanging bookcase with silver; promenade in chalky blue and edged with silver; yellow organic curtains over orange organdie or peach voile edged and caught back with ruffles of Chinese red glazed chiffon; lemon yellow, gold, and chartreuse green pillows for the old blue sofa or dull gold, coppery brown, and terra cotta ones for the old taupe sofa—oh, there are no end of little as well as big ways in which to work the magic of some smart, new colors. Note this year to shut our doors until next spring on all the gay, riotous colors of the summer we have left behind us. Let's bring some of it indoors with us for the coming winter days. Let's learn to use this magic and use it lavishly, making it seem in every little detail of our homes our own charming, hospitable selves.
Floors Smartly Decorated

As stylishly as you curtain your windows.

Decorate a floor? Sounds a bit adventurous to most of us who have lived so long with colorless, uninteresting surfaces underfoot. Still, in this bright day our good taste tells us that floors should be more than merely something to walk on. Perhaps we’ve even made up our minds to “do something about it” the very next time we redecorate. But it’s so easy to put things off, so hard to know just how to go about fixing up old floors even when we’ve half decided to use Armstrong’s Linoleum.

That’s where our Bureau of Interior Decoration, headed by Hazel Dell Brown, can be of real help. Our trained decorators will gladly work with you, show you complete room ensembles—draperies, wall effects, woodwork, and floors—not merely colors but actual materials. With these miniature schemes in front of you it’s easy to visualize how each room will look, exactly which Armstrong Floor effect to choose.

Once you’ve decided on the color and pattern, the rest, as you know, is simple. A quick visit to a local linoleum, department, or furniture store . . . and a few days later your new Armstrong Floor is in place, firmly cemented over linoleum lining felt.

There’s one nice good-housekeeping advantage when you decorate your floors this modern Armstrong way. They stay decorated, keep their refreshing color and design for years without refinishing. Yes, they even lighten daily cleaning care. The Accolac-Processed surface is the reason. It’s spot-proof, stain-proof. Light waxing and polishing maintain the satin-smooth appearance. Even in kitchens, baths, and halls, where floors may need frequent washing, care is simplified. Simply renew the surface occasionally with Armstrong’s Linoleum Lacquer. (Do not lacquer over wax.)

Why not learn more about the Armstrong way to decorate your floors, and about the special service our Bureau of Interior Decoration is waiting to render? It’s really a fascinating story as told by Hazel Dell Brown in her latest book, “New Ideas in Home Decoration.” Illustrated in full color. Just send 10c to cover mailing. (Canada, 20c.) Address Armstrong Cork Company, Floor Division, 923 Pine Street, Lancaster, Pa.
A CHANGE ... relaxed, regular respiration ... at last.
The doctor nodded, and left the bedside.
Strain ... on the white faces of the young father and mother, standing mutely by the door, changed to joy, as he said,
"Past the crisis safely."

"Medical aid can do so much—and nursing so much," said the doctor. "But in this case, without a third factor, I believe we should have failed to save your child."
"Third factor?" queried the father.
"Temperature—the constantly even 68 degrees of this room. Fresh air, gently and evenly warmed has been pricelessly valuable in saving Janet's life."
"We have a Williams Oil-O-Matic," said the mother.

"Yes, I thought so," continued the doctor, "and I wish more families had one. This clean, even warmth is a wonderful aid to daily good health for the entire family.
"Rooms too hot—and then too cold, lower resistance and cause much of winter's common respiratory illnesses."

The sensitive thermostat on Williams Oil-O-Matic maintains, in all weather, the temperature you wish, throughout your home. No attention is needed, no coal—no soot—no heating problem!

10 years beyond experiment—backed by the happy experience of more than 90,000 owners—Williams Oil-O-Matic provides the RIGHT answer to your heating problems. For small homes there is the lower priced Oil-O-Matic Junior. See your dealer today—give your home clean, safe, healthful Williams oil heat.
Novembe, 1929

PRISCILLA ALDEN
A charming Paul Revere adaptation.

WENTWORTH
Smart modernism at its best.
The half-timbered cottages of Normandy

Continued from page 142

one wall. Door and window openings were allowed for, and those members which were to provide the bracing and counter thrusting were introduced where necessary. They were then cut and carefully hewn to fit. This procedure was followed with the remaining three sides. After this, stone piers were built along the foundation walls, at proper intervals, for the support of the main vertical timbers, and after the placing of substantial horizontal members the framing was erected thereon and this as well as the heavy floor joists were secured by mortise and tenon and by solid pegging.

No nails or iron of any kind were used in these early structures. The spaces between the heavy timbers were filled in with mud plaster or brick nogging, and the foundations between the piers, with rubble or with home-made brick. The roof rafters were laid and the thatcher proceeded to his business. In case of removal, knocking out the mud or brick fill in the frame work and uncovering and detaching the timbers, was not a complicated matter nor did the thatch or roof rafters present great difficulty. Such, briefly, was the construction of the early half-timbered houses of Normandy and it is significant that we may yet see the originals holding their own against the wear of centuries. We cannot expect nor wish to build our houses today as these were built, but in our adaptations from the Norman we can at least emulate the early builders in the simplicity, frankness, and soundness of their construction. Needless to point out it is an economy in the end. A half-timbered house in order to mean anything should be honestly constructed—at least in its essentials—and there can be no successful attempt to imitate it by means of cheap subterfuges in wall and roof materials or by false half-timbering. This may yet leave us considerable latitude in design and detail and although in order to properly meet the demands of a modern plan important modifications are made necessary these need not carry us too far from the gable ends that were, or could be, archetypal of the architectural spirit of the original.

The plan of the small Norman farm house suggests, of course, the interests and occupations of its master. He is first a dairyman. His barns are large and snug and his pastures extensive. Apple orchards surround his house, and he has constructed buildings for the storage and pressing of his apple crops, with a cellar large enough to take care of his cider and calvados. His dwelling is simply planned, and one and a half or two stories in height. There is the salle commune, or general living room, with its great fireplace. This room serves, of course, as kitchen too, and in place opening and may have in many cases preserved much of their old character and may be found constructed in brick, in stone, or in a combination of the two. I have seen a few massive stone lintels, but for the most part they are of wood. Brick is rather favored and may indeed be considered less "primitive" than stone, for I recall one mantel of fine proportions and of well-cut stone, which had been painted a glossy brick red and marked off with brick points as neat and white as any in central Europe!

At one side of the fireplace and usually built into the wall is an alcove for firewood often with a low open gate. Within the last century, in those houses where the fireplace has not turned over its hospitable functions to the modern coal stove, it has often been equipped with a polished iron hearth of rather graceful form which contains an ash drawer. The andirons are of iron polished to a dull nickel finish, as are the tongs, poker, and other implements. The cast-iron fire-back is frequently seen. The floor of this room may of square red tiles, or of heavy oak planking, while the walls, unless covered by built-in cupboards, or closets, are of plain plaster and of a dull ivory tone. The ceiling is, of course, heavily beamed, sometimes plastered between the beams, and usually smoked to a rich amber. These would often whitewashed, and I remember one room in which they were papered in a Dutch tile design. There is the customary clutter of miscellaneous objects on the mantel shelf but, except for a clock or two, a crucifix, and occasional chromo, the walls are bare.

The oil lamp hangs from the ceiling over the circular oil-clothed table, and against the walls are the dresser with its gay spots of colored porcelain and shining copper, the grandfather's clock with elaborate face, a simple table, a settle, perhaps, and a few assiduously collected pieces. Doors open from this room to adjoining rooms such as are required for farm labor and storage and to a modest stair which leads to the small bedrooms above. In these the cottages are deeply covered and usually lighted by small dorner windows.

Among the older houses, particularly in the region about Caudebec, the roof is covered with thatch, sometimes with a row of iris planted along the ridge—but the small tile of brownish red color is much used and slates are common. Wood shingles are more often to be seen used across the gable ends that were most exposed to the wind and rains.

The windows are casements usually of three lights with rather heavy muntins, and the sash is painted white. Shutters, when existing, are of the simple board type, painted green or left to weather. The timbers are more often of weathered oak, although sometimes painted black, and it is noticeable that the spaces between vertical members are rarely more than one and a half times the width of the timbers themselves. These spaces are whitewashed from time to time. The Norman cottage reveals little of the thought and design in its architecture. Hinges are simple and of ordinary strap iron.

The house usually stands back some distance from the road and is surrounded by its orchard. A vegetable garden is at the side or back of the house, and flowering trees are planted along its walls, as well as espaliered pear-trees, which always create a decorative effect on a wall of stone or brick. The well, usually sheltered by a square pavilion of open... (continued on page 176)
Mrs. J. J. Mitchell, of the leading Chicago family, the former Miss Lolita Armour, expresses her rare individuality and colorful imagination in every phase of her life—from the supervising of her estate at Montecito, down to her use in decoration of sharp, clear contours, and vivid colors to achieve original effects.

Ever considerate of the comfort of her guests, Mrs. Mitchell equipped this guest room in "Daisy Cottage" at El Mirador, with Simmons Beds No. 1565, Beautyrest Mattresses and Ace Box Springs. She says, "Simmons equipment gives really restful rest!"

I'm glad I can make my guests so comfortable at Santa Barbara

says MRS. J.J. MITCHELL
the former Miss Lolita Armour


Set in the midst of exquisite gardens, among the most famous in the world, are the main house and guest cottages. Of pink stucco with red tiled roofs and gay Chinese blue shutters, they are surrounded by salmon pink roses, and lavender wisteria clambors everywhere.

An old Chinese picture was Mrs. Mitchell's inspiration for this delightful room in "Daisy Cottage," which she furnished a year or so ago with Simmons Beds No. 1565 and matching Simmons furniture painted deep magenta, and trimmed with pottery green.

Mrs. Mitchell fitted her beds with Simmons Beautyrest Mattresses and Ace Box Springs. "I have found," she says, "that Simmons equipment gives really restful rest! Besides, the Beautyrests are so trim looking with their firm, uncrushable sides!"

The marvelous Beautyrest Mattress is the choice of discriminating homemakers. Already nearly a million people enjoy its repose. Its unique inner construction insures perfect distribution of body weight. The Ace Box Spring is equally well-built and beautifully finished.

In furniture and department stores, Simmons beautyrest Mattress $39.50; Ace Box Spring $43.50; Ace Open Coil Spring $19.75; Beds $10.00 to $60.00. Look for the name "Simmons".

SEND 10¢ to the Simmons Company, Dept. C-14, 666 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, Illinois, for "Bringing Beauty and Comfort to the Bedroom," a 40-page book containing photographs of the bedrooms of distinguished women, and valuable ideas for home decoration.

SIMMONS
World's Largest Makers of Beds, Springs, Mattresses

Copyright 1929, the Simmons Co.
The half-timbered cottages of Normandy
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The story of pottery is interestingly told in the booklet, "Pottery". A free copy is awaiting you. Write for it.

THE ROSEVILLE POTTERY COMPANY, Zanesville, Ohio

ROSEVILLE POTTERY

If you love good pottery you will find keen moments of joy in these richly delightful, happily distinctive creations of Roseville master craftsmen.

Here are lines and curves and angles that have sprung right out of a many-sided spirit of artistry. Roseville potters live their craft and for more than a generation their handiwork has won the favor of those who appreciate charming things.

And exquisite indeed are the colors of these beautiful pieces. Subtle harmonies of pleasing tints and blending tones. Blue, gray, tan, rose, green... soft as the hues of twilight.

In Roseville Pottery there is a wealth of fascinating objects... for you to choose for yourself... or as a gift to someone near. There are flower bowls, vases, jars, candlesticks, wall pockets, jardinières... in many sizes and shapes. You will enjoy seeing them at the leading stores, where they are on display.

A choice of lovely linens

Continued from page 148

green of opening buds in springtime, peach, lavender—any color to blend with any decorative scheme is available. Neutral tones may be preferred—the ivory or gray, which forms a charming background for any dinner service, a tint from the range of browns and beiges. The combination of white with color shows up effectively and lovely patterns, while up in the luxury class come the hand-painted cloths where the design woven in the white surface is delicately tinted with fast colors.

If one mistrusts the laundry and dares not risk the possession of one of these colored treasures, choice may fall upon the natural linens, which have always enjoyed wide favor. To keep the original shade of these unbleached materials even after repeated sunnings, one of the linen houses has put out a preparation easily used like bluing. The hen on damask table cloths and on the napkins should be very narrow, always hand sewn with a fine overhand stitch, so that the cloth will launder well and the hem be neater and wear longer. Many stores will have this work done at a nominal charge if desired. Where a monogram is used—it is optional—it often hangs over the edge of the table, opposite the entrance to the dining room.

As much care should go into the selection of the everyday napery as is given to the finer pieces. While color, pattern, and price are the usual considerations in this style-conscious age, the quality and finish determine the life of the purchase. Good linens have considerable weight and is sold by weight. When it is laundered, it is fresh and clean, and of course taken care of, and is never dried or ironed; when the cloth is discharged, the napkin need no constant laundering. So an extra dozen always will be included in the napkin supply.

Those who follow the most meticulous dictum of etiquette will rejoice to learn that the napkin need no longer match the cloth in pattern as long as its quality and color are the same. Nor need this extra dozen may be in the new oblong size, eighteen by twenty-seven inches, which takes the place of the very large square which of old was used double.

In choosing from the bewildering range of patterns and colors which make modern damasks such works of art, the ensemble effect of china, silver, glass, and linen must be visualized, for suitability to purpose and surroundings is the very foundation of good taste. The bride who furnishes her dining room in the pine, maple, or cherry of early pioneer days will delight in the "Good Ship Mayflower" pattern on her tablecloth. The home with the more ceremonious furnishings of a later era calls for such patterns as the Indian Scroll or the distinctive motifs of Chippendale or the Adam brothers to complement its majesty. For the modernistic room, a cloth reflecting this vivid influence from its well-styled and interesting geometric pattern may serve as the background for the radical notes in the twentieth century glass and china.

Some of these patterns may be had in white only. Others include as well the range of rainbow hues which are now considered correct for even the most formal type of dinner. It is small wonder that these lovely pastels have aroused so much interest, for their colors are marvels of the dyers' art and being dyed in the yarn before weaving they are usually fadeless, though it is wise to lean on the reputation of a house of integrity in buying colored damask. The cloth may be of a solid color with self toned pattern—soft yellow, azure blue, the very different type of dwelling, that grows more numerous every year. This is invariably a small box-like structure, usually two tallish stories in height, and characterized by perfect, undeviating symmetry in both plan and design. The roof is of even, thin slate, of composition shingle, or flat or of tin with copings. The walls are of red brick or of concrete block, the window stuccoed and painted a dull brick red. The never used axial doorway is reached by several cement steps and a small brick red. The never used axial doorway is reached by several cement steps and a small brick.

Thus the indefinite preservation of a number of important and unique buildings is ensured to France.

Appreciation of the beauty and architectural importance of these Norman houses is general among all but the majority of those who live in them. Many of the Norman farmers to-day are eager to abandon the old chaumière and build for themselves a

This is invariably a small box-like structure, usually two tallish stories in height, and characterized by perfect, undeviating symmetry in both plan and design. The roof is of even, thin slate, of composition shingle, or flat or of tin with copings. The walls are of red brick or of concrete block, the window stuccoed and painted a dull brick red. The never used axial doorway is reached by several cement steps and a small brick.

Thus the indefinite preservation of a number of important and unique buildings is ensured to France.

Appreciation of the beauty and architectural importance of these Norman houses is general among all but the majority of those who live in them. Many of the Norman farmers to-day are eager to abandon the old chaumière and build for themselves a

This is invariably a small box-like structure, usually two tallish stories in height, and characterized by perfect, undeviating symmetry in both plan and design. The roof is of even, thin slate, of composition shingle, or flat or of tin with copings. The walls are of red brick or of concrete block, the window stuccoed and painted a dull brick red. The never used axial doorway is reached by several cement steps and a small brick.

Thus the indefinite preservation of a number of important and unique buildings is ensured to France.
Atwater Kent Radio
Screen-Grid

SO REAL
she stole away
on tiptoe

Just the other day we heard of a woman who stopped at a friend's to call. She was about to ring the door bell when she heard unfamiliar voices within. After listening a moment she tiptoed away, saying to herself: "They have guests; I'll call some other time." Guests? Yes, indeed—but they were in a broadcasting studio far away. Such is the reality—the un-mechanical perfection of Atwater Kent tone.

Atwater Kent Radio
Screen-Grid

SO MUCH BETTER
there's just no room
for argument

It's not merely the wonderful Screen-Grid tubes. It's the way the new tubes are completely used to make radio so much more enjoyable that there is no room for argument. You get more stations and more distant stations, and separate them with needle-point precision. You get clearer, richer, Electro-Dynamic tone—from the trill of the piccolo to the lowest bass. You get more volume than you can use, controllable at will. And you don't get any hum!

Write for illustrated booklet of Atwater Kent Radio

Atwater Kent Radio
Screen-Grid

SO BEAUTIFUL
— with your own choice of cabinets

Now you can have a cabinet just like your neighbors—or as unlike it as your home differs from theirs. With Atwater Kent Screen-Grid Radio you make your own selection instead of being restricted to one or two designs. Highboy or lowboy, simple or elaborate, sliding doors or swinging doors, or without doors, for a large room or a small room—now you do the choosing, just as you choose other furniture for your home.
A choice of lovely linens
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An unobtrusive but necessary part of the table equipment is the silence cloth which gives to the damask-dressed table such a note of luxury and comfort. This pad may be of double felt or of quilting, and many hostesses prefer that it be cut to just cover the table at its usual size. When extension leaves are added, an additional section of the silence cloth is also added. The newest development in these pads is one which is heat and moisture proof and which does away with trivet or asbestos pad under the hot platter or dish.

In speaking of linens for the home we must not overlook a new luncheon set and dinner cloth although not of linen that are being put on the market. These are made of flexible fabric with a waterproof surface in damask design with the edges hemstitched so that to all intents and purposes they look like damask cloths. The material is easily cleaned, does not stain, and wears extremely well, and for the breakfast nook or the luncheon table, especially if there be children, one cannot imagine anything more satisfactory for the busy housewife than these cloths, which, when soiled only need a damp cloth rubbed over them to make them fresh and clean. A fifty-four inch cloth costs only $5.25 while the luncheon set with oblong doilies comes at $2.50 and both may be had in almost every color it is possible to imagine.

Every department of the home is riding that intangible force we call "style" to greater attractiveness than ever before and the dining room table is no exception. With the wide range of prices in which so many lovely linens and luncheon cloths can be bought to-day, any table no matter how simple, can be an artistic triumph, and this may be achieved without straining the limited budget.

The standard rug and carpet cushion in Europe, Canada, and the United States

Gives even the least expensive Rug That Feeling of Luxurious Softness

YOU notice it the moment you step into the room! An all-enveloping sense of quiet elegance and ease.

The rug gives beneath your feet with the responsive yielding of deep, rich pile. Yet it may be but a simple domestic rug laid over an Ozite Cushion!

This wonderful Ozite Cushion which lends such velvety softness, is really a fine thin hair mattress for your carpet. By protecting the fabric it also adds vastly to the wear. Unbelievable as it sounds—Ozite will actually make your rugs wear three times as long!

Ozite Rug Cushion is sold and recommended in all stores selling floor coverings. Examine it carefully: dark brown, with orange binding imprinted "Ozite," and marked like a waffle, in squares. The name Ozite comes from the patented process used in sterilizing the washed hair with ozone, the very foundation of Ozite quality—which cannot be imitated. You can prove Ozite in your own home, at our risk. It is guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction.

YOU'LL FIND THAT OZITE RUG CUSHION:

Never loses its springiness. Never wears a dozen rugs.
Stays flat—never lumps or curls. Remains clean, sanitary, odorless.
Needs cleaning but once a year—by vacuum. Even old floors; blankets cold once.
Absolutely mothproof; fire-resistant. Makes laying floor covering easy.

The standard rug and carpet cushion in Europe, Canada, and the United States

Ozite Rug Cushion...

Adds luxurious softness...-years of wear...

FREE-SOLD
at, valuable and valuable booklet

The Centvin Carpet Co.
113 N. Wells St., Chicago
Please send free sample of our booklet, "The Proper Care of Rugs and Carpets." (Courtesy of Wellington, Sears and Company)

In this lacquered cloth there is much of the beauty as well as design of the cloth it copied—As a matter of fact, it was copied (Courtesy of Wellington, Sears and Company).
Hidden within your walls may be an enemy who waits to cause untold damage—or a friend who gives generations of faithful service. For partly dependable pipe is always a menace, no matter how high a price you pay for it. Only completely dependable pipe like Reading Five Point pipe is truly safe.

For ages, one pipe material—Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron—has been famous for its ability to withstand all the forces that cut down pipe endurance. Puddling—the kneading and working together of pure pig iron and silicious slag inside a flame-filled furnace—gives every inmost fiber of the metal a rust-proof coating.

There are no leaky joints, because this pipe is noted for its better threading. A tough, rope-like structure means immunity to strain or sudden breaks.

And the price of Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron Pipe represents only a small increase over the price of cheap, inferior pipe!

No substitute for Genuine Puddled Wrought Iron Pipe has stood the test of time. Because all so-called wrought iron is not genuine puddled wrought iron, Reading protects you by placing the Reading name and spiral knurl mark on every piece of Reading Five Point Pipe.
Finding a home in a deserted schoolhouse
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doors that gives access to it. From the tiled level there are three steps up to a small landing, from which the living room is entered. At the left, on the same landing, one is surprised to see a small open stairway, which leads to Mr. Morrill’s study, an ample room over the entrance, where there is an excellent sky-light. An aged oak of great size gives sheltering shade in season, and creates a restful atmosphere of seclusion, silence, and solitude in that room hidden so cleverly beneath the peaked roof of the old red schoolhouse.

Entrance to the cellar is also gained from the long narrow vestibule. On the lower level, at the left, an old-time battened door gives access to stairs leading to that very necessary part of the little home. The cellar is carefully arranged, well lighted, and as cleverly utilized as modern cellars are meant to be. A fine pipeless furnace supplies the heat, requiring but four and one half tons of coal per season, for perfect comfort. On the main floor, at the left side of the door which opens from the vestibule landing, to the living room, is the bathroom. Bathroom accessories such as towel bars, soap dishes, tooth brush and glass holders are recessed into the tiled wall, which is soft antique green in color. The bathtub is sunk to the floor level, with the shower overhead. All other fixtures are so placed and so well devised that appearance of cluttering is eliminated. The floor tiles of old designs in harmonious coloring help to develop and hold together the suggestion of primitive efficiency in the entire scheme of that floor. In the other corner of the main floor, south of the living room, there is a model kitchen, which is a marvel of planning to save steps. It contains many required appointments usually allotted to very modern kitchens of much greater size. Only an architect working out a scheme for the miniature kitchen of his own house, could have accomplished all of it without giving the room the appearance of being over full. There is comfortable floor space. The variety and efficiency of built-in devices facilitate cooking, and make of it a pleasure. In one corner, some what elevated from the floor, and partly recessed in an outside wall, is an air cooled closet, and an ice box. It is a scientific, architecturally correct part of the kitchen, which would prove a joy to many other economical home keepers.

The living room, which forms the central point of interest in this small house, is amazingly spacious. It appears even more expansive because of the high arched ceiling, which was a race and interesting part of the old school room. Mr. Morrill succeeded in making the most of limited space by emphasizing that exceptional feature. In its dignified simplicity, there is that inexpressible charm that ever abides with things built to endure and that comes down to us bearing associations of another day when life was simpler. In this room there is an impress of fineness, harmony, fitness, the arrangement showing most careful thought and studied plan. Antique rugs cover in luxurious fashion the oak floor of broad, random width, mellowed with age and polished by long years of use. Unusual and odd pieces of comfortable old furniture invite one to stay once he has entered its hospitable door. The somber textured walls form a correct background for several handsome wall panels of ancient design and make. Colorful antique hangings of decided richness with other equally adaptable furnishings bring color and a fine sense of comfort and livability. Skill in placement and manner of use prevents the appearance of crowding which one instinctively expects when entering so small a home. And there is the porch—a valuable part of the house, but most unassuming in style and structure. Surely the art of adapting simple things (continued on page 136)
There's an old-time saying, "Beauty is as beauty does." This applies with particular force to roofs. For beauty itself is not enough. Your roof must withstand the onslaughts of the elements, day in day out, for years and years to come. Blistering sun—raging winds—deluging rains—ice, snow, and frost—must not break down its resistance and protective qualities, nor mar its attractiveness.

A roof laid with Genasco Latite Shingles provides all the protection you require against the elements. These shingles are made in the following colors: Red, Green, Blue-Black, Mix-Tone, Chinese Red, and Sea Green. They retain their color and beauty for years. No need for ever staining or painting them.

You can select a color and size in Genasco Latite Shingles, to harmonize with any type of architecture or landscape background. Genasco Latite Shingles are made of tough, long-fibred, asphalt-saturated felt, coated on both sides with Trinidad Lake Asphalt Cement. This prevents their deterioration, ensuring long service. The sealing on the underside, known as "Sealbac" makes for closer adhesion of the shingles on the roof.

Another feature—exclusive in Genasco Latite Shingles, is the patented "key" which locks the shingles closely together and which makes the roof lay tight and stay tight.

Genasco Latite Shingles are particularly suitable for re-roofing, because they can be laid right over the worn-out roof, avoiding the dirt and expense of tearing it off.

Whether you are thinking of roofing or re-roofing—no matter what type of building—it will pay you to investigate Genasco Latite Shingles. Here's an easy way to do it. Just fill in the coupon below and mail to-day.

The Barber Asphalt Company

Sea Green
Red
Mix-Tone
Blue-Black
Chinese Red

Back view

The front views of the Genasco Latite Shingles show the attractive non-fading colors. Invisible on the completed roof, the patented "key" on the back of every Genasco Latite Shingle locks each shingle securely to those underneath. The back view shows how the key locks.

The turned-under corner makes a double-thick butt that adds distinction to the completed roof.
You are sure of a square deal when you buy from a SQUARE DEALER

The advent of 4-Square Lumber—packaged and guaranteed—is rapidly changing the nation’s ideas about lumber buying. Now anyone can buy lumber with positive assurance that he is getting exactly what he pays for.

There can be no doubt. No uncertainty. No question when you buy 4-Square Lumber from the 4-Square Dealer.

You get not only fine, seasoned lumber, accurately manufactured by refined processes; not only clean, usable lumber—packaged and protected; not only lumber that has been cut to exact lengths and trimmed precisely square at each end to eliminate needless hand trimming. You get— in addition—absolute assurance that the species of lumber and the grade of lumber you pay for is actually delivered.

Every package of 4-Square lumber is labeled with the specie and grade—and Weyerhaeuser guarantees that what is marked on the label is contained in the package.

That is why we say “Buy 4-Square Lumber from a 4-Square Dealer.” For the dealer who sells 4-Square Lumber has taken his stand on this platform of square dealing. He is a good man—and a safe man—to go to—not only for lumber, but for all other building materials as well.


Other achievements by WEYERHAEUSER for Industry and the Home

BALSAW-WOOL An adventure in hot melting. An essential part of the modern, modern heating equipment. The thick, flexible insulating blanket for walls and much of houses.

CUT-TO-SIZE CRATING Delivers the advantages of scientific planning, ingenious saving and waste elimination to any manufacturer requiring containers individually designed for standard products. CITY PILES A service to Public Utilities. A special high grade Cedar Pole for telephones and electrical transmission.

CEDAR POLES A service to Public Utilities. A special high grade Cedar Pole for telephones and electrical transmission.

24-HOUR SERVICE An advancement in modern lumber service. A special grade of lumber ready to fill America’s emergency lumber needs almost every night.
Furnace-like Heat from a Fireplace?
Yes—Guaranteed!

With the Heatilator you can so build or remodel your fireplaces—with trifling if any added expense—that they will give heat equal to that from a warm-air register. You can delay starting your furnace till much later in the fall, and then let it go out earlier in the spring—without sacrifice of health or comfort.

The charm of your hearth fire will be enriched by the more practical loveliness of abundant glowing heat—heat enough to warm the whole room or house. This is virtually impossible with old-style fireplace construction.

The Heatilator saves that immense volume of heat which, in ordinary fireplaces, is lost in the chimney, and sends it into the room. The Heatilator is a heavy rust-proof, double-wall metal form set into the fireplace masonry. Its scientific design fully controls the construction of the fireplace proper, so that you are absolutely certain of proper draft, good burning quality and total absence of smoke. The double walls form a heating chamber connected with the room by inlet and outlet grilles, hidden or used as part of the mantel design.

Circulating air takes up the otherwise waste heat from sides, back and top of the fire box. 90 cubic feet of air per minute, averaging 250° F., come from the outlet grilles when the fire is reasonably brisk. Thus all the air in a room 20 ft. long, 12 ft. wide, 9 ft. high, is circulated through the Heatilator every 24 minutes. In addition, the directly radiated heat itself is likely to be greater than in old style construction, because of correctness of design.

The Heatilator is complete up to the chimney flue and more than pays for itself in savings in damper, smoke-chamber, fire-box, labor and fuel. Thousands of Heatilators have been installed without a single failure. We fully guarantee satisfaction or will refund the purchase price with a liberal bonus for removal and return.

Countless old-style fireplaces either cannot be used at all because of smoke or with practical comfort because of heating deficiency. If you use Heatilators, you will be absolutely sure of satisfaction. Is there any wonder that the Heatilator is revolutionizing fireplace construction everywhere?
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Write for particulars without obligation. Or send 25¢ for handsome new Planbook of Modern Fireplaces. Mailed free if you include with inquiry name of architect, mason or dealer.

HEATILATOR COMPANY
564 Glen Ave., Colvin Station, Syracuse, N.Y.

The Heatilator Unit does not limit in any way, the design of the fireplace. Here is a beautiful Heatilator-built fireplace in the home of G. B. Roulet, West Hartford, Conn.
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Just as no two kinds of rugs are alike, no two brands of oak flooring are the same. They look different. They are different!

Ritter Appalachian Oak Flooring is instantly identified by its remarkably uniform grain and velvet-like texture.

It is rich in its enduring beauty--doubly desirable for the exclusive charm it-bestows year after year, generation after generation. Luxurious, yet conservative!

Choose Your Oak Flooring as you would an Oriental!

Just as no two kinds of rugs are alike, no two brands of oak flooring are the same. They look different. They are different!

Ritter Appalachian Oak Flooring is instantly identified by its remarkably uniform grain and velvet-like texture.

It is rich in its enduring beauty--doubly desirable for the exclusive charm it bestows year after year, generation after generation. Luxurious, yet conservative!

Consult your architect. He will tell you how Ritter Appalachian Oak will harmonize with the other fine appointments in your home.

W. M. RITTER LUMBER COMPANY
Largest Producers of Appalachian Hardwoods
General Offices: Dept. A. H., Columbus, Ohio

Finding a home in a deserted schoolhouse

Continued from page 180

... by the owner to economize on space and to make housework easy.

When the season warms, and beauty comes again to the outside world, the living room and the porch adjoining are opened to the garden. An additional feeling of size is thus given to this diminutive but altogether perfect house. Leading from the street to the main entrance there is an irregular path of stepping stones.

Altogether satisfactory has been this home making adventure, as all such ventures may be if one will but make use of simple things and be content with comfort rather than display.

If you have no fireplace

Continued from page 141

... small footstool in front of one of the big chairs, because of the effect of cordiality and ease which it supplies. An extra feeling of warmth may be given to this grouping by a second lamp, probably a floor lamp.

An angular, ranged-against-the-wall feeling in a room may sometimes be avoided, and an air of cheerful informality supplied by using a chaise longue, instead of a divan, as the center of a group, flanked on one side by a tea table, and on the other by a little stand to hold a few books. A similar interesting grouping for a library would be to have a chaise longue, lamp, and small table in front of a corner whose walls were lined with bookshelves. Even to one who does not give much time to reading, they impart a sense of comradeship. A room lined with books never seems so lonely as one which has none; they retain for the room, even in his absence, some of the personality of the owner.

In such a room the window or windows should always be featured. Side curtains should be warm in color, and the walls, although not white or cream, should feature one of the same color as the walls, or just a shade lighter; this is a great help in giving the effect of height.

In a room without a fireplace, the principal grouping is usually along the longest wall space, though this may often be varied very effectively if the shaded have to be drawn under a window.

The most popular center for any group of visitors is usually a couch or divan. This may be placed against a long wall space, under a long, low window, or in a corner, though this last arrangement would have no special point unless there were something worth looking at outside the window. In a room one side of which is lined with bookshelves, the divan may sometimes be placed against the shelves, even if it obscures a few of the books.

To right and left of the couch, and partially facing it as though drawn up for intimate conversation, should be at least two comfortable chairs, and at one end should be a table big enough to hold a lamp, a few books and magazines, and possibly a vase of flowers, even if they are only artificial ones, as flowers do a great deal to supply cheer where there is no fireplace and should be lavishly used. A small taboret to hold smoking paraphernalia or a tea tray is a necessary detail of comfort, and so is a small footstool in front of one of the big chairs, because of the effect of cordiality and ease which it supplies. An extra feeling of warmth may be given to this grouping by a second lamp, probably a floor lamp.

An angular, ranged-against-the-wall feeling in a room may sometimes be avoided, and an air of cheerful informality supplied by using a chaise longue, instead of a divan, as the center of a group, flanked on one side by a tea table, and on the other by a little stand to hold a few books. A similar interesting grouping for a library would be to have a chaise longue, lamp, and small table in front of a corner whose walls were lined with bookshelves. Even to one who does not give much time to reading, they impart a sense of comradeship. A room lined with books never seems so lonely as one which has none; they retain for the room, even in his absence, some of the personality of the owner.

In such a room the window or windows should always be featured. Side curtains should be warm in color, and the walls, although not white or cream, should feature one of the same color as the walls, or just a shade lighter; this is a great help in giving the effect of height.

In a room without a fireplace, the principal grouping is usually along the longest wall space, though this may often be varied very effectively if the shaded have to be drawn under a window.

The most popular center for any group of visitors is usually a couch or divan. This may be placed against a long wall space, under a long, low window, or in a corner, though this last arrangement would have no special point unless there were something worth looking at outside the window. In a room one side of which is lined with bookshelves, the divan may sometimes be placed against the shelves, even if it obscures a few of the books.

To right and left of the couch, and partially facing it as though drawn up for intimate conversation, should be at least two comfortable chairs, and at one end should be a table big enough to hold a lamp, a few books and magazines, and possibly a vase of flowers, even if they are only artificial ones, as flowers do a great deal to supply cheer where there is no fireplace and should be lavishly used. A small taboret to hold smoking paraphernalia or a tea tray is a necessary detail of comfort, and so is a small footstool in front of one of the big chairs, because of the effect of cordiality and ease which it supplies. An extra feeling of warmth may be given to this grouping by a second lamp, probably a floor lamp.

An angular, ranged-against-the-wall feeling in a room may sometimes be avoided, and an air of cheerful informality supplied by using a chaise longue, instead of a divan, as the center of a group, flanked on one side by a tea table, and on the other by a little stand to hold a few books. A similar interesting grouping for a library would be to have a chaise longue, lamp, and small table in front of a corner whose walls were lined with bookshelves. Even to one who does not give much time to reading, they impart a sense of comradeship. A room lined with books never seems so lonely as one which has none; they retain for the room, even in his absence, some of the personality of the owner.

In such a room the window or windows should always be featured. Side curtains should be warm in color, and the walls, although not white or cream, should feature one of the same color as the walls, or just a shade lighter; this is a great help in giving the effect of height.

In a room without a fireplace, the principal grouping is usually along the longest wall space, though this may often be varied very effectively if the shaded have to be drawn under a window.

The most popular center for any group of visitors is usually a couch or divan. This may be placed against a long wall space, under a long, low window, or in a corner, though this last arrangement would have no special point unless there were something worth looking at outside the window. In a room one side of which is lined with bookshelves, the divan may sometimes be placed against the shelves, even if it obscures a few of the books.

To right and left of the couch, and partially facing it as though drawn up for intimate conversation, should be at least two comfortable chairs, and at one end should be a table big enough to hold a lamp, a few books and magazines, and possibly a vase of flowers, even if they are only artificial ones, as flowers do a great deal to supply cheer where there is no fireplace and should be lavishly used. A small taboret to hold smoking paraphernalia or a tea tray is a necessary detail of comfort, and so is a
To receive and entertain in rooms that are comfortable as well as correct . . . friendly as well as fashionable . . . is it not a great courtesy and a great pleasure? . . . Certainly, in this age of smart and luxurious living, it explains the tremendous vogue of the 17th Century English style in furniture for the home . . . particularly as this beautiful style is interpreted and modernized by Berkey & Gay . . . See these splendid Early English creations at the better stores. They harmonize with so many different interiors! And while you are there, inspect Berkey & Gay's complete Autumn display—the most elaborate in their history . . . Every great style and period in the history of fine furniture is represented. And, as always, Berkey & Gay lead with many new ideas that will be the vogue tomorrow . . . Your dealer will help you plan. His professional advice is free and freely given. And he will acquaint you with a wealth of advanced decorative hints from the Berkey & Gay Style Book.

Furniture's Proudest Coat-of-Arms
Inset in every Berkey & Gay piece—your protection when buying—your pride ever after.

Luxurious Echoes
From 17th Century England

Berkey & Gay Furniture
BEDROOM  -  DINING ROOM  -  LIVING ROOM
DIVISION OF SIMMONS COMPANY
For steam heat only

Every other shovelful into the Ash Can

Certainly you have never thrown every other shovelful of coal into an ash can. And if you heard of anyone who did you would put him down as a psychopathic prospect.

But really it is hardly more foolish than putting up with half dead radiators winter after winter.

Half dead radiators come from being filled with air that can't get out through the old fashioned carbon type valves that so many radiators have.

The remedy is a Cadwell No. 10 Air Valve. Although sensitive to the first hint of steam, it will not seal the radiator until every bit of air has been forced out. Then it closes tight and stays closed.

A Cadwell No. 10 can be easily installed. It is completely automatic; you'll never have to look at it again. It is non-rusting and guaranteed for five years.

Try just one at first. You do not need to send any money. Just mail the coupon.

**HELPFUL BOOKLETS FOR THE ASKING**

Order by number only, using coupon on page 188

Building Material & Equipment

- House Wiring Installation
- Lameter
- Brick, Cement, Stone & Tile
- Roofs
- Insulating Materials
- Walls & Floors
- Heating Equipment

- Plumbing Fixtures & Bathroom Equipment
- Hardware
- Paints & Varnish
- Sewage Disposal Systems

- Heating Equipment

For steam heat only

**CADWELL NO. 10 AIR VALVE**

Allows the radiator to heat from end to end

THE BEATON & CADWELL MFG. CO.
Established 1894
NEW BRITAIN, CONN.
INVEST IN LIFETIME LIVING COMFORT

Is your home comfortably warm in every room? . . . If not, the best investment you can make is an American Radiator heating plant. It will pay you cash dividends in fuel saved; it will pay dividends more valuable than cash, in comfort and convenience, in cleanliness and health, in happiness for the whole family.

With an “Ideal” Redflash Boiler in the basement, “American” Corto Radiators upstairs, and “American” valves and accessories, you are assured of clean and healthful warmth in every room all winter long, year after year. And the fine appearance and cleanliness of the “Ideal” Redflash Boiler makes possible a livable basement for work or play.

You can enjoy the advantages of this “All American” heating plant while you pay for it—and while it is paying for itself in the fuel it saves.

Completely installed in your home for approximately $75 per room . . . Small monthly payments over a period of two years.

For details, just mail the coupon that appears below.

---

**Standard Plumbing Fixtures**

are made in these colors: Tung Red, Imperial Black,ivoire de Cadiz, Clair de Lune Blue, Rose du Berry, Ming Green, Royal Copenhagen Blue, St. Porchere Brown, Meissen White and Orchid of Vincennes.

Just as the development of the “Ideal” Redflash Boiler made possible an attractive, livable basement, so the creation of finer forms and beautiful colors for “Standard” Plumbing Fixtures made possible the bathroom that is as decorative as it is useful.

The beauty of “Standard” Plumbing Fixtures has inspired a new interest in the possibilities of the bathroom as a modern interior, its architectural design, its furnishing, its decoration.

These possibilities are suggested by word and picture in the book “Standard” Plumbing Fixtures for the Home”, a book of beautiful bathrooms and complete information about every plumbing fixture needed for the home. You are invited to write for a copy of this book and to visit a “Standard” Showroom where you can see the new plumbing fixture designs in the new “Standard” colors.

All “Standard” Plumbing Fixtures, regardless of price, are available in the new colors and may be purchased on convenient payments.

---

AMERICAN & IDEAL
RADIATORS & HEATERS

In the “All American” heating plant each part is designed for perfect teamwork. It comprises an “Ideal” Boiler, “American” Radiators and Accessories (Air Valves, In-Air Valves, Arco Packless Valves), Hotcoil, Redflash or Excelso Water Heater.

AMERICAN & STANDARD
RADIATOR & SANITARY
CORPORATION

40 WEST 40TH STREET, NEW YORK
SHOWROOMS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

The Heating and Plumbing Finance Corporation, subsidiary of the American Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation, affords the best facilities for the purchase, by convenient payments, of the products of this organization.

---

AMERICAN RADIATOR & STANDARD SANITARY CORPORATION
40 West 40th Street, New York

I AM INTERESTED IN RECEIVING:

[ ] Interesting book with illustrations in color “Standard” Plumbing Fixtures for the Home”.

[ ] Particulars of your convenient payment plan, by which my home may be equipped with American Radiator Heat for approximately $75 a room.

The fuel I plan to use: [ ] Coal [ ] Coke [ ] Oil [ ] Gas

[ ] Information on The Arco Vacuum Cleaner.

My name is..........................................................

My address is..........................................................

City........................................ State................................
Roof with Pennsylvania BLUE-GREY SLATE

Because so many fine homes are roofed with slate the impression prevails that it is costly. Yet it costs so amazingly little that plain dollar economy alone demands its use for new homes and old. Architects and builders estimate roughly that a Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate roof amounts to not more than 2% of the construction cost of the home.

Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate offers a style of slate and a form of laying comparable any home from cottage to mansion, in wood, stucco, brick or stone. Trim, smooth slates of even color for simplicity. Rugged, offset edge slates in varied tones for the many different roof effects possible. No stamped or molded monotony for the roof of your home.

Our booklet, “What You Need To Know About Slate,” illustrates the many different roof effects possible with Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate. Send for a copy before the roof of your home. Its beauty is never garish. It is always good taste.

Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate costs a trifle more than some machine made composition roofings. But slate is definitely lasting; definitely fireproof, rain-proof and storm-proof. It is laid for a lifetime. And in the character which distinguishes all fine, hand fashioned things.

Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate offers a style of slate and a form of laying comparable any home from cottage to mansion, in wood, stucco, brick or stone. Trim, smooth slates of even color for simplicity. Rugged, offset edge slates in varied tones for the many different roof effects possible. No stamped or molded monotony for the roof of your home.

Our booklet, “What You Need To Know About Slate,” illustrates the many different roof effects possible with Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate. Send for a copy before the roof of your new home or old. If you have conferred with an architect or roofer, we would appreciate your giving us his name.

Pennsylvania Blue-Grey Slate Institute, Inc.

Penn Argyl, Pennsylvania

DISTINCTIVE FURNITURE
Kittelberger Company
FABRICATION, the key to successful decoration
Lamston & Company
THE ARTISTRY OF HOME FURNISHING
Rolph Company
EARLY AMERICAN FURNITURE
L. E. & J. G. Sheldon
A NEW STYLE IN INTERIOR DECORATING—
MIFSUD HOUSE FURNITURE
The Driscoll Corp.
SHOULDER OF ALASKA LIGHTING FIXTURES
Pass & Seymour
WALL COVERING (SANITAS)
Standard Tissue Product Co.
COLOR, the secret of beautiful homes
Tack & Toro
FABRICS OF LASTING BEAUTY
Lichten & Whelan Company, Inc.
YOUR HOUSE OF CHARM
Kaminari Company
FINISHED TO ORDER, FURNITURE
CORRECT CARE OF HOME FURNISHINGS
Park & Biddle Works
LINOLEUM FLOORS
Kington-Nair, Inc.
PROPER TREATMENT OF FLOORS
W. C. Macfie & Sons
WIRE ROOFING
Wallpaper Guild of America
Wm. Wise & Sons, Inc.
HOW TO TELL GOOD COVINGTON
Jno. Russell Bailey Co.
WATERPROOF REFINISHING
Arthun Harrison & Co.
THE MOST EFFICIENT RADIATOR ENCLOSURES
Matter & Comedy Mfg. Co.

LADY LEISURE
Stringer Range Co.
GARAGE ENCLOSURES
Dix & Hemsley
THE DAWNS OF A NEW DAY
The Walker Dishwasher Co.
NOT COOL GAS WATER HEATER
American Radiator Co.
PIRROUS IN THE HOUSE AROUND THE CORNER
Cordite & Carbon Comp.

POWDERED WOOD FENCING
Robert C. Banner Co.
FENCES FOR PROTECTION & BEAUTY
Page Fence & Wire Products Assn.
HOUSE FENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.
Anchor Fence Co.
ANCHOR FENCES
Bristol Fence
GOOD TASTE IN FENCING
The Stewart Iron Works Co.
WICKFORD SPENCERCHAIN LINK FENCES
Whitaker Sponsor Steel Co.
FENCING WIRE & IRON FOR RESIDENCES,
Savitsky & Parey
CYCLONE FENCE CO.
FENCES DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
Bristol, Penna.
GLASS GARDENS
Lord & Burnham Co.
LEAD OF BURENCO.
When your trees need the Tree Surgeon,
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
INDUSTRY PREVS INDOOR & OUTDOOR
Astral Laboratories, Inc.
THE GLASSMAKER'S HANDBOOK
Swift of Company.

WASTE WOOD FENCING
Robert C. Banner Co.
FENCES FOR PROTECTION & BEAUTY
Page Fence & Wire Products Assn.
HOUSE FENCE CONSTRUCTION CO.
Anchor Fence Co.
ANCHOR FENCES
Bristol Fence
GOOD TASTE IN FENCING
The Stewart Iron Works Co.
WICKFORD SPENCERCHAIN LINK FENCES
Whitaker Sponsor Steel Co.
FENCING WIRE & IRON FOR RESIDENCES,
Savitsky & Parey
CYCLONE FENCE CO.
FENCES DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
Bristol, Penna.
GLASS GARDENS
Lord & Burnham Co.
LEAD OF BURENCO.
When your trees need the Tree Surgeon,
The Davey Tree Expert Co.
INDUSTRY PREVS INDOOR & OUTDOOR
Astral Laboratories, Inc.
THE GLASSMAKER'S HANDBOOK
Swift of Company.

KITCHENS

ELECTRICAL REFRIGERATION
Frigidaire Corp.

HOMES AND COURTYARDS

GARDENS & GROUNDS

A NATURAL DUST LAYER
The Solon Process Co.
GREEN HOME & PARKS
Wm. H. Lutton Co., Inc.
CONCRETE IMPROVEMENTS AROUND THE HOUSE
Portland Cement Co.
HOUSING—SCHENECTADY
E. F. Hudson Co.
CEMENTED RAILROAD TRACKING
Foster Company
ICE-CREAM RECIPE BOOK
What's the Law on Check Raising

INCINERATORS

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.
GLASS SPECIALTIES OF MERIT
Menog Glass Co.
RADIATION SHIELDS & ENCLOSURES
Maine Heat Co.
SHAKESHEILD HEAT CO.
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.
HAZARD SHIELD HEAT CO.

IN THE HOUSE AROUND THE CORNER

GARDENING HANDBOOK
Swift & Company

GARDENING HANDBOOK
Swift & Company

FENCES FOR EVERY PURPOSE

THE SEEDING & CARE OF LAWNS
Vendor Slate Co.

GARDENING HANDBOOK
Swift & Company

GREENHOUSES OF QUALITY
Wm. H. Lutton Co., Inc.

FLAX FIBERS FOR HOUSE FURNISHINGS
The Holloway Corporation

LINOLEUM FLOORS
E. F. Hudson Co.
SCRANTON DRAPERY STYLE BOOK
Scranton Lace Co.

MOLDING & MOLDING FENCES
Anchor Fences, Inc.

NIGHT SHIELDS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

PACKED WITH A BOOKLET

MODERN LIGHTNING CONDUCTORS
Boston Lightning Rod Co.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC HOME FOUNTAINS
Antrol Laboratories, Inc.

MILL FENCES

PIRROUS IN THE HOUSE AROUND THE CORNER
Cordite & Carbon Comp.

PRACTICAL ADVANTAGES

A LITTLE FELLOW AND A DOG MAY FIND...
J. C. Haartz & Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIOACTIVE DUST & AIR FILTRATION

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.

RADIATION SIACKETS & ENCLOSURES
Sodomes Heat & Power Co.
The new popularity
of WINTER WINDOWS*

A REAL saving in fuel cost, and a more comfortable healthful home—these are the two chief reasons for the increasing popularity of winter windows, or storm sash. Winter windows, because they keep the heat in and the cold out, cut fuel cost materially. Savings run from 5% to 25%, and higher, depending on circumstances. Winter windows insure a more comfortable, healthful home. They eliminate dangerous chilly drafts; they make possible a uniform temperature with no “cold spots” near the windows; and they provide ready and proper ventilation wherever needed. Winter windows are quickly and easily installed, and when painted to match the color scheme of the house are unusually attractive. Equip your home throughout with winter windows. They will give you added comfort and more healthful warmth, at a substantially lower fuel cost. An interesting booklet—Save Fuel with Winter Windows—illustrating the many advantages of winter windows, is ready for you. Use the Coupon below.

* The modern form of storm windows or storm sash.

LIBBEY-OWENS GLASS COMPANY, TOLEDO, OHIO
Gentlemen: Please send me your free booklet SAVE FUEL WITH WINTER WINDOWS.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________ State ____________

LIBBEY-OWENS FLAT DRAWN CLEAR SHEET GLASS

Winter windows are, of course, at their best when glazed with quality glass. Be sure, therefore, to specify Libbey-Owens flat-drawn clear sheet glass—the choice of architects, contractors and builders everywhere.
As she was clever
She got what she wanted

FREEDOM from the weary
strain of Christmas Shopping in crowded stores. What a relief! She finished in a fraction of the usual time—as fresh and unstirred as when she started. She got just the gifts she wanted, too, just the right gifts for everyone. For the first time in years, she enjoyed Christmas shopping and saved money, too.

Who was she and how did she do it?

WHY, she is everyone of our 200,000 customers all over the country. And she'll be you, too, if you will just say the word. You can do it as well as she, by using DANIEL LOW complete catalog of gifts, your gift shop. It's the smart way to shop. Save yourself, let DANIEL LOW do your Christmas shopping for you.

She Shopped the easy way

IN our book are pictured and described the smartest gifts of the year from the world's quickest sources. Just thumb thru it at your leisure and choose the gifts you want. We pay delivery charges. We guarantee safe delivery.

Attractive Gifts for a Man

This charming little group includes articles especially selected for the host of our men. Take a look at this lavishly illustrated catalogue and write for your free copy today. Order with confidence, your satisfaction is guaranteed. Many thousands of copies of this catalogue have been distributed and are still in use.

Some common faults in house plans

Continued from page 152
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Errors in the plans of the

Muddled House

Sun Porch. Absurd as it may

seem, the placing of the sun-porch on the north side of the house is a common mistake. Many builders insist that the porch should be on the front of the house; therefore, if the street runs east and west and the house is north and south, the sun-porch is usually built on the north end regardless of the points of the compass.

Living Room. Entering directly into the living room without the protection of a vestibule on the north end of the house is in most parts of the country a very bad feature.

Very often as in this case the living room is made too long for its width. It is best to make the proportion of width to length as two to three.

Another mistake is made here. The fireplace and the book-cases on each side are on the south wall of the house, and prevent the installation of large windows to get sunlight into the room in the winter months. It is advisable to put the fireplace on the cold side of the room.

The stairs which start from the living room are rather bad, for anyone in the kitchen cannot get up to the second floor to do without being seen by visitors seated in the room.

Dining Room. This room should always be placed, if possible, on the east side, so that in the winter months the morning sun shines in. As shown on the plan, it would be cold and dismal at breakfast time.

Kitchen. The biggest mistake made here, and one that is very common, is placing the kitchen so that it cannot have cross drafts. With only one window it will be hot and stuffy. Kitchens should be located on the corner of the house or in a separate wing to permit windows in adjoining or opposite walls.

The stove, too, is badly placed in a house of this type. The sink is badly lighted. Daylight and artificial light are at the back of the worker.

The entrance from the outside to the kitchen is crowded, and the door swings in the wrong direction.

The refrigerator ought to go in the kitchen and near the dining room where it can be reached easily.

Den. The den illustrates a type of stuffy room which is common. Although it is on the corner, advantage of this has not been taken. Instead of one window on the south side, there should be another on the west.

Main Stairway. These stairs are four feet wide, but when the platform is reached the width decreases to two feet and a half feet across the latter. This is a common mistake. It gives a crowded appearance. Platforms should always be as wide as the stairs.

The dormer window which lights the stairs is much above the level of the platform and being in a room, it suggests the lighting of a dungeon.

The closet which is built over the stairs either will have to have its floor lifted about four feet or else it will cut off the head room of the stairs.

Staircase. They should have a channel around them to keep the warm air of the house, in the winter, from being lost up through them.

As they are arranged now, they would land against the roof and not in the attic. A large dormer would have to be built in the roof to give place for the stairs. This afterthought is commonly seen and many a house is ruined in appearance by an ungainly dormer on the roof to include the attic steps.

Hall. One of the places where much space is wasted in small houses is in the arrangement of hallways. When you realize that you pay from fifty to seventy-five cents per cubic foot for your house, to spend money for waste hall space is very bad economy.

The absurdly shallow closet at the end is another bit of bad planning. Lights on the side walls of a hall are bad, for they get many bumps.

Bathroom Opposite Bedroom No. 1. The door slams against the lavatory.

This fixture is very poorly lighted. One's back is lighted by daylight or artificial light, which is not recommended to those who use razors.

The toilet, instead of being under the window where it is well ventilated is stuck in the corner.

The tub bath under the window makes it difficult to open or shut the window, to say nothing of the cold drafts upon one's back while taking a bath in the winter.

Bedroom No. 1. The shape can hardly be recommended, nor is it very convenient to reach around the back of the door in a dark room to find the electric light.

The radiator takes up the only available wall space for the dresser. If the bath is stuffed into the corner under the sloping ceiling.

The diagonal corner closet is both ugly and inefficient.

Bedroom No. 2. This bed room represents one of those stuffy old things you may have suffered in during hot nights. The ventilation is very bad and in this particular room you would have to sleep on the floor, for no place has been left for the bed.

The tunnel-like passage to the bathroom would be absurd, especially since the door could not be opened because it would hit the sloping ceiling.

The switch is again behind the door and the closet door opens in the wrong direction.

Bedroom No. 3. This bed room is one of those stuffy old things you may have suffered in during hot nights. The ventilation is very bad and in this particular room you would have to sleep on the floor, for no place has been left for the bed.

The tunnel-like passage to the bath room would be absurd, especially since the door could not be opened because it would hit the sloping ceiling.

The switch is again behind the door and the closet door opens in the wrong direction.

Bedroom No. 4. This bed room is one of those stuffy old things you may have suffered in during hot nights. The ventilation is very bad and in this particular room you would have to sleep on the floor, for no place has been left for the bed.
ANY KIND OF INSULATION IS A GOOD INVESTMENT. But there are many kinds—some better than others. You want the most efficient and economical for your home.

We know from scientific laboratory tests that Insulite, a full half inch thick, is 12 1/2% more efficient than ordinary 7/16 inch insulation boards, but we want you to see the superiority of Insulite with your own eyes by making the simple home test shown at the right. Let the results show you the facts about insulation efficiency.

Furthermore, Insulite gives greater tensile strength than ordinary insulating boards. Insulite grips plaster twice as strong as wood lath, and as sheathing has several times the bracing strength of lumber.

No matter how large or small your investment may be, you can afford the advantages of Insulite. The final cost is little or no greater than you pay for non-insulated construction, because the water and wind resisting qualities of Insulite eliminate the need of building paper and Insulite’s ease of handling results in a reduction of labor costs often as high as 50%. Insulite is the economical way to shut out cold, heat, and noise.

Insulite is an all-wood product, chemically treated to prevent deterioration.

Talk to your architect, builder or lumber dealer. They know Insulite. Also write us today for a copy of “Increasing Home Enjoyment” and a sample of Insulite to test for yourself.

Insulate with INSULITE

FULL 1/2 INCH THICK RESISTS COLD-HEAT-NOISE
RALEIGH is playing a very companionable part in every phase of metropolitan life . . . if you leave the theatre to assist at a midnight sailing there's no particular need to stock up—for the porter on West Street will let you have one of his; he affects good things too. Neither you nor he care very much that there are 31 unusually fine tobaccos blended in every single puff of every single Raleigh—nor that the flavor can't be copied—nor that the method of rolling can't be matched. We mention it simply because you and he are creatures of curiosity—you're always wanting us to explain why you're having a good time.

BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO CORPORATION
Louisville, Kentucky.

Blended puff - by - puff
New... Colorful... and delightfully practical
TEREK Tablecloths and Luncheon Sets
Never Stain and Never Need Laundering

Here is a new convenience for the modern housewife — table coverings of a new and different material, called TEREK — beautiful in coloring and design — yet stainless and requires no laundering except wiping with a damp cloth.

It is available in tablecloths or luncheon sets with a charming drawn border. Luncheon sets may be either round or oblong as you prefer. In addition to white you will find soft tints of blue, peach, maize, or green. Colors are guaranteed fast.

Picture the convenience of TEREK in your home — for breakfast or luncheon or every meal in the day. It is ideal for the small home without maid service. It saves labor, worry, and laundry bills.

When Junior tips over his cereal or spills his milk or even spatters berry juice or gravy, you need not worry about table or tablecloth — TEREK protects the table from harm and is proof against stain. TEREK does not curl at the corners — and its soft fleecy back safely cushions your choicest polished table.

It is advertised in and guaranteed by "Good Housekeeping" Magazine. You will find TEREK tablecloths and luncheon sets at good stores everywhere. Make sure, however, that it is genuine TEREK identified by its package or the TEREK seal on the back of each cloth.

Introductory Offer

To introduce TEREK to you we will mail you a handsome white full-size tray cloth twelve by eighteen inches in size, together with an attractive booklet and color swatch, on receipt of 25 cents.

Write our selling agents for it today.

Made by ATHOL MFG. CO., Athol, Mass.

TEREK.. the modern table coverings that save work and add beauty.
surprising exactly. There is sometimes a slight additional charge for grain finish in preference to flat finish. A marbled surface, so well done these days that it has replaced real marble except in the most sumptuous of homes, is more expensive than other surfaces.

There is a seeming discrepancy in prices quoted by reliable firms, which is not always understood by the purchaser. One firm will have shields listed from five dollars up, with enclosures from twenty dollars up. The next will quote shields from ten dollars, enclosures from thirty-five dollars. The chief cause of this variation is a difference in the process of enameling. Some enclosures are finished by a "spray and force dry" lacquer which permits the application of numerous coats within a period of a few minutes and gives a lustrous, and, for many purposes, satisfactory surface. Others are finished in baked enamel similar to the original surface of an automobile, which will neither chip nor crack and may be considered thoroughly permanent under almost all conditions. These have from four to eight coats of enamel, and as each coat represents a day's time there is an appreciable difference in price.

When you buy your shields or enclosures, see that they are equipped with humidifying pans, to rest on the upper surface of the radiator. These are said to increase the relative humidity by thirty per cent and doctors agree in recommending them. One firm places the pan well to the front of the enclosure, forcing the air over the surface of the hot water. Particles of dirt become heavy with moisture and drop into the pan instead of blowing into the room. The hot water acts as insulator and keeps the top of the enclosure fairly cool. If the pan is not wanted because of the need of filling or for any other reason, the top is otherwise insulated. It is claimed by one manufacturer that his half-inch porous insulator has the heat resistance of a nine-inch brick wall, and whether or not this is strictly accurate, the fact remains that one finds plants and flowers growing on radiator enclosures.

If you are about to build or if your radiators are not yet installed, it is well worth while to look at a new style of radiator which dispenses with radiator covers entirely. This model is designed to fit unobtrusively into the baseboard of the room. It is readily installed in a new house where it may be entirely hidden within the walls of the house, one section of radiator over another in a panel and covered by a grille, or it may be partially recessed in the baseboard along the floor. In a house already built it may be installed in either or both, of these ways, or it may be attached to the outside of the baseboard. It is only eight inches high and three and one half inches wide. Several new features recommend it, there are no exposed piping, no shields, and the heat is thrown directly out into the room to warm the floor as well as the upper parts and the walls.

This whole question of radiators is one which deserves careful consideration, not only in its decorative aspects but on the practical side, for temperatures must be maintained at a proper level if one is to enjoy health, no matter how beautiful may be the surroundings.

A small house for a small sum

Let us first take a look at the place as a whole. Its exterior shows it to be a small, low cottage built of native stone with wooden shutters, a rubble stone chimney, and a roof of tarpaper shingles. Below it lies a beautiful panorama of Connecticut shore line, hills, and valleys. A visitor would judge that its cost far exceeded the figures given. In detail the walls are of double-faced stone laid with one-third mortar. The entrance door is double-sheathed, and the shutters single-sheathed. Native rock from the plot on which the house was built or from nearby farms was used throughout the construction.

Upon stepping inside, the visitor immediately enters a room that runs practically the length of the cottage. This is sixteen feet by twenty-four feet, with the kitchen in an ell at the right and the hall and bathroom at the left of the entrance completing the single floor plan. A fireplace with a huge native hearthstone occupies the center of the wall facing the door. For this fireplace stone the owner searched over the entire countryside for desired foundations or chimneys. For the beams, built-in chest, and other details a decided saving was achieved by the finish of the wood. Most of it was used just as it came from the saw at the mill. As a rough effect was desired, no attention was paid to milling and the wood was left in its natural color. Batten doors were made out of the cabin, and all hardware, galvanized boat nails, outside nails, hinges, latches were handmade. Thirty dollars covered this item. The bunks are wooden built-in frames for beds with room for storage places below.

The furniture is of pine, given a natural stain and rubbed down. The fireplace bench seat was designed to serve a threefold purpose. The back swings reversibly, leaving it a matter of choice whether one is facing the fire or the opposite side of the room. The lower part of the seat is used as a wood box.

The "cook room" is a cheery and inviting place in which to prepare a hasty and informal meal. Its curtains are of red gingham in a large check, with red kitchenware and pots and pans to match.

The cost of the house as quoted by the owner (construction ordered January 1928) is as follows:

- Mason work plus cost of flags for 1800 square feet with Mexican tile floors. $800
- Carpenter work 971
- Hardware (approximately) 30
- Total $1,901

These figures are given by the owner himself as the total cost.

---

**NEWS for women who hate dust and dusting**

A fan blew dust toward three panels. A and B, polished with ordinary furniture polish, soon became filthy. The wax polished panel remained clean.

*Just look at the difference!*

"Mercy, Katie! We had better wax all the furniture from now on."

---

**SCIENCE discovers that dust on furniture is cut 1/2 by Wax Polish**

What Chemist Banks saw through the microscope


The very same Johnson's Wax Polish, so long famous for beautifying and protecting floors and furniture, will actually rid your furniture of half the dust. The reason is plain. Science has found that ordinary polishes leave a greasy film that catches and holds tiny dust particles. But they cannot cling to the hard, dry sheen of Johnson's Wax.

Read the remarkable tests at the left. Then don't wait a minute to send in the coupon and prove it for yourself. We will send you a regular 25c can of Johnson's Wax Polish and a booklet for our bare mailing cost, 10c.

---

**Johnson's Wax Polish**

FOR FLOORS AND FURNITURE

---
The cost of heating is a large enough item to deserve careful attention whether you now have an inefficient boiler or are about to build and want to avoid installing one.

The yearly cost of fuel burned ranges from one-half to the full cost of the boiler itself. You pay for the boiler once, but you pay for fuel every year. Hence economy and comfort depend upon the boiler's efficiency and not upon its first cost.

A boiler is efficient or inefficient on two counts. First, in burning fuel. Second, in absorbing heat and delivering it to the rooms of your house.

If the boiler burns only 75% of the gases liberated, allowing 25% to escape up the chimney unburned, and if it absorbs only 75% of the heat from the gases burned, allowing 25% to escape up the chimney unabsorbed, its efficiency is only 56 2/3%. These figures do not exaggerate common occurrence.

The new No. 16 Smith insures efficient burning principally through the use of fire brick lining and auxiliary air supply. This prevents cooling of the outer edge of the fuel bed and insures complete combustion of the gases liberated. The first two diagrams illustrate this.

Efficient absorption of heat and its economical delivery to the rooms of your home are insured with the new Smith No. 16 by plenty of Fire Surface, the Fire Surface being the part of the boiler that absorbs the heat. Comparative efficiency is again easily shown by diagrams, representing heat absorption by the flow of water through two funnels, one with a narrow neck and one with a wide neck. The funnel with the narrow neck corresponds to the boiler with too little Fire Surface. One wastes water over the top of the funnel. The other wastes heat up the chimney.

Send for our free books
If you want to reduce your cost of heating, increase your comfort, enjoy plenty of heat even in exceptionally cold weather and be able to warm the house quickly and more dramatically than coal, send for free copies of our two books, "Guaranteed Heating Comfort at Minimum Cost," and "Does it Pay to Install an Oil Burner," together with details of the New Smith No. 16 for small homes. No obligation is entailed. Talk it over with any Architect, Engineer, Heating Contractor or H. B. Smith Owner. (Simply use coupon below).

Send for details, brochures, etc.

The New Smith No. 16

The H. B. Smith boilers for steam, hot water and vapor heating radiators; and hot water supply boilers for factory and public building.
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Devices for American Homes

Conducted By
Shirley Paine

Readers are cordially invited to order any of these devices. Just send a check payable to Shirley Paine, % Double-day, Doran & Company, Inc., 244 Madison Avenue, New York, and they will be ordered from shop or manufacturer. No stock is carried here and, unless specified, transportation charges are collect.

The Snugglerag protects the young child against cold and weather while sleeping or traveling. Special zipper attachment makes it impossible for rug to slip off. Softest weave all-wool in pink, blue or light tan, for child up to 2 years, $7.95, p’paid USA. In plaid, from 2 to 6 years, $9.95 p’paid USA. The special auto seat enables the child to see out of a car window with absolute safety. Chair base locks down on auto seat and a special safety strap prevents falling out. Upholstered arms and seat, red or heather green, $8.50, express collect.

A NEW bridge table: merely pull out any one leg & all 4 open & lock in position. Each is double braced; no wobble. Choices: red, green, black; leatherette cover—black for green & red tables, green for black. 30 x 30 x 28” ht. $5 & $6, p’paid east & west of Rockies.

A SPECIAL new temperature indicator in the cover of this waffle iron always tells you the exact heat. If you’ve ever burned out a valuable electric unit from overheat you will appreciate this value. Makes waffles divinely crisp & brown. Made by old line manufacturer; fine nickel finish; works both AC & DC current. Complete with cord, $9.45 p’pd. east Miss.

A new automatic ironing board has several fine points: sturdy steel construction, mechanically correct. Rigid and firm; no wabble. Opens or closes in one easy movement. Stands by itself when closed. Metal tray holds the iron, leaving whole board free. Dresses may be ironed.

DESIGNED by an old-time florist: a rolling flower pot stand with place for an aquarium, a special aerating shelf for pots to stand on, and drip pan for excess water. 14 x 30 x 14” ht. In painted cast iron rustproofed, with casters, $10.50. In brass, ditto, $21.

PERCO-STERIL is a new washer employing an entirely new principle—percolated hot soapy water automatically sprayed over the clothes, then by suction drawn through every fibre of the fabric—thus cleaning and sterilizing. No rubbing. Handles most delicate pieces. Its capacity will surprise you, and the larger size has more space than average washing machine. Light weight; works on any direct heat, gas, oil, wood stove or camp-fire! Use any good soap flakes. Small: 11½” diam., 15” ht., $13.50. Large for the weekly wash, 16½” diam., 25” ht. $18.50.

This efficient potato chipper also handles carrots, turnips or onions. Makes 80¢ per lb. chips for 10¢ per lb., quickly, easily! Uses whole potatoes; retains all vitamins in skin; merely wash, then cut in one long curl—evenly, no waste. Parts rustproofed. New model has metal turning handle. Complete $1.50 p’paid; extra blades 12¢ ea. p’pd.

This is a beautiful flower pot stand with silver tray for pots, place for an aquarium, a special aerating stand on, and down. In painted cast iron wood stove or camp-fire! Uses any rustproofed, with good soap flakes. Small: 113” diam., 15” ht., $10.50. Large for the weekly wash, 16½” diam., 25” ht. $18.50.

Perico-steril is a new washer employing an entirely new principle—percolated hot soapy water automatically sprayed over the clothes, then by suction drawn through every fibre of the fabric—thus cleaning and sterilizing. No rubbing. Handles most delicate pieces. Its capacity will surprise you, and the larger size has more space than average washing machine. Light weight; works on any direct heat, gas, oil, wood stove or camp-fire! Use any good soap flakes. Small: 11½” diam., 15” ht., $13.50. Large for the weekly wash, 16½” diam., 25” ht. $18.50.

Checks payable to Shirley Paine.
WHEN WINTER LEAVES HIS CALLING-CARD, HE'LL FIND THESE WINDOWS "BLISSY"

With an icy flourish of snowflakes, Ole Man Winter announces his arrival in person. He howls around the corners of the house, and blows against the windows. But snug casements mock him with a glow of merry firelight, taunt him with the gleam of softly shaded lamps in well-warmed rooms.

Lupton Casement Windows give a cool reception to frost and dampness. They are built to keep out cold... joining, when shut, in a double contact of steel on steel. This special Lupton construction does away with the need for weather-stripping, and helps you to cut down materially on coal bills.

Made of steel, they have less bulk.

Slender cross-pieces divide the glistening panes of glass. This delicacy of pattern adds buoyancy to the tone of the room, and lends grace to the exterior treatment of the house.

Lupton Casements are as practical as they are beautiful. The new Lupton friction-hinge permits them to be opened and closed without the slightest effort, and prevents all chatter in a high wind. Both sides of the window can be cleaned from within the room. Any kind of screens or draperies can be used. Being steel, Lupton Casements will not swell or stick on damp days.

Lupton Casements establish the modern character of the home. Twenty years from today, they will still be in style. Their varied advantages make them the logical windows of the future. Production in mass quantities has brought their cost down to meet the average building budget. Yet they can be obtained in a wide choice of sizes. Have us send you a copy of the free booklet, "Better Windows for Your Home." You will find it interesting to read. David Lupton's Sons Co., 2267 E. Allegheny Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa.
New flower pots and stands

Continued from page 134

is but little wall decoration, and where rather severe pieces of furniture are used, the placing of these modern iron flower stands becomes of superior importance. They may be considered a part of the decorating scheme and serve as a vital part of the furnishing of the room. In place of the painted metal pots, earthenware or glass bowls may be used, and some of the Japanese water plants, or other foliage plant of that type, may be substituted for the Ivy.

Similar stands are made in wood, and there are many small ones with one or two pots, which because of size and construction fall in the less-than-five-dollars class. The iron ones, of course, with their imported pots and because of the construction materials as well as the design command from ten to thirty dollars, and they are worth it. There are, however, some iron ones of simple designs that may be bought for less than five dollars.

Wall brackets are more popular than ever, for while some of these are also Spanish or Italian, of iron and tile, there are also French provincial brackets of curved and gilded wood, as well as similar brackets from other sources. Many simple ones at a dollar or two apiece are available.

These are effective in rooms of widely varying style and purpose. One may be used between two windows, or a pair used at either side of a buffet or serving table, two or three stepped along the wall above the stairs is a pleasant way to bring greenery into the hall, or one may be centered under the small window opening off the stair. On such brackets a flower pot may stand, or a low bowl or dish containing Ivy or some vine. Often a small apartment will admit no other kind of floral decoration but one or a pair of these little brackets, which may be hung on the wall taking no floor space and very little of the wall.

But the small apartment as well as the suburban house and other homes will find plentiful use for the new flower pots, bowls, and jars. The new Holland pottery in orange color finds an immediate response wherever bold color and good design are appreciated. The fine examples of American-made pottery are in great variety of color this winter, and a very obvious effort has been made to create interesting shapes in sympathy with the modernist movement as well as in many period interpretations. There are Spanish and Italian faience pots and bowls, many amusing jars and pots from Germany, Bohemia, Japan, China, and Sweden. The colors and designs are in keeping with our trend in wall papers and our newest decorating textiles. Gone are the foolish old jardiniéres which were as bad for the fern inside as for the aesthetic sensibilities of the observer. These new pots and jars are sufficient unto themselves as objects of beauty and they are excellently devised as holders of plants, either disguising a humble five-and-ten-cent vase, or as similar brackets from other countries, as well as in wood, and in the latter case pierced with holes for the figure perforated with holes for cut flowers.

Little gardens for the dining-room table are more and more popular, and as in former years these tend toward the Oriental in both container and garden. Flat, Chinese, or Japanese pottery bowls, with little foliage water plants are sufficient, or a decorative porcelain or bronze bird, and a little temple may stand in the dish, the figure perforated with holes for cut flowers.

Such gardens may rest on a window ledge or seat when not on the dining table, or embellish the latter between meals. While some are showing flat dishes of Cacti and growing plants for the same uses, it is usually better to have only water plants or cut flowers.
Silverware

OF BEAUTY AND DISTINCTION
IN THE TEMPO OF THE TIMES

A NEW TEA SERVICE
of pleasing and practical pattern in the spirit of today. Made by the Wilcox Silver Plate Company, Division of the International Silver Company.
For identification, this set bears the number 1984.

Today is the age of sincerity—of accuracy—of simplicity. Straight lines, flat planes, and angles dominate the world of design. . . . Quite in the mode, International craftsmen created the tea service pictured above. It is fresh and new and lovely. Its lines are spirited and strong—modern, but not extreme—simple, but not stark. No decoration disturbs its smoothly gleaming surface. It will fit easily into the home that is typical of today—or almost any other—for good taste transcends periods. . . . International Silverplate preserves fine old traditions, establishes new ones, assures value always. Learn to look for the trade-mark below. If your dealer does not have the pattern or piece you want, he can get it for you. For illustrations of a wider variety of goods, write for booklet No. HW-156. Address Dept. E, International Silver Company, Meriden, Connecticut.
Thrills, secrets, emotions—passions, ambitions, successes... 100 of the world's most powerful biographical stories, in this complete Four-Volume—"PERSONALITY" LIBRARY, are yours ABSOLUTELY WITHOUT COST with an 18-months new, or renewal, or gift subscription to WORLD'S WORK.

A SULTRY NIGHT. Boston's waterfront showed but a dim silhouette of steeples, warehouses, and the feathery lace-work of spars and rigging. A red-headed immigrant boy, starved and penniless, furtively crept from the steerage hold to the deck and dropped into the murky waters of Boston Harbor.

Desperation alone prompted "Old J. P." to risk being drowned in the dead of night rather than face immigration officials. This was a night on which the fates gave to our country a new republic born!

Here Is Life Shorn of Conventional Restraints

Read how Tex Rickard rose from Nevada gambling saloon-keeper to supreme King of Sports—how Edgar B. Davis makes millions in extraordinary oil deals—the legend of Calvin Coolidge—the lives of President Hoover and Al Smith. Read how Jessica Ogilvie and her six sisters built a prosperous nationwide business as beauty specialists—the intimate stories of Greta Garbo and Lon Chaney—"Schwab's Story of Carnegie"—"American Girl Pleads Lepers' Cause"—"He Refused a Million-Dollar Salary"—and 88 other powerful stories equally fascinating.

Explorers, authors, business men and women, teachers, screen stars, scientists, laborers, presidents, criminologists, kings, gamblers, multi-millionaires, adventurers... you live with them the greatest thrills of their lives. From their own lips you learn the secrets of their amazing successes. On your confidential subscription to WORLD'S WORK, you are revealed for your personal benefit and entertainment.

Order Your Free Set TO-DAY!

These four 300-page volumes of biographies are priceless! They cannot be bought anywhere at any price because they are published exclusively for WORLD'S WORK subscribers. In preparing them, WORLD'S WORK has taken infinite pains to combine every desirable merit of good reading value; inspiration; guidance towards success; education; and above all, enthralling entertainment.

To fully appreciate these books you must see them for yourself—delight your eyes with their beauty—give your mind the enjoyable treat of their reading. Simply mail the coupon and your four-volume GIFT SET will immediately go forward to you. And we will enter your order for a new, or renewal, or gift subscription to WORLD'S WORK for 18 months at a price which thousands of delighted subscribers consider a bargain—at actually less than the single-copy cost. But, you must mail the coupon immediately—before our supply is exhausted.
Modern decoration need not be bizarre. Done brilliantly it expresses in good taste the freedom from restraint and convention that typifies this interesting age. New forms. New colors. New balance. It is a tribute that so many important modern schemes used W. & J. Sloane Linoleum as the decorative base. "Styled by Sloane" is your guarantee of outstanding design and color. Sold by leading retailers everywhere. W. & J. Sloane Mfg. Co., Trenton, N. J.
CHARMINGLY different, this gem-like Riviera in the Garden Province of South Africa . . . Gay, colorful, joyful Durban . . . Here health and pleasure prosper in a setting of sparkling sunshine, zestful climate, the amazing blue of the Southern sky, the dancing waters of the Indian ocean.

Luxurious hotels overlook spacious stretches of beach and a beautiful harbor alive with white-bellied sails of pleasure craft, with warships, whalers, windjammers . . . Delightful golf and yachting clubs . . . Sailing, sea bathing, surfing, angling, polo, cricket, horse-racing, motoring, high-class concerts, theatres . . . all catering happily to the lovers of sport, recreation, leisure.


Send for fully illustrated booklet to

SOUTH AFRICAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
11 Broadway, New York City
Grass Joints
between the
variegated colored
slabs of
Mettowee
STONE
are endorsed by lead-
ing landscape artists as
they bring an added
touch of informality
to the pathway.

Ask for the name of our
nearest dealer and send
for our pamphlet "S"

IDEAL GAS BOILERS
Modernize your heating plant with Gas
—the only really Automatic Fuel.
The Cost is Reasonable

Made by
AMERICAN RADIATOR COMPANY
Distributed by
American Gas Products Corporation
376 Lafayette Street, New York

HOMES of distinctive charm may have Weatherbest
sidewalls and roofs in harmonizing colors to melt into
their settings. Weatherbest Stained Shingles offer new
values... more enduring colors. They are all 100% edge
grain red cedar stained by the Weatherbest special
process that gives better colors... more endurance...last-
ing charm.
Write for Color Chart and Portfolio of Weatherbest
Homes in full-color Photogravures. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) to cover postage and handling. Weatherbest
Stained Shingle Co., Inc., 2119 Island Street, North
Tonawanda, N. Y. Ware-
houses in Leading Centers.

WEATHERBEST STAINED SHINGLE CO., Inc.,
2119 Island St., North Tonawanda, N. Y.
Enclosed is 10c (stamps or coin). Please send Color
Chart and Portfolio of full-color Photogravures show-
ing color combinations of Weatherbest Homes.
Send book on Modernizing and Reshingling with details of Modernizing
Service.
Name:
Address:
For every window

CURTAINS
for every window

For Bed Rooms

QUAKER
transparent net CURTAINS

Where the winter is ever mild

Continued from page 153

For Living and Dining Rooms

A style to harmonize with your decorative scheme and just the right length fringe makes these Quaker Net Panels the favorite Curtain of discriminating women.

IT is so easy to correctly curtain every window in your home and so inexpensive if you insist on Quaker Transparent Net Curtains.

At the better stores everywhere $2 to $20

STEPPUP boosts youngsters up to the bath-room wash basin, thereby making hand scrubbing and tooth brushing soar into popularity. He's amusing to look at too. On one end he is a smooth, simple, safe, slip-proof stool, and at the other side is handy and smooth, right for the child's waist. He has his name printed in lovely soft green, or gay coral. Also come in mahogany finish. $7.70

The American Home

SHOPPING WITH

Janet Gray
AT LEWIS & CONGER

The One Legged Table has so many uses that it makes a really wonderful Christmas present. It sets comfortably across the arms of a chair, or it can be held on the lap. The top can be raised or lowered. Also reversed. One side is padded soft—polished for sitting. The other side is hard and smooth, right for the child's waist. The table can be used—
in lovely soft green, or gay coral. Also come in mahogany finish. $7.70

I'm going to give Janet a Spotless House Cleaner Set because it's both useful and a bit unusual. Spotless House contains on its cover six of the best spot removers I've ever found. They're for fruit, rust, ink, grease, paint and scorch stains—and they are packaged most attractively in a quaint blue and white box that looks like a little house. $12.00

LEWIS & CONGER

46th St. and Sixth Ave. New York

To buy the things described here just fill in the coupon and mail it

Please send me the things checked below. Enclosed is . . . check . . . money order . . . C.O.D.

One Legged Table (table color) $7.50

Steppup (stool color) $3.00

Spotless House Cleaner $1.00

Name

Address

A-41

(Free delivery within 100 miles of New York. Beyond that express collected.)
AMBLER ASBESTOS "WALTILE"

A decorative, fire-safe wall covering—finish by Dupont—meeting the demand for color and sanitation in the home.

In modernizing or new building, specify WALTILE, the answer to the wall-covering problem in kitchens, baths, pantries, laundry, hall or cellar rooms. Made of asbestos and cement, with glossy surface finished in colors at the factory. Comes in sheets 32 x 48 inches, with cap and base to match.

Write for Folder A-237

AMBLER ASBESTOS SHINGLE & SHEATHING COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo.  Ambler, Penna.

CONCEALED!

"I Can't Find the Radiator, Ma'am."

"Of course not. This Tuttle & Bailey Radiator Cabinet is always taken for a piece of furniture. And not only does it look good but it protects walls and draperies from heat smudge."

With the coming of cold weather the above conversation will take place in a number of homes. And who can blame anyone for mistaking a T & B Radiator Cabinet for anything but a piece of fine furniture. For that's what it is!

And more than that T & B Radiator Cabinets assure a better distribution of heat. Heat is directed outward into the living zone of the room, where it is needed, rather than upward, where it is wasted.

T & B Radiator Cabinets can be had in a wide variety of styles suitable to match any style interior. Each cabinet is measured to fit and can be finished in any standard wood finish desired. Write us for our latest catalog showing the many models available.

The "Sno-White" Book Free Upon Request

Admiring Eyes Greet SNO-WHITE Kitchens

If you cannot buy them all at once, try placing a few Sno-White articles at a time in your kitchen or perhaps a beautifully tinted Sno-White breakfast nook in your home, and watch the admirers sprout and multiply, especially when they see what you have bought. It's the radiant beauty of the colors, the graceful shape of the tables and chairs, and the inbuilt QUALITY of the material—that's why SNO-WHITE is nationally famous.

SIX Beautiful Color Designs

This fine new Sno-White catalog contains colored pictures of upper and lower differently designed cabinets, tables, chairs, bases, cupboards, etc., in six different color designs. We know of nothing better as an aid in completing your favorite color schemes! We will mail you the catalog upon request to your nearest Tuttle & Bailey office. Write to us when you want more and tell us what you want. Address Dept. H.

AMBLER ASBESTOS SHINGLE & SHEATHING COMPANY
Tuttle & Bailey MFG. CO.
St. Louis, Mo. Cleveland, O.

"Sno-White" Breakfast Suites, Tables, Chairs, Bases in COLOR

THE COMPASS & STOLL CO.
Niles, Michigan

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG. CO.
Established 1886
441 Lexington Avenue New York City

TUTTLE & BAILEY MFG. CO.
441 Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

Please send me your booklet "New Artistry in Radiator Concealment."

Name

Address
Hammacher Schlemmer & Co.

Send for our special folder featuring *Smart Housewares*

The American Home

Latest California Homes

Housewares

Radiator Shelf Bracket

A strong, inexpensive support for bedside bookshelf or windowsill seat. Rigid and secure. Top can be either of wood or metal finish. Very easily attached. Each 75c.

1 Bracket for round and oval.
2 Brackets for average length radiators.

Star Hanging Lantern

"Let your light so shine...

This one denotes hospitality indeed. Made of leaded glass, in amber, red or blue. 10 points. Imported from Germany. Height 19 1/2 inches. Wired for electricity. Each $3.00.

Table Mats

Something really distinctive in table mat! Heavily silver-plated and flexible, with embossed design and soft felt bottoms. In both round and oval.

Silks Coffee Maker

Here is the newest Silks! There is something fascinating about preparing coffee right on the table. Silex made coffee touches only glass. Pour over, leaded and amber with no metallic taste or harmfulafter-effects. The Silex method does not boil the coffee—leaves the harmful caffeine and tannin about preparing coffee. Touches only glass.

Round, 6", dozen $5.00

Oval, 10", each $1.06; dozen 12.00

Oval, 12", each 1.75; dozen 20.00

Silex Coffee Maker: 4 cups capacity $15.00

Electric Brush

An electric brush is just what you need. Gets the dirt that nothing else can get. For overstuffed furniture, mattresses, top carpets, draperies, automobile cushions. May be operated at 110 volts current, direct or alternating. Weight 3 lbs. Guaranteed. $19.75

Waste Basket

A very handsome, waste basket, not apt to be duplicated. Made of embossed book bindings reputed to be over a century old. Gold embossed decorations and coat of arms. Imported from France. Size 9 x 9 x 10 1/2 high $18.50

Send check, money order, C. O. D., or memorandum reference.

Delivered prepaid within 100 miles to points beyond, charges collect.

There Are Just Two Kinds of Story Magazines

Those that give you the variable products of a few modern authors.

—and THE GOLDEN BOOK, which brings you the masters of the world's best authors of all times.

The Golden Book runs the whole gamut of brilliance from the most talked of moderns to the most inspired masters. Nothing is too old, nothing too new for the Golden Book, but each story must have certain qualities that make it stand out as a significant creation. Each story must be entertaining, stimulating, and of undisputed literary worth.

Even the best authors cannot write up to their highest standards at all times. During his whole career, an author will write perhaps only two or three masterpieces. But you may be sure of finding those masterpieces in the Golden Book. Each piece of writing selected for the Golden Book has already stood the test of the severest critics, has already been proven a work worthy of reading and remembering.

Here is reading for the appreciator of good literature who hasn't time to search through magazine and that, through vast libraries, through new books and old to find those refreshing pieces of writing really worthy of attention. In each issue of the Golden Book, you will find the same supreme and thrilling satisfaction in the authors chosen to bring you the best in Fiction, Drama, Essays, Poetry, Humor, and Personalities.

We want to prove that you will like the Golden Book. At the risk of forming a new habit, mail the special introductory coupon today. It will bring you six 25c issues for only $1.00—six splendid treats that you never dreamed existed in the magazine world.

THE NEXT 6 BIG NUMBERS FOR ONLY $1.00

A. H. 11-29

The Golden Book Magazine

55 Fifth Avenue, New York

Enclosed find $1.00, for which send the Golden Book for six months to the address below. (Regular price $1.50).

Name

Address

MUSEUM QUALITY IN YOUR RUGS

Best Oriental must be antique, perfect, thick, gleaming. Though producers of such rugs cannot keep prices low today, owners of less than gem rugs have more peace than they thought possible. We urge you to examine every selection. Your rugs, as a rule, have been approved in the New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia rug salons, and belongs to the most exclusive rug makers. You will notice their quality.

I particularly pleasure difficult customers who demand American rugs. I have it because of intensive search in the Orient, our exclusive American rug facilities. There are in fact American rug manufacturers in New York and everywhere else.

Baye price range for American rugs. Write for descriptive list.

L. B. Lawton, Skanesettes, N. Y.
You Imagine Books

Which of these 100 Famous Best Sellers Did You Put Off Buying When They Were $2.50 to $5.00 Each?

Indicates new titles added September 1st.

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

Spend $1, return the volumes and forget the matter. The editions of many titles are limited—don't get the matter. The editions of many titles are limited—don't

Find the title you want in the list below and get the matter. The editions of many titles are limited—don't forget the matter. The editions of many titles are limited—don't

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:

GARDEN CITY PUBLISHING CO., Dept. 810, Garden City, New York

SEND NO MONEY—10 Days' Free Examination

Pay Nothing In Advance

Address:
I was looking for. Now you can sit back in your favorite chair, ad

The decorative value of music

Continued from page 147

the piano is blamed. Have the music cabinet or shelves for music conveniently near. When possible the back of the upright piano should be against an inside wall. Changes in temperature affect the strings and mechanism as well as the finish of its case. Place it where light from a window may fall on the music rack for daytime playing and have a floor lamp near-by with a simple, adjustable shade for nighttime use.

The furniture in the room (this is the small room) should be grouped for comfort and livability. An easy chair and small magazine table facing the piano from the opposite wall, a comfortable sofa or davenport against the wall at the other end of the room, and another comfortable chair with its almost essential accompaniment of bookstand or smoking table near the davenport. The center of the small room must necessarily be clear, with no table to cut it into still smaller pieces. Bookshelves may be built along the walls under the windows, or low bookcases located at these spots, with perhaps a hanging bookshelf on the wall over the sofa or a pair of narrow shelves between the windows. Another bridge or floor lamp should stand beside the reading chair, with a table lamp near the sofa.

If an upright piano be used it may have its back to the wall, or if the room is sufficiently wide, it may be turned at right angles to the wall opposite the fireplace. In this position it partly divides the room, creating a grouping where music cabinet, music stand, and piano lamp make the ideal corner for student or musical devotee, semi-private from the rest of the long room. When in this position, the upright piano needs some covering over its exposed back, preferably a light-weight textile such as an Indian cotton print, batik, a thin tapestry, a handsome piece of chiffon, hand blocked linen, or a screen of some lightweight construction. (Heavy fabrics sometimes interfere with tone production.)

Other pieces of furniture should be grouped in the room to balance the piano's bulk. A davenport or sofa, tall book cases or a large desk, a group consisting of a large reading chair, table, and smoking stand, a screen, a large window with a pair of lamps should counterbalance it. Chairs and the sofa should be so arranged that a performer at the piano may be seen as well as heard. Or the opposite effect may be achieved; screen off the piano and its end of the room, thus creating both a music room and a living room. Any of the many styles of decorative screen is of excellent use here. Or back the davenport towards the piano, and arrange reading chairs and other furniture with this division of interests in mind.

Radios and phonographs present no such decorative problem, primarily because they are smaller and more easily placed and concealed. Both are made now so that they look like any handsome cabinet or highboy to be placed in a hallway, a convenient alcove, located between a pair of windows, or surrounded by bookshelves. Going to the other extreme, either a radio or phonograph may be unmasked, simply a small musical device, to rest in a convenient place.

The more decorative and larger models, like the piano, are to be had in amazing varieties of style and finish —walnut, mahogany, antiqued paint finish, in colors to match the painted furniture of sun porch or boudoir, styles to (continued on page 210)
A Complete Family of... Household Aids...

"PRISCILLA"

Self-Squaring Curtain Stretcher
Clothestree
Folding Ironing Board
Clothes Hamper
Dust Pan and Brush Set

TODAY, as is the days of our forefathers, furniture of hard, durable Maple is the vogue in homey-tone and antique finishes. In their quaint and rugged simplicity these modern reproductions of early craftsmanship give an atmosphere of true Colonial charm and hospitality. And, in the marvellous stain finishes that develop all the beauty inherent in the wood itself, Maple furniture—both period and modern—is a revelation in colorful beauty that transcends all comparison. Exquisitely lovely effects are secured by "misting" and "high lighting" the finish on panels, tops and decorative overlays of Beechey Maple veneers.

But, you really must see this Maple furniture at leading stores to appreciate its indescribable charm.

A COPY of the new Kellogg Gift Book is yours for the asking. Shop at your leisure through its pages and find just what you want—for everyone on your list—at Factory Prices that are as attractive as the gifts themselves. You’ll have a glorious time of it. Original, every pocketbook. Solve all your gift problems the Kellogg way—quickly, easily, pleasantly. Use the coupon below—or send a card—for your copy of the new Gift Shopping Guide.

A Complete Family of... Household Aids...

"PRISCILLA"

Self-Squaring Curtain Stretcher
Clothestree
Folding Ironing Board
Clothes Hamper
Dust Pan and Brush Set

A COMPLETE FAMILY OF... HOUSEHOLD AIDS...

"PRISCILLA"... Self-Squaring Curtain Stretcher
Clothestree
Folding Ironing Board
Clothes Hamper
Dust Pan and Brush Set

AN ECONOMICAL OUTLIER, you can add the whole attractive "PRISCILLA" family to your home. As surely as you do, you will save countless steps, spare yourself from much stooping and bending. You will find it easier to maintain neatness, cleanliness and order in the very parts of the household (bathroom and laundry) that so easily become mussed and disarranged.

The "PRISCILLA" family will also add new notes of color charm in keeping with the modern mode of "color in the bathroom, laundry and kitchen."

The "PRISCILLA" Self-Squaring Curtain Stretcher

Modern design, perfect quality, and genuine Maple, the "PRISCILLA" Curtain Stretcher is just what every household needs for drying and stretching her curtains after laundering. It is large enough to hold several curtains at once, from as small as a handkerchief to as large as 4 feet by 8 feet—and keep them there perfectly self-squared. The "PRISCILLA" Curtain Stretcher stands upright on its own feet. It is durably made from selected hardwood, has corner brackets of heavy metal and pins of spring brass wire, nickel-plated and guaranteed against rust or tarnish. Sizes are numbered in waterproof figures.

The "PRISCILLA" Clothestree

Here are 40 feet of handy indoor drying space in a novel clothestree, which when not in use folds up like an umbrella and stows away in the closet corner. When spread out, its 36 selected, smooth hardwood bars easily hold a large family wash. It revolves. You sit in one spot and let each bar come to you as you hang. Rolls easily on casters to any desired room or place. Legs and center pole are handsomely enameled in white or trimmed with red, blue, green or yellow. $8.00 each.

The "PRISCILLA" Dust Pan and Brush Set

No stooping necessary, since the handles reach up to you—you don’t have to reach down to them. Pans made of heavy metal with long twisted wire handles tinted to match color of pan. The "PRISCILLA" Pick-up Floor Brush is made of selected stock and attractively enameled in green, blue, yellow and red. The pan and has a 30-inch handle. $1.25 per set.

The "PRISCILLA" Clothes Hamper

These attractive hampers combine the practical economy and convenience of a fibre container with the modern trend toward beauty and good taste in bathroom conveniences. Oval-shaped, eliminating dust-collecting corners. Bodies and covers made of 4-ply fibre board, specially tested for weight and durability—and covered with attractive waterproof material having a semi-glazed finish—safeguarding handles against rust or tarnish. The attractive handgrip of the color body, resulting in a handsome, harmonious combination. Wooden perforations in bottom and cover and band grips at top all fitted with heavy nickel-plated eyes. $3.75 to $6.00 each.

ORDER ON COUPON

BEH & CO., 1140 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Enclosed find $_________ for which send me:...
"PRISCILLA" Curtain Stretcher; Clothestree;...
Folding Ironing Board; Clothes Hamper;
Dust Pan and Brush Set.

Name
Street
City
The decorative value of music
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Deep, put in a few inches of ashes, sand or gravel in the bottom to insure perfect drainage if the soil is the least bit heavy, then dig the Roses with some soil left around their roots. Stack them in the trench, somewhat slanting as you would in "heeling in," and fill in around with loose, fairly light soil. The entire bush should be about eighteen inches below the surface. Fill the hole in completely, working the fine soil in all around the plants, mounding up the soil to drain off excess water.

The annuals are vitally important in cold sections but provisions must be made to start them inside or they will hardly get well established before the time for early frosts. There are none of the annuals that may not be used here. Start seeds early, say February or March, either indoors or outside in hotbeds. If you can not bother with either of these methods, buy your seeds early—February is a good time—and take them to the local growers. They seldom offer for sale varieties that will not thrive in their locality. One of the most important requirements for winter hardiness is that the plants must not go into the winter dry—that is they must "freeze dry." If the fall is dry between the early frosts and the final freeze of winter, see that the trees, shrubs, and the perennial borders get a most thorough soaking. Of course, they should not freeze in a pool of water, but the soil must be well supplied with moisture. Experience shows that to be an important phase of winter protection, not only in cold climates, but in more moderate winters as well, especially later in the year, when there has been a marked summer drought.

Wishing in most cases means just enough covering to prevent alternate freezing and thawing in the early spring or during unexpected thaws in the winter—and no more! In my own experience, the coarse wild hay, such as is used for packing glassware proved most satisfactory for the perennial borders. I used just a light covering and held it in place with some branches, sharp, clean sand, or five parts gravel, well mixed and thoroughly tamped in place. Beneath the pool I made a three-inch layer of sand, firmly packed, to insure perfect drainage. I took my Waterfowl roots into the cellar after hard freezing killed the leaves and left the water in the pool all winter. With its saucer-like shape, it could freeze to the bottom without danger of injury. Bulbs of all kinds demand good drainage and while that is easy to provide for the annuals, the "careful gardeners" neglect it. In clay soils or heavy loams place an inch or two of sharp sand under and around each bulb.

The Wick Does the Trick

Heated air passes up through the humidifier, taking moisture from the heavy, water-soakedwick. Positive, constant, automatic action. Endorsed by doctors, hospitals, nurses. Thoroughly practical. Prepared in 16", 24", 36", 48" lengths; $2.70; 18 in., $2.20; 24 in., $3.20, 36 in., $5.20; four or more, deduct 20c each. In ordering, state finish desired; whether gold or aluminum, also if for round or flat top radiation. Order today—be safe all winter.

417 Monticello Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

$70 and up
Prepaid

The American Home
what a whale of a difference
just a few points make

Yes...
and what a whale of a difference
just a few cents make

... a definite extra price for a
definite extra tobacco-goodness

fatima
Cigarettes

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
Hand this to your newsdealer or mail to

Doubleday, Doran & Co., Inc.
Publishers, The American Home
Garden City, N. Y.

Gentlemen:
Please enter my subscription to The American Home. I enclose $1.00 for
1 year, □ $2.00 for 3 years. □

Name
Street
City

Why Not Subscribe?

If you bought this copy of The American Home from your newsdealer why not subscribe through your newsdealer or direct and take advantage of the lower rate?

By subscription The American Home is only $1.00 a year! Or, better yet, 3 years for $2.00.

If you’ve liked this issue you’ll find succeeding ones even more helpful, for The American Home has an ambitious editorial program for the coming year that will help you with every phase of home-making. Why not subscribe NOW?

The American Home
MEASURED by every standard, Goodyear Rubber Flooring proves itself an ideal flooring for the bath. First of all, Goodyear Rubber Flooring meets the modern tendency for color; it is warm and pleasant under foot; it is delightfully resilient to walk upon; it is impervious to moisture; it has laboratory cleanliness; it is exceedingly long wearing; and it adds distinction to any room in the house.

Goodyear Rubber Flooring may be had in a wide range of colors and designs suitable and adaptable to any part of your dwelling. Goodyear will gladly advise, entirely without obligation, on installations of this permanent and sanitary floor covering. Just send the convenient coupon.

For attractive booklet descriptive of this modern floor material, just fill in this coupon with name and address, then mail it to Goodyear, Dept. B 11, Akron, Ohio, or Los Angeles, California.
Symbols of Victory

As flying records of today symbolize man’s victory over the once inaccessible and ogre-peopled reaches of land, sea, and air, so the performance of the Capitol Red Cap is a symbol of human progress triumphant...victorious in the ages-long battle against discomfort and disease threatened by winter blasts.

To you, when you install this super-fine heat maker, belong the spoils of the victory. The June weather in December, pervading every nook and cranny of your home. The cleanliness, the economy of fuel. The cheery, capable sight of the Capitol Red Cap’s beauty in its victory colors of cardinal red and cobalt blue.

The Red Cap’s dependability is underwritten by 39 years of United States Radiator experience. Its heating capacity is certified by Capitol Guaranteed Heating. Correct installation is insured by selling only through responsible contractors. Consult the Capitol contractor nearest you. And write for your free copy of “A Modern House Warming.”

United States Radiator Corporation
 Detroit, Michigan
 8 Factories and 34 Assembling Plants Serve the Country
 For 39 years builders of dependable heating equipment

The Pacific Steel Boiler Corporation
 Division of the United States Radiator Corporation, builds welded steel heating boilers for large installations—business buildings, factories, schools, hotels, and large apartments

Guaranteed Heating WITH Capitol Boilers AND RADITORS
It is fitting that the Hathaway Collection of distinguished Colonial reproductions should include the masterful copies of Early American furniture in cherry and maple by Stickley.

HATHAWAY'S
51 WEST 45TH STREET
NEW YORK

Furniture • Rugs • Decoration

Walls and Ceilings

Equip all radiators in your home NOW with

"GEM" ADJUSTABLE RADIATOR SHIELDS

"GEM" Adjustable Radiator Shields will materially reduce your housecleaning labor and expense by safeguarding your walls, ceilings, curtains and treasured household possessions from radiator, dust, dirt and soot.

A further saving is effected by the exclusive "GEM" adjustable feature of two easily sliding parts instantly adjustable to any size of steam or hot water radiator. Because of this innovation, "GEM" Adjustable Radiator Shields can be retailed at $5 to $10—or less than half the price asked for made-to-order radiator shields.

Every "GEM" Adjustable Radiator Shield is equipped at no additional cost with a "GEM" Water Humidifying Pan to keep interiors healthfully moist.

"GEM" Adjustable Radiator Shields are made in five handsome, permanent finishes — aluminum, gold-bronze, ivory, mahogany and walnut wood grain—to harmonize with practically any style of interior decoration.

For SMUDGE-FREE Curtains, Walls and Ceilings

EVERY woman who takes pride in the appearance of her home wants it to show the influence of her originality. Dainty curtains, clever little cushions, charming upholstery covers, distinctive draperies...these feminine touches tell the story of her care and pride in her home.

Thousands of women have redecorated their home with the help of an authentic little booklet "YOUR HOUSE OF CHARM"—prepared by a prominent interior decorator to show how Bartons Trimmings may be used to brighten every room in the house.

For instance, a bedroom combines the charm of early American furniture and simple fabrics accentuated with Bartons Trimmings in a variety of color schemes. Of course the large selection of Bartons Trimmings enables you to make any other choice you think is more appropriate.

The modern mode stresses color in the bathroom, and in keeping with this style trend Bartons Trimmings add the necessary note of quiet to shower curtains, draperies, shelf covers, and dressing table scarfs.

For the kitchen, too, there is a large selection of color schemes in Bartons Trimmings to make this most-used room a bright and cheerful workshop for the modern housewife.

FREE Samples

Write today for this booklet and free samples of Bartons Trimmings so you may copy these rooms in your own home. Ask your dealer to show you these smart trimmings. Folded double, ready to apply—made of genuine "Everfast" fabrics—in two, three and four color combinations.

BARTONS FABRICS CO.
79-A Madison Ave., New York, N.Y.
The American Home

indows of Mayfair

by

Shirley Paine

Any of the articles shown in our magazines may be bought through our Shopping Service at no charge to readers. Send order and check payable to Shirley Paine, care American Home, 244 Madison Avenue, New York.

Charming reversible down-filled cushion small wing chair. Comfortable, extra well made; all-hair upholstery. Covered glazed chintzes, $64; in unglazed chintzes, $60. Curtains to match any scheme.

Irresistible old-fashioned lamp cleverly modernized. Special 5-degree dimming feature invaluable for bedside or nursery. Brass, or pewter finish; complete with Godfrey print shade, $10.85 post-paid east of Miss.

Dimensions of the wing chair above at right are 45" high, 31" wide, 30" deep, over-all measurements. This fine Boston firm has many other good Colonial pieces at most gratifying prices. Write me on things wanted.

A charming Bridge Set

Representative of the charm and beauty of Alice Foote MacDougall Pottery is this beautiful Bridge Set of five pieces. Yellow flower design with deep cobalt blue background, burnished amber finish. The unique Venetian leather, glass-lined ash trays are available in large and small sizes.

On sale at exclusive gift shops throughout the country. Send for catalog.

Alice Foote MacDougall
6 West 46th St. New York

Currier & Ives Reproductions

American Homestead Winter

We offer the Currier & Ives set of the four seasons admirably reproduced and perfect in every detail. Here are illustrated every line, every event, the entire story of the early days of our land. The prices of the first prints. The four originals will sell for from $2.50 to $3.00. The perfect reproductions are offered to you for $1.50 per single print; set of four, $5.00; add 15¢ for mailing.

Just out, our new Print catalog, 64 pages, illustrated miniature encyclopedia of Prints, Maps, Gods, Flowers, etc., for the colonial atmosphere.

M. Chagnon & Company
1170 Sixth Ave. New York

Effective framing is an essential for these unusual prints. Please consult us for suggestions.

Winthrop Reproductions of Early American Furniture

18th Century Card Tables in Mahogany

No. 2010 Toppling legs, 30" to 36", $12
No. 2011 Queen Anne, 34" to 36", $15
No. 2012 Duncan Phyfe, 37" to 39", $12

An initial deposit of $20 is required with the order, balance to be paid on delivery. Safe arrival of Winthrop Furniture is assured. Shipping charges on the Beautiful Winthrop Furniture Early American reproductions (five prints each) will be sent on request. Specify whether Mahogany, Maple, or Cherry and the type of furniture in which you are particularly interested.

Winthrop Furniture Co. 424 Park Square Building Boston, Mass.

PREVENT TARNISH!

Your silverware may be kept bright as new—ever after many months of storage. Just wrap it securely in Staybrite tissues and you never need to repolish it again...

Dexstar Staybrite Tissues

The household gardener's gift to save a practical money—scientific discovery that makes repolishing unnecessary.

Samples of Dexstar: 1o¢ a dozen, 20¢ a box. Address Dept. 19. C. H. Dexter & Sons, Inc. Windsor Locks, Conn.
For Christmas
Attractively framed silhouettes are always welcomed. The one shown is "A Colonial Belle," in black and gilt metal oval—4 x 4½" outside, price $3.75. A companion, "Young Beau," is available, same size and price. Send for S-3 circular for other illustrations.

FOSTER BROTHERS
Arlington, Mass., and 4 Park Square, Boston

Colonial Loveliness Reproduced
Wing chair faithful copy of famous museum piece; covered in coverlet copy of antique recently sold for $1000, "Whig Lady" on white. Cushions Kapok filled; down at slight extra cost. Hand-turned legs, walnut or mahogany stain. Write for details.

Postpaid, $65 complete

A Catalogue of Many Colonial Things
LAURA S. COPENHAVER
Rosemont Marion, Virginia

Charming—Useful
Modestly Priced

This jolly metal boudoir lamp is delightful in pairs on a vanity, or hall console. Jade, ivory, lilac, rose. Height 17½", heavy g' pleated Japan paper shade to match.

COMPLETE $8. $9.50 per pair
Postpaid East of the Mississippi

WESTCHESTER GIFT SHOP
630 Main Street New Rochelle, N. Y.

CHARMING painted and carved wooden match and cigarette holders chosen by a fine importer from the markets of Europe; quaint, clever, new as today's paper. Delightful for gifts or prizes. $5 each for all except Clown (center) at $1. and Dutch girl with tray at $2.50. Add 10¢ each for postage.

GIFT PIECES
Direct from the Maker
St. Moritz Chair with Ottoman.
Down-filled Cushions.

Upholstered in our own workshop over seasoned frames, these handsome pieces will serve for years. Your savings on each piece will be well worth while. Let us tell you more about them.

Send for Catalog HB-1, of our full line of Custom-Made Furniture.

MULLER BROS.
1501 Third Avenue New York

From Italy... a tall, dark green decanter that sells for only 94c

Macy's great buying power is responsible for its low price. And the expert craftsmanship of some faithful Italian workman for its beauty. Tumblers to match 24¢ each. Write for our illustrated booklet.

Macy's
34th Street and Broadway
New York
Candle Holder: Hand wrought iron, made by Daniel Boone—one of our mountaineer smiths, who is a direct descendant of the old pioneer. It is suitable for taper or stubby candles. Effective in pairs. Send postpaid for $6.25.

The TREASURE CHEST
Asville, North Carolina

ALWAYS USEFUL

This kidney shaped dressing table bench has a dozen uses; makes slipper chair; adds a nice touch to any bedroom. 14 x 22" long; padded muslin seat. Unfinished, $8.00; finished mahogany or walnut, $9.00. We specialize in many other smart unfinished pieces at most sensible prices.

HENRY C. MEYER
119 East 34th St. New York City

A SMALL vanity or powder dresser with hinging mirror and a small drawer at each side for toilet articles. It is of seasoned hardwood; 15 x 30 x 30" ht., price unpainted, $44.50. The bench to match has cane seat; price unpainted, $6.50. Vanity in handrubbed maple finish, $96.50; in any color with striping and floral decorations, $44.50. Bench in any stain or color antiqued and striped, $11.50.

A SMALLish Unusual Gift for a Man

A CHINA RAZOR CABINET

Holds accessibly and protectively one's safety razor and package of new blades and—used blades go inside out of harm's way. Kept at hand near shaving mirror it is a "Boon to the busy man." As a personal possession or sent as a gift, it is highly prized for its utility and colorful attractiveness.

Cabinet in Jade green SPECIAL PRICE $4.50 each.
Other colors to order, shipment about 10 days. Orchid, lemon-yellow, light blue or black $5 each. Black with sterling silver overlay $5.75 each—add 25 cts., west of Mississippi. Send cash or money order.

S. D. BAKER CORPORATION
234 West 14th Street
New York City
November, 1929

**FIRESIDE BENCH**

What a cheery invitation to warm chilled fingers on a sharp winter’s night!

Made of Solid Maple — hand rubbed—finished in Golden Honey, Autumn or Spanish Brown. Top 48 x 10, 8 x 2 high... $10.50

**SOMERSET SHOPS**

55 Water Street, Fairfield, Maine

H **ERE is another French pou- draire, or vanity, reproduced in unpainted hardwood, ready for finishing. This one has two hinged tops on either side of the extra large hanging mirror; these open and make additional working surface; toilet things may be stored under them when closed. 15 x 26". 15 x 36" open. $18, special price.**

**Century Furniture Co.**

50-K Logan St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

**Know Your Home!**


**Century Furniture Co.**

50-K Logan St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

**HOMESPUN BASKET WEAVER**

Direct from the native weavers

Luxuriously comfortable! Beautiful new creations in virgin wool—the latest handicraft of the native Vermont weavers. Charming homespun basket weave, decorative in color and pattern—just the touch to lend new charm to the Boudoir, the Lounge, Sitting Porch, Living Room, or Den. A superb gift. Pure soft wool all through; lustrous satin trim; full standard size 60 in. x 72 in. Mailed anywhere direct from the weavers for the very low price of $6.50, postpaid; not sold in stores. Your choice of base colors, Rose, Blue, Green, or Orchid, with harmonizing bands and trim. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send for handsome catalog of woolen wares of charm, distinction and heirloom quality

**VERMONT NATIVES INDUSTRIES**

Shop A, Bridgewater, Vermont

**Tynietop Doll House Furniture**

MINIATURE REPRODUCTIONS OF ANTIQUES

In exquisite hand-decorated painted red room set is 9 pieces. $9.50

**Top Furniture Shop**

44 Market Square

**Make This Fireside Gift**

Here’s a fireside set, both romantic and useful. The Log Fork, 60 x 30" long, is a hand-forged wrought iron reproduction of a 16th century English meat fork. The old-fashioned Hearth Broom,出局的hand-made of mountain broom corn, tied with strong cords to a rough hickory handle. Shipped to you, or direct to recipient, with a unique Christmas card bearing your name.

Set Complete Postpaid for $3.75

**SLUMBER THROWS**

Luxuriously comfortable! Beautiful new creations in virgin wool—the latest handicraft of the native Vermont weavers. Charming homespun basket weave, decorative in color and pattern—just the touch to lend new charm to the Boudoir, the Lounge, Sitting Porch, Living Room, or Den. A superb gift. Pure soft wool all through; lustrous satin trim; full standard size 60 in. x 72 in. Mailed anywhere direct from the weavers for the very low price of $6.50, postpaid; not sold in stores. Your choice of base colors, Rose, Blue, Green, or Orchid, with harmonizing bands and trim. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send for handsome catalog of woolen wares of charm, distinction and heirloom quality.

**VERMONT NATIVES INDUSTRIES**

Shop A, Bridgewater, Vermont

**Make This Fireside Gift**

Here’s a fireside set, both romantic and useful. The Log Fork, 60 x 30" long, is a hand-forged wrought iron reproduction of a 16th century English meat fork. The old-fashioned Hearth Broom,出局的hand-made of mountain broom corn, tied with strong cords to a rough hickory handle. Shipped to you, or direct to recipient, with a unique Christmas card bearing your name.

Set Complete Postpaid for $3.75

**THE TREASURE CHEST**

Asheville, N. C.

**Make This Fireside Gift**

Here’s a fireside set, both romantic and useful. The Log Fork, 60 x 30" long, is a hand-forged wrought iron reproduction of a 16th century English meat fork. The old-fashioned Hearth Broom,出局的hand-made of mountain broom corn, tied with strong cords to a rough hickory handle. Shipped to you, or direct to recipient, with a unique Christmas card bearing your name.

Set Complete Postpaid for $3.75

**THE TREASURE CHEST**

Asheville, N. C.

**Make This Fireside Gift**

Here’s a fireside set, both romantic and useful. The Log Fork, 60 x 30" long, is a hand-forged wrought iron reproduction of a 16th century English meat fork. The old-fashioned Hearth Broom,出局的hand-made of mountain broom corn, tied with strong cords to a rough hickory handle. Shipped to you, or direct to recipient, with a unique Christmas card bearing your name.

Set Complete Postpaid for $3.75

**THE TREASURE CHEST**

Asheville, N. C.
JTOP WINDOW OF MAYFAIR

Particularly appealing to lovers of quaint and colorful objects for the home, is this Colonial picture or pillow to be worked in simple wool embroidery. An inexpensive and appreciative gift, for any occasion. Stamped in full color on oyster linen, 14x18", price, including wools and directions how to work, $1.25 postpaid.

T. E. DOELGER & CO.
Art Needlework Specialist.
26 West 46th Street New York

**A DELIGHTFUL GIFT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overall Height</th>
<th>12&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parchment Shade</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter</td>
<td>COMPLETE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Price | $9.00 |

This beautiful modern lamp has a metal base in rich green patina. Fawn is gold-plated or bronzed. Naive hand-painted shade windblown flower design.

The Treasure Trail
49-51 West 23rd St., New York City
A catalogue showing our complete line may be had upon request.

**DISTINCTIVE CHRISTMAS GIFTS**

It isn't too early to turn your thoughts to the selection of Christmas gifts. Household Patent Company offers you many suggestions which should materially assist you in choosing gifts that are quite different.

**THE PERFECT WEATHERVANE**

(Core applied for)

Carefully designed and manufactured by us, each WeatherVane represents perfection, ease of action, excellent workmanship and high-grade material. The "Three Owls" illustrated is a very popular number. Others are shown in our circulars.

**ROOF and FENCE ORNAMENTS**

A chimney or fence will be made delightfully attractive with the addition of one of these artistic ornaments. A large selection of subjects to choose from. Price $4.25, others $5.75 to $6.50.

**GIVE THEM A SET OF FOOT SCRAPPERS**

Why not give someone on your list a set of Foot Scrappers? Such a gift will be appreciated because they are consummate and useful. Price $1 to $6.50, a pair to the nearest address.

**HEPLEWHITE MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD**

Inlaid with Satinwood

A beautiful piece, authentically following the lines of its famous original. Length, 84"; Height, 41¾"; Depth, 25¼"

Richter Reproductions of Early American Furniture bring simplicity and great charm to Twentieth Century homes. You may purchase through your Architect, Dealer or Decorator. Send for booklet.

**CROSBY BROTHERS**

Canewood Farm
Box 15
Spring Station, Ky.

**REAL OLD SOUTHERN COUNTRY HAMS**

Sugar cured 6 ... 65¢ per lb. Safe delivery guaranteed anywhere in U.S. A. or Canada. Excellent for Thanksgiving or Xmas.

**Charming Settings of Your Own Choosing with UNFINISHED FURNITURE**

Select the models you fancy. Then—after your own ideas—the colors are applied, either by yourself or by our finishing department. A book contains 26 suggestive settings and more than 200 separate pieces to assist you in securing the beautiful and practical in home decoration. Send ONE DOLLAR for this catalog, which will be refunded on any purchase.

**HOME SMOKED—DELICIOUS!**

Real old Southern country hams from Canewood Farm away down in the Blue Grass region of Old Kentucky! Sugar cured 6 ... 65¢ per lb. Special 2-year-old aged hams, 9 to 12 lbs. 85¢ per lb. Special delivery guaranteed anywhere in U.S. A. or Canada. Excellent for Thanksgiving or Xmas.

**THE CAMPBELL SHOPS**

of New York, Inc.
216 East 41st Street, New York
Near Grand Central Terminal.

**HOME SMOKE—DELICIOUS!**

Real old Southern country hams from Canewood Farm away down in the Blue Grass region of Old Kentucky! Sugar cured 6 ... 65¢ per lb. Special 2-year-old aged hams, 9 to 12 lbs. 85¢ per lb. Special delivery guaranteed anywhere in U.S. A. or Canada. Excellent for Thanksgiving or Xmas.

**CROSBY BROTHERS**

Canewood Farm
Box 15
Spring Station, Ky.

**DISTINCTIVE CHRISTMAS GIFTS**

It isn't too early to turn your thoughts to the selection of Christmas gifts. Household Patent Company offers you many suggestions which should materially assist you in choosing gifts that are quite different.

**THE PERFECT WEATHERVANE**

(Patent applied for)

Carefully designed and manufactured by us, each WeatherVane represents perfection, ease of action, excellent workmanship and high-grade material. The "Three Owls" illustrated is a very popular number. Others are shown in our circulars.

**ROOF and FENCE ORNAMENTS**

A chimney or fence will be made delightfully attractive with the addition of one of these artistic ornaments. A large selection of subjects to choose from. Price $4.25, others $5.75 to $6.50.

**GIVE THEM A SET OF FOOT SCRAPPERS**

Why not give someone on your list a set of Foot Scrappers? Such a gift will be appreciated because they are consummate and useful. Price $1 to $6.50, a pair to the nearest address.

**HEPLEWHITE MAHOGANY SIDEBOARD**

Inlaid with Satinwood

A beautiful piece, authentically following the lines of its famous original. Length, 84"; Height, 41¾"; Depth, 25¼"

Richter Reproductions of Early American Furniture bring simplicity and great charm to Twentieth Century homes. You may purchase through your Architect, Dealer or Decorator. Send for booklet.

**FURNITURE COMPANY**

514 EAST 72ND ST • NEW YORK

In Chicago—214 Fighting Cat 14" high

Safe Arrival to Destination Guaranteed

Send today for our catalogue showing our complete line may be had upon request.

**HOUSEHOLD PATENT CO.**

The House of Quality
100 Franklin Ave. Norristown, Penna.

**Richter Reproductions of Early American Furniture bring simplicity and great charm to Twentieth Century homes. You may purchase through your Architect, Dealer or Decorator. Send for booklet.**

**FURNITURE COMPANY**

514 EAST 72ND ST • NEW YORK

In Chicago—214 Fighting Cat 14" high

Safe Arrival to Destination Guaranteed

Send today for our catalogue showing our complete line may be had upon request.

**HOUSEHOLD PATENT CO.**

The House of Quality
100 Franklin Ave. Norristown, Penna.

**Richter Reproductions of Early American Furniture bring simplicity and great charm to Twentieth Century homes. You may purchase through your Architect, Dealer or Decorator. Send for booklet.**
Franklin Fireplaces

All the cheer of the open fire for coal or wood, at small expense. Wonderful heaters. Invaluable for camps and summer homes.

Send for literature
THE H. W. COVERT CO.
229 E. 37th St.
New York, N. Y.

Graceful candle holder hand-forged in France; made of soft black wrought iron and will make a nice decoration for a mantel, for the center of a dinner table, on consoles, chests, lowboys. In pairs, the result is particularly gratifying and the two balance each other perfectly. Length 18", height to top of tallest holder, 9 1/2". Price $8. each, transportation charges collect. Make your checks payable to Shirley Paine. Early orders will surely avoid the Xmas rush.

A GRACEFUL candle holder hand-forged in France; made of soft black wrought iron and will make a nice decoration for a mantel, for the center of a dinner table, on consoles, chests, lowboys. In pairs, the result is particularly gratifying and the two balance each other perfectly. Length 18", height to top of tallest holder, 9 1/2". Price $8. each, transportation charges collect. Make your checks payable to Shirley Paine. Early orders will surely avoid the Xmas rush.

Leaves IVY, moved indoors. I have chosen two holders which will serve this purpose, and incidentally will make nice gifts. Left: Flower stand with black iron holder and pot in choice of red, yellow, green, orange or black. $2.50 p'paid. Right: Wall ivy bracket and pot, bracket of iron in green or black; Italian design pot comes in same colors as the one at left. $3.50 complete.

INTERIOR DECORATION

Offers amazing money-making opportunities

The tremendous interest in beautiful homes has created an unusual demand for women trained in Interior Decorating. Gift shops, department stores, furniture houses and decorating establishments everywhere are looking for properly trained interior decorators.

The National School offers a practical home-study course. Hundreds have already graduated and are earning real money in this fascinating profession.

Learn Interior Decoration at home, this practical and easy way. Successful New York Decorators give you personal instruction and advice, by mail. No previous training or experience whatsoever is required.

Colonial Soldier Andirons


Send for our catalogue of fine reproductions

VIRGINIA SETTLERS CABIN
Harrisonburg, Virginia

New...Smart...Saves Space and
Wrinkles

NOW you can make the door of your clothes closet be of importance to you. Attach to it (on the inside) the new "Innovation" Pant-Rack, which will hold your trousers (or skirts) and keep them pressed. This Rack will increase your closet space and decrease your tailor bills. It will more than pay for itself—especially since it costs only $5.50. We shall gladly send you one prepaid upon receipt of your remittance. You may return it and have your money back, if it doesn't make as big a hit with you as we think it will.

INNOVATION TRUNK CO.

Shows the finest selection of fine reproductions

HAVE YOU A FAIRY CHRISTMAS BOX FOR YOUR KIDDIES?

The "ONCE UPON A TIME" box tells the same story to a hundred children in one setting, an inspiration to thousands of children and their parents. Functional, too! The red box with its tin tray of oranges and pecans, is sure to be popular. Packages to be given a "Once Upon a Time" start, making these suppers held in the kitchen a festive and delightful way, filling in its place the old-fashioned Christmas Eve lingering wafting through the house. Ship collect.

Postpaid $3.50 complete

Mary Campbell Studio
18 Clinton St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Name
Address
City
State

Send for Free Booklet and Information

INNOVATION TRUNK CO.

Makers of the Smartest, Most Exclusive Trunks, Hand Luggage and Closet Fixtures

10 East 47th St., New York
Celer Dish with four legs. Suitable also for bon-bons and relishes $5.00.  

PEWTER is the Vogue!  

In reproductions of famous old pieces and new designs in the modern manner. Send today for catalog B.  

Wm. Wise & Son Inc  

Jewelers and Silversmiths Since 1834  

446 Fulton Street  

Brooklyn New York  

Below: Pewter Bowl and Candlesticks to match. Early American design. $1.00 for 3 pieces.

Once again we welcome with delight three more Colonial wall sconce reproductions from a famous Boston studio—left to right: Pilgrim, Puritan, Rustic. Sizes are 8¾" h., 6½" width, 4½" depth; 7½" h., 5½" width, 4½" depth; 8¾" h., 5½" width and 5" depth, respectively, in the order first mentioned. Prices, Pilgrim: plain tin, $7.50; painted tin, $6; brass or copper $8, pewter, $8.50. Puritan: plain tin, $8.50; painted tin, $8.10; brass or copper, $8.50; pewter, $8.75. Rustic: plain tin, $8.40; painted tin, $8.60; copper or brass, $8.50, pewter, $8. A nice catalogue shows many other styles.

TODHUNTER  

19 East 57th Street. New York.  

Workers in Metal.

No. 6088  

Wrought iron in black finish  

6¼" diameter, wired complete with bracket $1.50.

LANTERNS

Reproductions of old designs in wrought iron and brass.

In these fast and furious days it's a relief to find this carved walnut 8-day clock by a firm est. 1870. Combines beauty with a fine pendulum movement of guaranteed accuracy. A mellow gong for hour and half, adjustable tone. 9½ x 8½" h., 6" h.sash; hand-applied numerals; circular finished metal dial. A sound buy at $16.50 postpaid. Other models.

MULTI-VIDER," the pencil with a brain; an ideal gift for the executive, student, broker, business man, architect, engineer—any man with quick figuring to do. This efficient pencil is a modified slide rule; multiplies, divides, figures percentages, proportions, stock yields, business ratios, beam loads, stresses—anything. Black, complete with instruction book, silver filled, 5½; in black, green, blue, red or black, in more gift box, 14 K gold-filled, $8.50. Postpaid.

FROM Cape Cod comes this quaint cushion of calico patchwork. A cottage stands jauntily against polka-dotted indigo blue for a starry sky; a flowering hedge and wicket gate. Diam. 19½". Filled with fresh kapok, $8.50. Square top for wall hanging or pillow with directions, $7.50. Patchwork cut out with pattern & directions, $3.50. All postpaid. 

The Copley Prints

Fine Art Reproductions of Distinguished American Art

For 25 years a half-century of professional service for GIFTS, your HOME and for SCHOOLS.

PICTURES THAT GIVE beauty and distinction to your walls. Wide range of subjects, including Alby's famous Holy Grail. Prices from $5 to $35.  

GET COPELY PRINTS direct from the maker. We Send on Approval with no obligation to you. Send 25¢ for Catalogue "The Copley Prints" of American Art. It is a little Handbook of American Art.  

Send for Free Postcard Circular.

The Copley Prints

Graceful little urns in gold or silver finish. A Box for cigarettes. Antique gold finish. Cover in shades of blue. Size 3½ by 4½.

Pohlsom GIFTS

A Friendly Call

Pohlsom No. 5857

Shade Pendants

Graceful little urns in gold or silver finish, hand decorated with delicately colored flowers. Truly lovely, $1.00. Postpaid.

Send for 64 page Catalogue FREE. Gifts for women, for children and for menthols... young and old.
November, 1929

**SHOP WINDOWS OF MAYFAIR**

**For Gifts**

**HAND-QUILTED ROBES**

- A. All silk habutai bed or bathrobe, lamb's wool lined, all colors. Silklin, Other materials $15.00 to $25.00.
- B. Half with becoming tailored effect. Tussah silk, habutai, crepe de chine, satin or taffeta. All colors. $24.00 to $45.00.
- C. Exquisite trapunto-quilted robe. Habutai lined. All colors. Satin $50.00. Taffeta $60.00. Samples sent on request.

In ordering,

**A.** All silk habutai bed or breakfast robe, lamb's wool lined, all colors, $18.00. Other materials $15.00 to $35.00. Sent express collect, remittance with order or C.O.D., $12 per pair.

**PINE TREE ANDIRONS**

*For Mansion, Cottage or Camp*

Add new beauty and charm to the fireplace. Artistic pine tree design, full size, solid castings, black lacquer to hang on wall. Artistic pine tree design, full size, solid castings, black lacquer.

**MARTIN SHOPS**

36 Mount Anthony Road
Bennington, Vermont

---

**FASCINATING HOUSE SMOKS**

**TOO STUNNING FOR WORDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue of</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Postpaid in the United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pillows</td>
<td>$15.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Things</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nothing could be more charming for work or play; sun-fast, tab-fast India prints on old rose, old gold, jade, shadow blue, pomegranate, violet or India red. Small, medium, or large. (Small fits 36-38) Prompt deliveries.

GWENYTH WAUGH

"The Costume Shop"

PROVINCETOWN

MASSACHUSETTS

---

**"ALHAMBRA" MIRRORS**

**REFLECT GOOD TASTE**

Utility Size—Superb Quality—Exquisite—Artistic—Beautiful

**Ideal Xmas Gifts**

**Distinctive Personal Stationary**

*"Fifth Avenue" Stationery is the choice of Men and Women who appreciate quality in their personal correspondence.*

Monogram or Name and Address

Laminate by the Color Type—Pressed Linen or Cotton Finish—Paper

Blank Book of 200 Sheets, with 100 envelopes, and 100 mirror finish envelopes, $10.00. Blank Book of 100 Sheets, with 50 envelopes and 50 mirror wrinkle finish envelopes, $5.00. Blank Book of 75 Sheets, with 30 envelopes and 30 mirror wrinkle finish envelopes, $3.00. Blank Book of 50 Sheets, with 25 envelopes and 25 mirror wrinkle finish envelopes, $2.00.

**EBRONIC ENCRUSTED PAPER**

Club size.

$7.50 per dozen. Samples on request.

**TRADEMARKED "SAMSONSTEEL"**

Hand-Quilted Robes

A FINE Boston firm is reproducing famous paintings in miniature, carrying out the whole thing, not down to the frames. This unusual one here is "C. Wordsworth" by Richard Cosway; fair hair, fresh coloring in cheeks, blue eyes, blue coat, background of soft blue sky and white clouds; complete $8. 13 x 4 in. oval, 2 in. x 2 in. Companion portrait of a girl, same. 25¢ postage for one or both.

**Although** the Gay Nineties saw the swansong of the hall harrack and brass umbrella container, one still has wet umbrellas about the house and they must be efficiently cared for so that the drip will not mar the rugs, floors or wallpaper! This attractively simple design in solid mahogany throughout; 27 in. high, 2 x 4 in. long. It is sturdily built for long and faithful service and the finish is waterproof. Price $9.75 delivered 100 miles N. Y. City, elsewhere express collect.

**MAKE YOUR RADIATORS DOUBLY USEFUL**

**PROTECT WALLS AND DRAPERIES**

**FIFTH AVENUE STATIONERS**

Send postpaid within a week. Twelve cards or M. O. West of Miss., add 10% for extra postage.

**THE MILLER SPECIALTIES CO.**

Dept. M. Van Wert, Ohio

For personal possession or as a gift unusual, they etched design on heavy plate glass mirror with beveled edges. The substantial supporting back and base of steel, finished in lustrous black; the base forms a utility tray for cream jar, lipstick, etc. The substantial supporting back and base of steel, finished in lustrous black; the base forms a utility tray for cream jar, lipstick, etc.

**No. 50. "ALHAMBRA" MIRROR with utility tray, $4.50**

**No. 55. "ALHAMBRA" MIRROR with utility tray and 15 lb. black and etched line border, $5.75**

**No. 50. "ALHAMBRA" MIRROR with utility tray and 15 lb. black and etched line border, $4.50**

**No. 55. "ALHAMBRA" MIRROR to hang on wall, (without utility tray), $5.50**

**No. 65. "ALHAMBRA" MIRROR to hang on wall, with 15 lb. black and etched line border, without utility tray, $4.75**

Send check or money order. Prepared in U. S. Patent Office. Add twenty-five cents west of Mississippi and Canada for postage.

S. D. BAKER Corporation, 234 West 14th St., New York City

Trademarked "SAMONSTEEL"
**AN IMPORTANT AND DIGNIFIED**

**FINE COLONIAL LAMP**

Gracious lines create charm, especially in the table lamp illustrated here. Finished in heavy pewter plate and electrified with single socket. No. 9207. Height overall, 18". **Price $10.50.**

The stunning zig-zag border shade has a band of leaf tracery in red; lends warmth and color to any room. No. 1126. 13" diameter. **Price $10.50.**

More other shades of lamps, shades and occasional furniture make this line the most complete of its kind in America.

Inquiries from the better class of decorator and retail shop are especially invited. A fine catalogue on request.

Designed and manufactured by

KANNE & BESSANT, INC.

460 West 34th Street

NEW YORK CITY

Sold by

NATHANIEL B. BEAM’S SONS

Established 1852. Decorator and Furnisher

15 West 51st Street

NEW YORK CITY

---

**CHIPPENDALE MIRROR**

Exact reproduction of old original; handmade and hand-finished by 50-year established craftsmen in our own shop. Overall size 16½" x 31½"; size of 6¼" plate glass $13.50. In solid mahogany, antique mellow finish, $16.00. To solid maple, unique surface finish, $15.10. Special order to meet any reasonable delivery, reasonable charges. Complete set, 30 pieces, $350.00. Complete set complete for postage. Express charges prepaid. Ask for folder.

ARMSTRONG & SONS

211 Tremont Street

Boston

---

** firsthand price.**

**Table scarf 18 x 36**

This quaint and unusual dressing table and shaving stand to brighten a dressing or bedroom wall in sets. Present exact reproduction. Mirror size 12 x 16 inches. Solidly Maple, Mahogany, Walnut, Cherry. Beautifully finished. Price $25.00, crated. Express collect.

THE BAIRD STUDIO

1201 Logan Street

Louisville, Ky.

---

**HAVE discovered a captivating De Rutta linen set at an unheard-of price. It is handmade throughout, laundered like a charm, and its creamy tan color lends an air of richness to the table. The design is woven in Italy after a famous Renaissance pattern. Table cover 18 x 56', six doilies 12 x 18'. The complete set is specially priced at $8.50, and additional doilies are 85¢ each. The shop suggests adding 15¢ for postage east of the Mississippi.**

**WHAT could be more fascinating and glamourous than glazed tiles having hand-colored undersea designs in exotic natural colors? Heatproof; practical under a teapot, for vases, for a bathroom wall in sets. There are no two alike, but the purchaser may specify whether a sea-horse or fish subject is desired. 2" x 2", 4" x 4", 8" x 8", 6"x 6", 8x 8", All mounted on felt. 6 x 6" all mounted on pewter, $15.00. Two larger sizes come in gift boxes. Tor postage.**

Complete with 2 Music Rolls $3.50

Parcel Post anywhere 25 cents extra

Additional Music Rolls 15 cents each. A large list of G.R.S. 16-hole music rolls of popular songs of the day to choose from at all times.

Send for our Fall Catalogue

Playthings, Games, Toys, from the master-craft shops of Europe and America. Everything for the entertainment of the family, the children, and guests.

**Mayfair Playthings Store**

9 East 57th Street

New York
Solving The Problem
Of Doing Over
YOUR OLD HOME

Down here in Old Virginia, the problem of refurbishing the outside of the old homes, and still preserving their age-old air, has been solved. Might not, and then again it might, just solve your problem. Suspect you ought to find out, You write us, and we'll write you.

Old Virginia Brick Co., Salem, Virginia

Free to the Readers of
"THE AMERICAN HOME"

Send for a Copy

Every room needs a clock. The new book, "Clocks in the Modern Home" with "Clock Charts," silent pins in color, beautiful clocks and a host of practical suggestions. Now is the time to select clocks for gifts and for furnishing the home. Write for a free copy of this book, to help you choose the appropriate kind.

CLOCK MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION

Drexel Building
Philadelphia

How to

use bookshelves in original places. How to stencil floors, the newest method of doing your floors. How to seed out a too-full room—just some of the practical suggestions in a single issue of "The American Home." 81 a year. Address, Garden City, N. Y.

ROLLER CANARIES

Pedigreed birds of prize winning blood, skillfully trained by scientific methods to sing a soft, sweet, beautiful song. Show birds, breeding stock and wonderful singers for sale. Prices reasonable. Ship anywhere. Safe delivery guaranteed.

H. JONES

V incentway at 132th
Seattle, Wash.

JEWEI' Electric Fountain

Delightful in any bathroom. Motor and pump built in make water continuous. Connect to light switch. Humidity and mild. Lily pond fountain changes color by spectroscope boxes. Pot, pedestal or eerily searchlight fountain is a must. Largest electric fountain makers.

JEWEI' Oil Burner

For T-room home, complete with 250 gal. tank, only $1.15 A new oil burner for the electric fan. Send for FREE descriptive of JEWEL. Electric heating for Home. Reliable agents and dealers wanted.

DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN COOKERY

Wen you entertain—or just want Good Things to Eat—you will find excellent suggestions in every copy of American Cookery. A household magazine which tells you how to make and serve "Hunter's Salad," "Vanderbilt Salad," "Sweatheart Sandwich," "Cheese-and-Mushroom Omelet"...

DEPARTMENT OF AMERICAN COOKERY

Boston, Mass.
FOLLOWING a radio talk on “Keeping the Cut Flowers Fresh” which I recently made from station WEAF in New York City, I received so many comments and so large a number of requests for copies of the talk that I feel satisfied that in printing it here I am meeting a real need.

It is all very well to know something about the growing of flowers but the gardener should certainly give some thought as to how to make the best use of what has been grown. Flowers in the living room, on the dinner table, or on the porch, always give a welcome note of life and light.

One of the big problems that Madame faces as soon as she tries to use the flowers indoors is the difficulty of keeping them alive. They fade or wilt so quickly! This wilting is nothing more nor less than the loss of water. That is why we plunge the stalks of cut flowers into water as soon as possible after they are picked. But the keeping qualities of flowers differ. Some are quite easy to handle, and the others are not. Poppies, for instance, are likely to fall very quickly and Lilies will endure for a long time.

There are some general principles which will help you to the better enjoyment of any of the flowers and will make them last longer. To begin with, the most important thing of all is to cut them (and notice I say cut the flowers, not pick) in the very early morning or late in the evening. A flower gathered at mid-day is likely to wilt quickly, and you may not be able to revive it. The best method is to gather the flowers in the early morning before the sun has gained any power and when the plant tissues have been thoroughly loaded with water during the cool hours of the night. In other words, cut the flowers when the stems are turgid. That is perhaps the most important rule of all.

When you go out to cut flowers take a knife rather than shears. A sharp, clean cut that does not bruise the delicate tissues permits the water to enter the stems and facilitates absorption; whereas a ragged torn edge not only prevents absorption but also offers undue facilities for bacteria to start fermentation and perhaps a rot of the stem.

Now when you cut the flowers, have ready as handy as possible a large tub or pail, with plenty of water in it, so that the flowers can be plunged into water right up to their necks. Once get them loaded in that way and they will endure a lot of exposure afterwards. Remember then to plunge your flowers into water up to the very base of the flower and postpone the final arrangement in any kind of display until they have had an hour or two to fill themselves with water in this manner in a cool place, not exposed to draft.

If the flowers be gathered late in the day, they can be comfortably left in water all through the night and will be all the better for it. Keep them in a humid rather than a dry room and never in sunshine. So you see, the whole problem of keeping the flower alive after it is cut is one of getting the stem behind it thoroughly filled with water. While this is being done have the temperature of possible 45 degrees or lower. Use a container that is sufficiently wide at the top to let the air enter freely.

When your flowers are ready for use, and even before, if it is convenient, it is well to remove any leaves from that part of the stem which will be in the water. This not only gives more freedom in arrangement but as some leaves are likely to decay very easily their removal helps considerably in keeping the flowers fresh for a longer time. Some flowers are worse than others in this matter, but Asters, Zinnias, Wallflowers, and Chrysanthemums are very bad. Always pick off any submerged leaves of those flowers.

After you have gathered the flowers and filled them with water and got through the first day, of course, you will want to keep them in condition as long as possible. Keeping cut flowers alive is indeed a problem in all kinds of cases and tricks and nostrums have been recommended. Take it by and large, there is nothing better than pure, clean, fresh water. You can help flowers of woody plants by peeling back the bark on the hard stem to a distance of an inch or so —Chrysanthemums, Lilacs, and Azaleas, for instance. But for the great majority of plants the best thing is simply to take the stems out of the water each day, cut back a little bit, again being sure to use a sharp knife, not scissors, and refill the vessel, and then put the stems back again.

Some flowers that are hard to keep alive any length of time are curiously enough helped by a hot water treatment at the beginning. Poppies, Heliotrope, Mignonette, Dahlias, Poinsettias, will last much longer if they are given a hot water treatment. Put the stems in boiling water for a moment and then plunge at once into cold water. Of course, you must take care that the flowers themselves are not steamed in this process. This hot water treatment seals up the ends of the vessels and prevents the downward flow of sap and at the same time permits the absorption of water through the outer surface of the stems themselves in the parts higher up.

You can often revive wilted flowers by cutting the stem end, plunging deeply into water, and putting in a cool, dark place for nearly the whole day—ten hours at least; and in some cases a hot water treatment is effective, particularly with Dahlias. In that case you put the stems into hot, not boiling, water for half an hour in a dark place and then change to cool water.

If the flower has thin petals, do not plunge the entire flower under water, but thick petaled flowers can stand it.

The use of various chemicals in the water has often been recommended, and particularly of late we have been told that aspirin dissolved in the water will keep flowers alive. Well, it is true, and it isn’t true. It acts favorably with some flowers but not with all. The keeping of cut flowers has been the subject of research by the Department of Horticulture of the Michigan State College, and it was found that in most cases the disinfecting properties of whatever has been recommended have really been the pivot on which its use was based. Charcoal, for instance, will help to keep the water fresh for a considerable time.

Very small additions (please note, very small) of salt, camphor, ammonia, listerine, formaldehyde, and sulphuric acid are effective in preventing the growth of bacteria in the water, but the actual reaction in lengthening the life of the flowers concerned has not been found to be worth the trouble involved, as a general rule.

Chemicals that have been decidedly beneficial are boric acid one-tenth of one per cent., that is, one-half teaspoonful to two quarts of water, improved the keeping of Carnations from three to seven days. That was without cutting the stems or changing the water. Aspirin, one-half tablet to two quarts of water helped Chrysanthemums and Dahlias, but nothing else. One tenth of one per cent. permanganate of potash also helped. The most effective agent in keeping Asters was a one per cent. solution of cane sugar, one teaspoonful to a quart of water.

This doubled the life of cut Asters. With those few exceptions in mind you had better stick to the old-fashioned method of renewing the water, cutting a small piece from the stem and perhaps adding a little charcoal.
DAFFODILS

Since the embargo against the importation of Dutch Grown Daffodil Bulbs, we have been producing 53 of the Finest, New and Rare varieties on our Long Island Daffodil Farm. We have been growing Daffodils on Long Island for the past five years and are convinced that the soil and climate are well suited to them there. Bulbs are now being produced in as good a quality as formerly imported and at reasonable prices.

In order to encourage their wider use, we are making a Special Offer of Six Fine Varieties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CONSPICUOUS (Barrii)</td>
<td>Large, broad-spread perianth of pale yellow, short darker yellow cup, deeply edged orange-scarlet. Spread fully for any location.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUCIFER (amognadil)</td>
<td>Perianth sulphur-white with long, well-rounded petals; cup chestnut-yellow with intense orange-scarlet suffusions. A bold, showy flower.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUEEN OF THE NORTH (Lassie)</td>
<td>Broad, large perianth of clear, plumping white and remarkable texture; cup soft primrose-yellow with narrow rim of sulphur-white.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIR WATKIN (comparabili)</td>
<td>Perianth primrose-yellow large and well-formed yellow cup, tinted deep yellow. A giant among the Medium Trumpet sorts. A flower of wonderful substance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRING GLORY</td>
<td>One of the finest Giant Trumpet varieties. Clear white perianth with long petals of splendid form, long trumpet of deep yellow, well reflecting at the rim. A vigorous grower and one of the best of the newer Daffodils.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANILLA</td>
<td>An excellent Giant Trumpet variety. A tall-growing and very handsome variety, having a fine, broad trumpet of deep yellow with a pale perianth and possessing the added charm of a most pleasing and delicate odor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Collection Offer

- 10 Bulbs each of the above 6 varieties: $7.00
- 25 Bulbs each of the above 6 varieties: $15.00
- 100 Bulbs each of the above 6 varieties: $50.00

A Garden Full of Daffodils—100 Bulbs for $7.00

TULIPS

May Flowering Tulips, which include the Darwin, Breeder and Cottage varieties, are perhaps the most popular of all the bulbous plants. Whether your garden is small or large, Tulips may be used to brighten the May Days. Planted in clumps in the shrubbery border, the hardy border, or in formal beds, they are very valuable. Few garden lovers can resist the pleasure of planting these bulbs in the cool months of the Fall.

We are making a Special Offer of Tulips, including the Darwin, Breeder and Cottage sorts which bloom in May, of Ten Fine Varieties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variety Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BARONE DE LA TONNAYE (Darwin)</td>
<td>A long and beautiful flower, clear carmine-red at the middle, base toning off to soft pink at the edges; white tinged blue. Height 26 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BORONQUE (Breeder)</td>
<td>Soft golden bronze, large flower of sturdy habit. A very exquisite color. Height 28 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARDINAL MANING (Breeder)</td>
<td>A beautiful shade of very violet, with a slight edge of brown. Large flower of fine form. Height 28 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARA BUTT (Darwin)</td>
<td>A fine clear salmon-pink. No other variety offered by us has the same distinctive and pleasing color. Height 22 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARNCOMBE SANDERS (Darwin)</td>
<td>A bright shade of scarlet with a clear white base, rounded petals; flower is large and broad-petaled. Height 27 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INGLECOMBE YELLOW (Cottage)</td>
<td>A fine, form and height are greatly resembles the Darwin, so much so that it is frequently called the &quot;Yellow Darwin.&quot; A rich yellow which becomes edged watermelon-pink at the flower ages, a very pretty characteristic. Height 22 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOUIS XIV (Breeder)</td>
<td>An even tone of dark purple with a broad margin of golden bronze; a very fine variety and one that instantly meets with favor. Height 28 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOONLIGHT (Cottage)</td>
<td>Bright canary-yellow, large flower, oval in shape, outer petals slightly reflexed at the tips. An excellent yellow for combination with the Darwins. Height 25 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAINTED LADY (Darwin)</td>
<td>A pale creamy white with a faint tinge of heliotrope, gradually becoming almost pure white as the flower ages. Height 23 inches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVEREND EWANK (Darwin)</td>
<td>A pale creamy white with a faint tinge of heliotrope, gradually becoming almost pure white as the flower ages. Height 23 inches.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Collection Offer

- 10 Bulbs each of the above 10 varieties: $6.00
- 25 Bulbs each of the above 10 varieties: $14.00
- 100 Bulbs each of the above 10 varieties: $50.00
- 1,000 Bulbs each of the above 10 varieties: $250.00

A Garden Full of Darwin Tulips—100 Bulbs for $4.00

In order to acquaint our patrons with the desirability of planting a mixture of Darwin Bulbs in their foundation planting and shrubbery borders, we are offering a special mixture of Giant and Medium Trumpet varieties, taken from 10 named varieties, at a special price of $7.00 per 100.

Our Catalog

Bulbs for Autumn Planting

In order to acquaint our patrons with the number of lovely colors that occur in Darwin Tulips, we offer a mixture of its distinctive varieties. These bulbs are all fine tall-growing varieties and the mixture is especially prepared by us.

Stumpp & Walter

Order Your Bulbs Now

One of the Largest Growers and Importers of American, Dutch, French and Japanese Bulbs for Discriminating Flower Lovers in the United States

50 & 32 Barclay Street

New York City

Branch Stores in Newark, N. J., White Plains, N. Y., Baltimore, Md.
Garden Reminders

In gardening a date can only be approximated. Generally the latitude of forty degrees at sea level and a normal season is taken as standard. Roughly, the season advances or recedes fifteen miles a day, thus Albany would be about ten days later than New York (which is latitude 42). The latitude of Philadelphia is a week earlier. Also allow four days for each degree of latitude, for each five degrees of longitude, and for each 400 feet of altitude. Latitude 40 approximates a line through Philadelphia, Pa.; Columbus, Ohio; Richmond, Ind.; Quincy, Ill., Denver, Colo.

TIMELY HINTS FOR NOVEMBER

By I. George Quint

CHILL winds are blowing; and gardening operations are becoming fewer and fewer. Flowers in northern gardens have withered, and most of our vegetables have been harvested. This is the month for winter preparation.

Bulbs should be taken up and put away for the winter, root vegetables must be stored, and coldframes aired.

The gardener who misses the opportunity to prepare a good compost for spring is not taking full advantage of his garden. Leaves, branches, and all rackings should be piled together and a little lime mixed with the pile.

An excellent way to make a compost heap that will be ready for use in the spring without objectionable odor is to use a layer of soil at the bottom, then sprinkle a little lime over the earth, next a layer of manure, then another layer of soil. On that place a heavy layer of leaves and other garden waste, and above that another thin layer of manure. If you still have some garden trash left, put some soil over this manure and then the garden material. Above it all place more soil. You will then be assured of a good compost for spring is not taking full advantage of his garden. Leaves, branches, and all rackings should be piled together and a little lime mixed with the pile.

An excellent way to make a compost heap that will be ready for use in the spring without objectionable odor is to use a layer of soil at the bottom, then sprinkle a little lime over the earth, next a layer of manure, then another layer of soil. On that place a heavy layer of leaves and other garden waste, and above that another thin layer of manure. If you still have some garden trash left, put some soil over this manure and then the garden material. Above it all place more soil. You will then be assured of a good compost heap for use in the spring. When warm weather comes again, a little acid phosphate may be used to get rid of fly maggots.

Garden lovers on the West coast find November has much for them to do. Seeds of hardy annuals may still be planted. and the gardener who neglects to do some late October or early November seed planting will be envious of his neighbor when the plants begin to come up and bear flowers next spring.

For those who do not have outdoor gardens but who depend on house plants for their pleasure, this is a month of activity, whether one lives in the North, South, East or West.

House plants should be thoroughly washed. Plants with broad leaves may be gone over with a sponge soaked in soapy water. Rub the leaves well, and give them a thorough cleaning. Ferns, and other plants with fine leaves, may be sprayed with a soap-and-water solution during the first two weeks this month you may still plant hardy annuals outdoors.

After Tuberous Begonias have finished blooming take them up and put them in sand.

Take up Gladiolus bulbs, also Dahlias and Cannas.

Pile up leaves and branches for leaf mold.

Transplant Montbretias. Plant bulbs in window boxes.

The Flower Garden. Lift Parsnips and Salsify.

Bank Celery.

Lift plants that cannot stand heavy frost, and put them in the coldframe.

Put mound of dirt around fruit trees.

Stake Sweet-peas which were planted in late summer or early fall.

Sow some bulbs for winter forcing.

Stake Sweet-peas which were planted in late summer or early fall.

The Vegetable Garden. Lift root crops and store for the winter.

It is important to get September-sown Cabbage into the coldframe at once.

Cabbage which already is headed should be put in trenches, upside down, and should then be covered with straw, burlap or leaves.

Bank Celery.

Give Asparagus beds winter dressing.

Lift Parsnips and Salsify.

Miscellaneous. Cut away old wood and mulch Blackberries.

Get mulch ready for Strawberries, to be used as soon as ground is frozen.

Put mound of dirt around young trees, and if trees have just been planted, give them support by stakes.

Trim dead wood from fruit trees.

If not too cold, Apple trees and Pear trees may still be put in.

Give lawn top dressing.

Prune Grapes.

Give house plants attention, washing leaves with soapy water.

Give the plants a little bonemeal.

Spray Apple trees for scale.

Take cuttings of Begonias.

The Flower Garden. Put coldframes in order.

Seeds of flowers recommended for sowing last month may be planted now, too.

Hyacinth, Tulip, Anemone and Narcissus bulbs may still be planted.

Put some bulbs for winter forcing.

Stake Sweet-peas which were planted in late summer or early fall. Sow some more seeds.

After Chrysanthemums have blossomed cut back the stalks.

Transplant annuals sown in September and early October.

Get Pansies into the coldframe.

Get Gladiolus bulbs out of the soil.

Hedges may now be started.

The Vegetable Garden. Sow late Cabbage seed.

Sow Peas, Turnips, Radishes, and Mustard.

Get Cucumbers into hotbeds.

Continue sowing Spinach, Beets, Parsley, Endive, and Carrots.

Bank Celery.

Miscellaneous. Set out Strawberry plants.

Take cuttings. Put them in pots which you have prepared, ready if you followed suggestions for October.

Prepare land for planting fruit trees. Plow deeply.

Get ready for planting next month.

THE WEST COAST

Continue to plant Anemone and Ranunculus.

Set out Japanese Iris.

Continue to plant Magnolias.

Start Honeysuckle vines.

During the first two weeks this month you may still plant hardy annuals outdoors.

After Tuberous Begonias have finished blooming take them up and put them in sand.

Take up Gladiolus bulbs, also Dahlias and Cannas.

Pile up leaves and branches for leaf mold.

Transplant Montbretias. Plant bulbs in window boxes.
Dreer's Six Dazzling Darwin TULIPS
Though of medium price, this matchless sextette stands head and shoulders above many varieties for which bolder claims are made. Every one is a gem of its color.

Afterglow. A wonderful blending of deep, rosy orange with salmon-tinted margins. $1.10 per doz.; $8.00 per 100.

Bleu Aimable. Beautiful clear lavender, flowers of largest size. 75 cts. per doz.; $5.50 per 100.

Centenaire. Rich violet-rose shaded rosy pink. 75 cts. per doz.; $5.50 per 100.

City of Haarlem. The finest and largest of the red Darwins, glittering vermilion-scarlet. $1.25 per doz.; $9.00 per 100.

Jubilee. Rich, lustrous violet-blue, shaded purple. Extra large. $1.10 per doz.; $8.00 per 100.

Princess Elizabeth. Large, rich rosy pink. 75 cts. per doz.; $5.50 per 100.

Collection Offers
3 each of the above, 18 bulbs $1.50 postpaid
6 each of the above, 36 bulbs $2.75 postpaid
12 each of the above, 72 bulbs $5.00 postpaid
25 each of the above, 150 bulbs $9.00 postpaid

Henry A. Dreer
1306 Spring Garden Street

For Then You Have a Perpetual Corner on June
SUSPECT you have long since known that a glass garden isn’t so much a garden as it is a covered corner of June. A corner where the flowers it gives you in such bounty are but one of its satisfactions. Just what those other satisfactions are, and just what they will so surely mean to you, come under the head of “indescribables.”

It happens that for a score or more of years I have been telling on these pages about the joys of bringing the outdoors into our greenhouses. But not till last year did I really have one of my own. As a result, must admit its pleasures and contentments are much more than anything I have told you about. That’s why I say that the joys of one of our Glass Gardens come under the head of “indescribables.”

However, our catalog—a new one but recently off the press—gives you a fairish inkling of it all. Sending for it doesn’t mean you will be pestered by a door-bell-ringing salesman. One of our representatives will call only provided you request it.
Tulip Thoroughbred—
in Color Groups

Tulips are grown mostly for their decorative colors. Few flowers offer a wider range of colors than Tulips. The choice being great in even one and the same color class, selection becomes difficult. So, we have selected for you six May-flowering varieties in four groups. Plant them in quantities for both cutting and garden effects.

**Group I—Rose and Pink Shades**

- **FOREVER**, rose lavender, $1.00 per doz.; $7.00 per 100.
- **BUTTERFLY**, soft lavender, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **REVEREND EWANK**, soft lavender-violet, 60c per doz.; $4.00 per 100.
- **EUTERPE**, silvery lilac, 60c per doz.; $4.00 per 100.
- **DREAM**, pale heliotrope, 70c per doz.; $4.50 per 100.
- **PRINCESS ELIZABETH**, clear, deep pink, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **CENTENAIRE**, violet-rose, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.

**Group II—Lilac and Blue Shades**

- **JIMMIE**, soft lavender-pink, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **KING RALPH**, violet-tint, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **RUVEN**, violet-blue, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **HEART OF IVORY**, lilac-blue, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **THEO**, deep pink, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.

**Group III—**

- **CRIMSON**, vermilion to scarlet shades, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **MR. FARNCOMBE SANDERS**, brilliant rose-red, 70c per doz.; $4.50 per 100.
- **SCARLET BEAUTY**, vermilion-scarlet, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **HAROLD**, blood-red, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **PRIDE OF HAARLEM**, brilliant rose-carmine, 60c per doz.; $4.00 per 100.

**Group IV—**

- **BOTTLE**, purple and maroon shades, 75¢ per doz.; $5.00 per 100.
- **ZULU**, purple-black, 70c per doz.; $4.50 per 100.
- **LA TULPE NOIRE**, dark maroon-black, 90c per doz.; $6.00 per 100.
- **LOUIS XIV**, dark purple, flushed bronze, $1.15 per doz.; $8.00 per 100.
- **TURENNE**, purplish brown, $1.00 per doz.; $7.00 per 100.
- **VELVET KING**, dark, glossy maroon-purple, $1.15 per doz.; $8.00 per 100.

**Please do not ask to fill orders for less than half a dozen of a kind.**

Your order will be filled the day it is received.

**Partial View of Trial Gardens at "Tulipdom"**

Good tools are worth keeping good

Continued from page 156

This is especially appropriate for summer time when the tools are used almost daily. At the other side of the arbor is a larger compartment, wide with tin-covered roof and a door in each end in which the lawn mower and other tools with wheels can be placed. Both types of compartments are constructed so that they are entirely weatherproof.

Should you happen to find a tool badly rusted, then a brisk hit will be found an excellent thing to remove the rust. A fine grade of sandpaper will also cut through nicely. This can be finished with emery cloth, although a buffing wheel turned at high speed with the emery paper will be the best to put on a highly polished surface that will "scour" when used.

Broken wooden parts can be glued together carefully, and when the blue has set, varnish is put over it; moisture will not reach the joint. Medium cotton cord wrapped about such a repair will be even better. This is also covered with varnish. If the break is square across a piece of tin, bent tightly about the break after the glue has been applied, and held with small brads, will quite often form a very satisfactory repair.

A new view of garden color

Continued from page 159

blue. The vibratory rate of reflected rays determines the color which the wondrous mechanism of the eye holds. The lowest rate of visible ray vibration, which is at the rate of four hundred and fifty billion vibrations per second, produces a sensation of deep red. Below that are the infra-red rays which we cannot see, but which we are conscious of in part through the presence of heat rays. The most rapid rays which the eye can see as color are violet. They vibrate at about seven hundred and ninety billion per second. Beyond the violet rays are the ultra-violet rays, demonstrable by science, but not seen as color by the eye. Colors range through the spectrum from one extreme to the other, varying with the rate of vibration.

Vibrations of a much lower rate per second are found in the musical scale. These vibrations are received and interpreted by the mechanism of the ear. From the lowest bass notes the musical scale grades upward through all vibrations we can differentiate as tones. Combination of these tones makes music.

Can we then say that we have a "color scale" in the graduated vibrations of the spectrum, and that color music can be made by the combination of these "color tones" to produce good harmony? Of course we can say that such a combination is the primary principle which applies to color design in the garden. Harmony of color is the goal; and there may be exquisite gardens in which there are nothing but the deep-toned velvet reds barely seen as color, to the fiery cherry-red of hot iron; the choice of yellows, which blend from orange to the yellow-greens; there is the middle ground of intermediate color, the combination of yellow and blue, and finally there is the pure blue and violet choir.

In orchestral composition one choir may take the theme, another the accompaniment, while a third is developing a counter theme. Whatever the composition may be, there is reasonable balance in tone intensity. No choir ever overpowers another. If it does, harmonious "muddiness" creeps into the rendition of a masterpiece, or lines of lesser strength are blotted out by louder sounds.

It is my belief that here is a basic principle which applies to color design in the garden. "Color harmony" will take care of itself.

Primary reds, blues, and yellows, with the ever-present green, may be placed with each other without fear of color clash, if their power is balanced. If tints and shades are the type of color needed in the garden to work out a certain theme or to be embedded in a certain color design, then shades and tints should be used to the practical exclusion of the stronger colors.

Carrying this idea a step farther it is easy to see that gardens made only of pale pinks, blues of low power, or of lavenders may be compared to the music of a string quartette. There are masterpieces of chamber music. And there may be exquisite gardens in which there are nothing but the subdued tones of tints and shades.

But when using color remember that there must be balance in color strength to produce harmony. Unbalanced color, color used without a sense of fitness and good taste, color in which a force is set up without a counter-force in the garden design to counteract it, is the condition which has produced discords in color and has brought so much disappointment to the gardener.
Symbol of
TIMELESS BEAUTY

THE ROSE...subtly whispering its story of loveliness...petals fragrant with delicate charm...beautiful always...in ancient Persian gardens...in our modern homes.

Bigelow-Hartford presents ASHES OF ROSES, a color rose-inspired but soft enough to enter graciously into many lovely decorative schemes. A color restrained yet rich, with a silvery sheen that glorifies it. A color to live with, to luxuriate in, through the years. Sister-colors include Chinese gold, mist green, Sahara mauve, wisteria. There is romance in these colors...practical romance. For, as interpreted by Bigelow-Hartford, they are the freshest, most usable colors for the modern home. All of them are readily obtainable at leading stores, not only in plain carpets but in figured, and in rugs as well. The moderate prices may surprise you...but the splendid quality will be no surprise. Flawless construction is expected from 'weavers for over a century.'

DESIGNS: PERSIAN * TURKISH * BOKHARA * CHINESE * FRENCH * ENGLISH * SPANISH * PRIMITIVE * PEASANT * COLONIAL * MODERN

BIGELOW - HARTFORD
RUGS AND CARPETS

MAIL THIS COUPON to Bigelow-Hartford Carpet Company, 385 Madison Avenue, New York
Please send free folders and name of nearest Bigelow-Hartford merchant. You will also send one Color and Design Use in Home Decoration (a most helpful and interesting book, fully illustrated) if I enclose 25¢. KINDLY WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS CLEARLY IN THE MARGIN.
Two superb musical instruments

-IN A SINGLE CABINET - TO GIVE YOU "Music from the air or records"

RCA Radiola 47—Screen-Grid Radiola, Phonograph and Electro-Dynamic Reproducer in a single cabinet for electrical operation. $275*

RCA Radiola 44—Screen-Grid Radiola, table type. $110*

RCA Radiola 46—Screen-Grid Radiola and Electro-Dynamic reproducer in cabinet. $179*

*Radiotron equipment not included in these prices.

When the Radiotrons of the new Radiola 47 are glowing with their incandescent light, you command "music from the air or records" with the amazing realism that only the Radiola can give.

At a touch of the switch the incomparable RCA Electro-Dynamic reproducer within the beautiful cabinet fills your living room with the music of a distant orchestra—with all the beauty and volume of the original—or the wonderfully faithful reproduction of a famous Victor record.

And the new Screen-Grid Radiotrons in this superb instrument—with the special RCA Screen-Grid circuit—give a reserve of power such as has never before been possible in the electrical reproduction of sound.

RADIOLA DIVISION
Radio-victor Corporation of America
NEW YORK-CHICAGO-ATLANTA-DALLAS-SAN FRANCISCO

RCA RADIOLA
MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE RADIOTRON
**Last Chance!**

DO NOT DELAY

Beautifying your grounds this fall.

Our catalog will tell you of many BEAUTIFUL AZALEAS—ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS—RHODODENDRONS—SHADE TREES—SHRUBS—PRIONIES—IRIS—PHLOX—HARDY GARDEN PERENNIALS that will make your garden a fairyland of delight.

Our experience of nearly a century is at your command.

**CHERRY HILL NURSERIES**

(T. C. Thurlow's Sons, Inc.)

West Newbury, Mass.

---

For The Good Of Your Garden
Consider Rock Plants NOW

No matter the ground is crusted over with a half inch or so of frost, underneath it, the soil is just as good as ever for putting in your Rock Plants. If you do it this Fall, then next Spring there will be no transplanting setback to overcome. With the first pulsing of life, they will be on their way for you. All they ask for is a little light covering of straw this first Winter. Given that, you will have perfect results.

To further insure your success, is the fact of all our Hardy Rock Plants having already come smiling through two Winters with flying colors.

**Wayside Gardens**

MENTOR, OHIO

DON'T BURN YOUR LEAVES!

Dry leaves, mixed with ADCO, turn into excellent manure. So do stalks, vines, weeds and cuttings from the garden, straw and cornstalks from the farm.

Stable manure has become scarce, but thanks to ADCO you can still have all the manure you need. ADCO is the powder that when mixed with vegetable wastes of almost any kind, turns them into manure. This ADCO Manure is real manure, identical chemically and in fertilizing power with the old-fashioned kind, but much cleaner.

You owe it to your garden and yourself to know about ADCO and how to use it. Won't you let us send you our booklet? It's free.

Send $5.00 for 200 lbs. of ADCO, enough to make two tons of excellent manure; or order it from your own dealer. Simple directions accompany every package.

ADCO, 1738 Ludlow Street, Philadelphia

---

**With Loving Care we Tuck them Away for the Winter**

They've had a glorious farewell party—these flowers of ours... riots in color... dressed in their dazzling tints and shades... dancing around in the autumn breezes... gladdening our hearts with their pretty faces.

But quite soon now their little heads will nod in slumber... and then we must do our part.

Both the tubers we dig, and the perennials and shrubs that are at home in the earth all winter need a little winter protection. Tubers and bulbs should be packed away carefully in well insulated containers to protect them against dampness or excessive heat or cold, so they will not shrivel or suffer other injuries. We've a special pamphlet illustrating and telling about packing bulbs and tubers that you may have if you wish.

Then, every gardener also has an investment in permanent plants which will suffer certain loss unless protection is afforded against winter killing. The yearly loss due to winter killing is enormous, yet it may all be avoided simply by using a winter mulch of GPM (Granulated Peat Moss) spread around the roots.
A little care in the fall will bring prize blooms next season.

TEROGEN, the wonderful new autumn-winter ground dressing, is revolutionizing all known methods of combating rose diseases. It destroys the spores of most diseases. It kills the larve of most insects, as the rose pith borer, rose bugs, Japanese and many other beetles, aphids and ants.

TEROGEN has been used with great success at the famous Wallingford, Pa., Rose Gardens.

Apply Before Winter
Apply TEROGEN just before covering your roses for the winter. Order through your dealer or direct, as the winter. Order through your dealer or direct, as

Apply TeroGen just before covering your roses for the winter. Order through your dealer or direct, as...
Experienced planters know that October and November are good months to safely plant Peterson’s Roses and Peonies. Stocks in both are now complete in all varieties.

Our two annual publications, "A Little Book About Roses" and "The Flower Beautiful" are cheerfully sent upon request.

GEORGE H. PETERSON
Incorporated
Rose and Peony
Box 50
Specialists
Fair Lawn, N. J.

The plants we send out and the flowers from them have challenged comparison for a quarter of a century.

DUBOIS FENCE «Garden Co., Inc.
© 101 Park Ave. (Lex. 2404) New York
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Using bulbs for early indoor bloom

Continued from page 234

bloom. If they cannot be all planted at once, put in first the various Daffodils. After planting water thoroughly.

With large bulbs, it is easier to fill the pot or pan partly full of soil, place the bulbs, and then cover until the tops are just below the surface, which in turn should be filled with roots and the tops starting to sprout but with no leaves developed. A few things, such as Lily-of-the-valley and Freesia, may be grown without this preliminary cold storage, but even these should be left for ten days to two weeks in a cool temperature and with only partial light, until growth begins.

Tying up the pots from the cold storage out of doors, clean them thoroughly and place in the cellar, or a cool room for a week or ten days until the tops begin to develop and turn green. Then place where they may obtain sunshine for at least seven hours a day, and gradually give more water. Do not keep the soil wet, but just moderately moist. But never let it dry out, for the buds begin to develop, a little (oh, very little) nitrate of soda in water, or other such fertilizer may be applied. and on top of this several inches of soil or leaves. Then protect them until they may be left out through the winter months and brought in as required, after a four to six weeks period for preliminary root development. An examination will show when they are ready to come in. The pot or pan should be filled with roots and the tops starting to sprout from the leaves with no leaves developed. A few things, such as Lily-of-the-valley and Freesia, may be grown without this preliminary cold storage, but even these should be left for about ten days to two weeks in a cool temperature and with only partial light, until growth begins.

Tying up the pots from the cold storage out of doors, clean them thoroughly and place in the cellar, or a cool room for a week or ten days until the tops begin to develop and turn green. Then place where they may obtain sunshine for at least seven hours a day, and gradually give more water. Do not keep the soil wet, but just moderately moist. But never let it dry out, for the buds begin to develop, a little (oh, very little) nitrate of soda in water, or other such fertilizer may be applied.

Planting roses in midwinter

Continued from page 157

or not under constant moisture if kept up as plants should be for winter protection.

Another reason why fall planting should not be done until late in the year is to avoid periods of wet weather—Indian Summer—that may induce newly planted Roses to sprout, only to be washed out in a sudden downpour of rain which by the calendar still is winter.

Of course, in each of these states there may be "pockets", where the local conditions such as abnormal rainfall, high altitude, continuous high winds, etc., militate against early winter planting, but these are merely the exceptions confirming the rule. For Zone 3: Arkansas, Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia, winter planting is mandatory. As to the southern states (Zone 4) to plant dormant Roses in the spring is murderous.

Contrary to the general belief, Roses will stand considerable cold, and even in sections where the thermometer goes near zero, even early planting is successful if some simple precautions are taken against evaporation caused by sun and wind.

My method is to prune the plants back to about six inches from the ground and hill the plant with soil so that it is entirely covered in winter.

If planting cannot be done before April first at the latest (latitude of New York) potted plants only should be used; planting time being according to their stage of development, depending being left to the discretion of the nurseryman. All nurserymen carry a complete assortment of potted Roses for those who prefer spring planting.

If plants are fully matured, winter planting can be successfully attempted in Zone 2 of the American Rose Society's territorial division: i.e., Colorado, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa (southern part), Kansas, Massachusetts, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, New York, Ohio, Ontario, Canada, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington. Of course, in each of these states there may be "pockets", where the local conditions such as abnormal rainfall, high altitude, continuous high winds, etc., militate against early winter planting, but these are merely the exceptions confirming the rule. For Zone 3: Arkansas, Delaware, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia, winter planting is mandatory. As to the southern states (Zone 4) to plant dormant Roses in the spring is murderous.

Contrary to the general belief, Roses will stand considerable cold, and even in sections where the thermometer goes near zero, even early planting is successful if some simple precautions are taken against evaporation caused by sun and wind.

My method is to prune the plants back to about six inches from the ground and hill the plant with soil so that it is entirely covered in winter.

If planting cannot be done before April first at the latest (latitude of New York) potted plants only should be used; planting time being according to their stage of development, depending being left to the discretion of the nurseryman. All nurserymen carry a complete assortment of potted Roses for those who prefer spring planting.
Two Special Offers in Japanese Roselowering Cherries and Crabs

PLANT these trees on your grounds and enjoy the glorious beauty of their fragrant and profuse bloom. Send your order in today!

Offer No. 1
Twelve trees, 4-5' high 6 Cherries, 6 Crabs $33 value. Special at $25

Offer No. 2
Fourteen trees, 5-6' high 8 Cherries, 6 Crabs $65 value. Special at $50

Send for FREE CATALOG

WOHLERT of Narberth, Pa. 924 Montgomery Avenue
THE GARDEN NURSERIES

BEAUTY as well as PROTECTION

Chain link wire fence, built to the “Stewart Specification” will give you protection—and at a modest cost for the years of service you can expect.

Yet for very little more money you can have an aristocratic Iron Fence—for the frontage at least. And a modern Iron Fence can be as trustworth as our Chain Link—it’s made of the same copper-alloy steel.

We make both, know the advantages of each, and can estimate on both or either one. Let us put you in touch with our nearby representative—or send you a “Style Book” by mail.

The Stewart Iron Works Co., Inc. 523 Stewart Block Cincinnati, Ohio

Bobbink & Atkins
Ask for Catalog
Visit Nursery

Roses—Autumn Planting

Several hundred thousand field-grown plants, in several hundred varieties, are ready for autumn shipment. These include many new and rare varieties of Hybrid Tea and Tea Roses, Hybrid Perpetuals, an extensive list of Climbing Roses, and Roses adapted to all parts of the country.

“Roses—Autumn Planting” a folder just issued, gives many helpful suggestions as to varieties. A copy of the folder will be mailed to all who intend to plant Roses.

Evergreens for Rock Gardens
For Sunken Gardens, for foundation plantings, and for large landscapes. All are precut and can be planted immediately. Ask for “Rock Gardens Arcturus and Rhododendrons” which will be sent on request to those who intend to plant Evergreens.

Evergreens for Landscapes
For plantings of any magnitude we can supply Junipers, Spruces, Japanese Yews, Thujas in variety, grafted Blue Spruces (Koster and Moerheimi varieties). Ask for special evergreen catalog.

Old-Fashioned Flowers
New old-fashioned flowers for perennial gardens, rock gardens, ground covers, woodland plantings, dry soils, and moist places. Ask for our catalog “Hardy Herbaceous Plants” if you intend to plant old-fashioned flowers.

Climbing Vines and Creepers
Polygonum, Ampelopsis, Honeysuckle, Euonymus, Bigonia, Aristolochia, Wisteria, Ivy, Silver Lace Vine, and many others are described and priced in our special folder.

Our Specialties
Deciduous and evergreen Azaleas, Kalmia, Chinese Magnolias, Kolkwitzia, Cotoneaster, Viburnum Carlesi, Barberies, and French Hydrangeas in blue, pink, and white.

In your request for catalog it is important to state definitely what you intend to plant. We issue several catalogs.

Bobbink & Atkins, Rutherford, New Jersey

Dreer’s Roses

Sturdy, Dormant Stock for Fall Planting

Fall planting of Roses has proved thoroughly practical, eminently successful. And in practicing Fall planting you not only save valuable time next Spring but gain the additional advantage of plants being delivered FREE at your door.

Of about 300 different varieties of Hardy Garden Roses which we grow, we consider the following in classes by themselves:

The “Gold Medal” Dozen Holds the choicest of the tested novelties of special interest to those in search of the best. Delivered for $12.50

The “DREER” Dozen Holds standard kinds that have made good in all sections of the country, under widely varying climatic conditions. Delivered for $11.00

Autumn Catalog Offers Many Items

Nineteen pages of it are devoted to Dreer Roses, all varieties offered in above collections, being described in detail. It also offers hardy plants of all kinds, all kinds of bulbs for outdoor and indoor culture. Let the Dreer Autumn Catalog guide you to better Spring gardens, and please mention this publication.

"In April evenings, when the scent of lilacs drifted like rain on the silver air, she had walked with a lover among the tender whispers of the delicate green twilights. He was unredeemed; he was disreputable; he was a hopeless fugitive from the Blood of the Lamb; yet she had walked with him all those April evenings, and she had loved him in secret through the other months of the year. In spite of his sins, which were as scarlet, and his circumstances, which were beggarly, she might have been faithful to him, if only he had respected her. After almost fifty years (and God alone knew what those years had meant to her), there were recollections that still hurt her pride like the sting of a hornet. Through all the wind and mist of time, she could look back and remember the warm scent of the lilacs and a white star shining down on her pure thoughts, which were occupied with the salvation of sinners. There were all these things in the past, and none of them would bear thinking about. Life was like that, she supposed. In spite of amazing grace and being washed in the Blood of the Lamb. But how could a woman know? How could any woman know that life wouldn't bear thinking about?"

This is Carl Van Doren's favourite passage from Miss Glasgow's brilliant and ironic comedy of morals. Others read with a special delight Victoria's interview with Milly or Mr. Littlepage's visit to Mrs. Dalrymple. On almost every page is an epigram or a felicitous phrase that will pass into the permanent heritage of the English language.

IN APRIL EVENINGS
WHEN THE SCENT OF LILACS . . .

THEY STOOD TO FOLLY
BY ELLEN GLASGOW

At Bookstores $2.50
DOUBLEDAY, DORAN
Native Rhododendrons
Mountain Laurel
Azaleas

UNCOMMON native broad-leaf Evergreens and Shrubs are produced in great quantities in my nurseries. Solid, compact, nursery-grown plants are available by the hundred or thousand. I have a special collection of these plants that will permit the suburban home-owner to use them in an unusual landscape plan.

My New Catalogue is Ready
In it you will find a complete assortment of native perennials, evergreens, shrubs, bulbs, with numerous collections for sun, shade, rock-gardens and open locations. A copy will be mailed on request.

E. C. ROBBINS
Blue Ridge
Box 7, Ashford, N.C.

Perhaps your flower garden has not been a particular source of pride to you. But next summer you can not only surprise yourself with the size and beauty of the flowers you grow but you can give your neighbors the surprise of their lives. Just plant Sutton’s Seeds. You will find that practically every seed will sprout and grow into a sturdy plant that will bear large, beautifully colored blooms.

Sutton & Sons are internationally recognized as the leading seedsmen of two hemispheres. Founded in 1806, the management is now in the hands of the fourth generation of the family. Constant care in the selection of seed, knowledge and experience in the best methods of breeding, are your assurance that Sutton’s Seeds are true-to-type, uniform in quality and sure to grow. When you buy Sutton’s Seeds you get the same quality seed that is supplied to the Royal family of England, for Sutton & Sons are, By Appointment, Seedsmen to His Majesty King George V. Buy Sutton’s Seeds and know the satisfaction that comes from having a garden of the choicest flowers that grow.

Sutton’s Amateur’s Guide in Horticulture and General Garden Seed Catalogue
The beauty and clearness of the illustrations are a real aid in the selection of varieties, while the general introductions and the descriptions of individual varieties tell the gardener the place for each. The book will be sent post-paid on receipt of thirty-five cents in stamps or International Money Order.

SUTTON’S ANTIRRHINUMS—SEED PACKETS, 60 CENTS

Galloway Jars in High Fired Glaze Terra Cotta

CATALOG SENT UPON RECEIPT OF TEN CENTS IN STAMPS

Galloway are a fascinating interest. Bank the doorway—shapely and colorful they give a sparkling touch to any scheme of decoration. Flower Vases, Fonts, Bird Baths, Sun Dials, Benches, etc., are also made in high fired enduring Terra Cotta.

Established 1810

Catalog sent upon receipt of ten cents in stamps

Habitant Fence

AND GARDEN ACCESSORIES

HABITANT FENCE is made of the Tree of Life—Northern White Cedar from American forests—because it is the most durable and attractive wood for fencing purposes. Not only is it handsome at the start... exposure increases its color and subtle silvery tone.

The Picket style is especially appealing for country estate or the farm. It enhances the beauty of city or suburban property. Sturdily made—never requires painting, and is surprisingly economical. It comes in longer lengths, complete with necessary posts. Also furnished in Stockade and other designs.

Write nearest distributor for booklet of other fence designs and garden furniture—of Northern White Cedar.

HABITANT SHOPS
BAY CITY MICHIGAN

or any of these distributors

BROOK IRON WORKS, Inc. HORACE T. POTT’S & CO.
97 Church Street, New York E. Erie Ave. & D St., Philadelphia
JOHN WYNNE 365 St. Paul St., Baltimore
2237 Toothy Ave., Chicago THE DAVIS & SIEHL CO.
DISTRIBUTORS IN EVERY LARGE CITY

Very Necessary to the Careful Gardener

“I have found the Chronicle contains information that is not available in any other form, which makes it very necessary to the careful gardener. I have several complete years all carefully bound for reference.”

—B. E., New York

7 Monthly Visits, $1

Gardeners, both amateur and professional, find the Gardeners’ Chronicle a “stepping stone” to greater achievement. Send us $1 for seven months’ trial subscription. Or send $2 for full year, plus the current issue, 13 months in all.
**Every Saturday . . . in every stadium . . .**

**SORE THROAT!**

Gargle with Listerine when you get home...

**HERE, as any doctor will tell you, is a bit of sound wisdom for those who attend late season football games.**

Before going, and after returning from them gargle with full strength Listerine. This pleasant little precaution may spare you a nasty siege with a cold or sore throat or their more dangerous complications.

Medical records show that after football games, there is marked increase in the number of cases of colds . . . sore throat . . . influenza and bronchitis.

They are caused by germs in the mouth which get the upper hand when body resistance is lowered by over exposure, change of temperature and emotional disturbances, all of which are coincidental with seeing a football game.

Listerine checks them effectively because, used full strength, it is powerful against germs—kills them by the million.

Even such stubborn organisms as the Staphylococcus Aureus (pus) and Bacillus Typhosus (typhoid) in counts ranging to 200,000,000 are killed by it in 15 seconds, repeated laboratory tests show. Yet Listerine is so safe that it may be used full strength in any body cavity.

Use Listerine systematically during winter weather. It is a pleasant habit, a cleanly habit, and one that may lengthen your life. Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo., U. S. A.

**KILLS 200,000,000 GERMS IN 15 SECONDS**